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creation of a Mega Drive legend
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Mega CD news * More Street Fighter 2
We bust a gut to bring you 24 pages
on the making of Mega Drive Street
Fighter 2, but that's by no means all...
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MEGA comes to youfrom Future
Publishing, a company founded
just seven years ago, but which now sells more computer.
magazines thanany other publisherinBritain. We offer:
ice. Ошtitlesare packed with tips, suggestions,
feeble jokes and explanatory features, written by the best inthe.
business. Or the MEGA team, whichever are free at the time.
We have a cast-iron policy of editorial
* Strong
independence (in other words, MEGA won't review Street fighter2
until t's actually finished) and aim to give clear buyingadvice.
ter relevance. Future editors follow these twogoldenrules:
Understand your readers’ needs. And then nip down the pub.(That
last one should have been: "And then satisfy them”. Sorry).
.
á
n. We draw strongly on readers"
contributions, resulting inthe liveliest letters pagesandreader
tips. Buying MEGA is like enrolling intoamental institution.
*
Betlr value formoney. Morepages,better quality
.
tice. MEGA recognises all copyrights containedin
this issue. Where possible we have acknowledged the copyright
holder. Please contact us if we have failed to credit your
copyright - we will be happy to correct any oversight.

From the makers of Gamesmaster, Sega Power, Super
Play, Total, Amiga Power, Amiga Shopper, ST Format,
PC Format, Mac Format, Your Sinclair, Future Music,
Commodore Format, Amstrad Action & Amiga Format
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Last month the charts were
brought to you by Mario and
Luigi (whoever they might be). This
month... well, find out for yourself.

Ridick Bowe, Star Trek, Bruce Lee,
Nigel Mansell and Aladdin — all are set to star
in their own MD games. Read all about it!

Hutchinson and Dave Roberts

MEGA would also like to thank: Capcom USA,
Andy Wright and Ken Lockley at Sega

THE CHARTS

Remember the Penguin Biscuits in
Robocod? Notice the Coca Cola billboards
in Olympic Gold? How about the
McDonalds logos in Global Gladiators?
They didn't just happen by chance, and if
marketing guru Danny Bobroff has his way,
more of the same is to follow — and a cut in
cart prices could follow too. He speaks to
MEGA on page 7...

THE MAKING OF CAPCOM'S
STREET FIGHTER 2...
Exclusive! MEGA and Capcom present 24 pages of
facts, features and profiles on the making of a
video game legend...
1

You'll never have read a feature like this
before, and you'll never read one like it again.

It's enormous. You'll find everything you ever
wanted to know about Street Fighter 2:
Championship Edition and a lot more
besides: ALL the characters profiled, ALL the
special moves explained, initial sketches
from Capcom HQ, NEW Mega Drive screen
shots, interviews with Capcom's Research
and Development boss. It's ALL here.
(And if anyone dares mention Street
Fighte2rtoNeil again he's likely to hit them.)

Blimey, Chun Li's pecs

are even bigger than Arnie's!

ARENA

PURCHASE
The best Mega Drive add-ons
and peripheral gear all at
reduced prices for MEGA readers.

MEGA

PLAY

Essential tips for: Another
World, Batman Returns,
Captain America, Chakan, Chuck Rock,
Cobra Command, Crüe Ball, Ecco The
Dolphin, Euro Club Soccer, Fantasia, Fatal
Fury, Flashback, Krusty's Super Fun House,
Mega-Lo-Mania, NHLPA Hockey, Road Rash
2, Rolo To The Rescue, Shining In The
Darkness, Sonic 2, Spider-Man,

Splatterhouse 3, Streets Of Rage 2, Tiny
Toon Adventure, World of Illusion and MORE.

6

Reckon you've finished a
game? Reckon that those
games at the back of your cupboard are no
more use to you? Think again. ARENA
breathes life into the dead...
66
Ecco tips on page
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RIP ‘N’ TIP
1 Your cut-out-and-keep

solutionstoNHLPA
| Hockey andthefirstofa two-

| complete guide toAnother World.
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DRACULA

Л Stunning computer

AMAZING

animations and no gameplay whatsoever.

TENNIS

22, Not quite

©

ТОР 100

amazing, but fairly good nevertheless.

Which аге the best ever 100
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Mega Drive games? Which is
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the best shoot-'em-up? Which is the best

2

platform game? They're all here.

PREVIEWS
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Asterix The Gaul, Chuck Rock
2, Thunderhawk, Populous 2,

BOB and Lemmings 2 previewed.
PRO STRIKER 44. Notas good as
Super Kick Off. Er, that’s it really

MAZIN WARS 48. A cross between
Streets Of Rage 2 and Street Fighter 2, but crap.
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CAPTAIN PLANET 52. Four kids, four

RANGER X 53. This new shoot-em-up

Asterix The Gaul. Read

power rings and one tedious superhero.

from Sega is fabulous. Check it out quickly.

the preview on page 90
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SUBSCRIBE
Buy MEGA every month? Then
you could save yourself some
serious cash and have your mag delivered
straight to your door by subscribing.

SPLATTERHOUSE 3 56. Rick givesa

BALL JACKS 57. Unspeakably bad, so!

passing hellhound a big hickey on the neck.

shall say no more about it.

9

MEGA MOUTH

Neil reads all of your letters —
no really, he does. And then a
few lucky letters are plucked from the
MEGA letter heap and thrust into the
limelight of tte MEGA MOUTH pages.

SH nlc

ahd

In which we (once again)
feebly try to predict what will
be in next month's MEGA.

TECMO CUP FOOTBALL s.s»;

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF c.^

along with the amazing ABBA simulator,

good one for golf fans but not really PGA.
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MEGA TEN'S TOP
And with that particularly weak pun (God knows what
will happen when we get to issue 48), welcome to yet
another startling issue of MEGA — the UK's best-selling
Mega Drive magazine. This month we’vepulled out all
the stops to bring you something special...

We interupt th
game for a
commercial bre
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Meet the ten guys, one gal and one "it" who (come September)

are going to

give you the gaming experience of a lifetime. Assuming it gets finished...

The Making of Mega Drive Street Fighter 2: Championship Edition — the full monty,
direct from Capcom USA themselves. Think of it as a gigantic preview if you like, but
we're sure you'll appreciate the most in-depth, behind-the-scenes profile of a game
ever to appear in a video games magazine.

Street Fighter 2: Championship Edition is now 90% complete, and although we
had the chance to review the game as it stands, MEGA's cast-iron policy (or, if you'll
excuse another pun: MEGA ten's commandment) is that we will never review an
unfinished game. Despite missing the chance to grab an early exclusive, we will only
review a game once it is 100% complete.
This is for several reasons: a) How can you truly evaluate a game if it's not all
there?; b) How do you know how the unfinished portions will turn out – should you
simply swallow the software house's promise that "it will be brilliant”?; с) how can
you be sure that the game will be pulled from production and completely redesigned
atthe last minute?
No, reviewing an unfinished game would be cheating you – the readers. And
that's something that we promise never to do.
There, that's quite enough mag-reader bonding for one issue. Enjoy the rest of
the mag in the knowledge that you can trust our reviews, and keep reading.
Onwards! See you next month...
® Neil, Andy, Paul and Amanda

SOMEONE OUT

Princess Di is
not at all
amused
Disaster! According to the Daily Mirror
(ahem) Princess Di is reported to have
stated that (in her opinion) “A lot of
people watch so much TV and play so
many games these days that they don’t
really talk to each other”. But she later
went on to admit that Prince Hazzers
and Willers (as they probably don’t say
in Somerset) are big fans of Sonic
The Hedgehog.
Result? Video games as a whole, nil.
– Sega, 1.

Of course, there’s all different kinds of advertising from the subtle wallpaper on the backgrounds of
Robocod to the full-frontal, all-out, “there’s no way
they're gonna miss this one boys” intro screen of
Olympic боја. There's no reason why the ads
Shouldn't get more blatant though, all the way to
including commercial breaks mid game – maybe at

Sega Japan до like their robot beat-'emps, and here comes another one. Well
ctually, it's supposedly a young bloke
nside a giant Assault Suit — but it looks
ike a flipping great robot to you and me.
Extreme robot-'em-up violence to be
* expected sometime soon...

gm 7c

Epp =

James Pond is dwarfed by two

enormous Penguin biscuits...

MEGA CITY
ave you ever wondered why BBC1
costs a packet in licence fees while
ITV and Channel Four are "free"?
The answer is that one lot
takes advertisements and the others don't.
And there are people out there trying to
apply the same logic to video games. In
other words, if you sell advertising or
product replacement within games to
companies, you can use the money to bring

down prices or make the game better.
The fact is that "young people" are a
notoriously difficult group to reach for the
marketing mob trying to sell you everything
from soft drinks to spot cream. You're hard
to pick out on the TV schedules, tough to
isolate in newspapers, but where you're a
captive audience of millions is in front of
Sonic 2 or Super Kick Off.

GETTING MORE
YOUR MONEY?

FOR

Danny Bobroff is one of the head honchos
at Microtime Media, one of the companies
that specialises in selling advertising and
sponsorship on video games. Remember
Penguin Bars in Robocod?
The Coca Cola
logo in Olympic Gold? Bobroff's the man
behind it all.
He feels that the cost of developing new
games is rocketing to match the everincreasing levels of sophisticated graphics
and gameplay demanded by you, the
consumer. That is not just the time it takes
programmers to develop it, but the hardware
that goes into the cartridge itself.
For instance, 18 months ago Sega was
making a big deal about 8-Mbit carts like
Strider and Shining in the Darkness. Now
12-, 16- and even 18-Mbit games are
becoming commonplace. Those extra bits
cost bucks – as does the new sliver of silicon
Sega are developing to match the SNES's
FX chip. And where is that money going to

and gooey about the company because it
has just saved them £10.
And Bobroff reckons it is only a matter
of time before the same thing happens on
Mega Drive games.
"At the end of the day it's about
producing the best software. They have to
fund the better, bigger games the consumer
wants, the new technology with live action,
special effects actors, sets and whatever —
the only way they can do that (without
cutting their margins or putting prices up) is
through sponsorship," explained Bobroff.
But back at Sega HQ, marketing chief
Philip Ley is still sceptical:
“| can't see this ‘£10 off — thanks to
your sponsor’ business being anything
more than a one off.”
He is very wary of allowing games to
become just another vehicle for advertisers.
“People can just about cope with two
and a half minute Sega ads on TV - they
can get their heads round that. But putting
loads of ads on а game – think it's unfair
and a bit tacky.”

WELCOME

ADDITIONS?

But there are games that can be made
more realistic through sponsorship and
advertising. Footy games with real brands
on the billboards, racing games with real

sponsors on the cars...
Clair Bowen, the marketing director of
Accolade, welcomes input from commercial

advertisers where there is this kind of
“synergy” between the game and brand.
But she is a bit dubious about whether the
amount of money raised by these kinds of
deals will be enough to make any difference
to retail prices.
The new platformer Bubsy (due out on
the Mega Drive in July) cost a cool $1m to
develop and there are the marketing and
distribution costs on top of that. The most

ADVERTISING CUT
PRICES?
RIDG
come from? Not from punters that's for sure
— you can only price a cart so high before the
punter's cry “Enough!”, and at £50 for some
of the latest carts, that time is now.

And while Sega may have finally seen
the light and slashed the prices of its older
games - it will be a long, long time before
they do the same with their new releases.
"Rather than wait for that to happen, if
we want to see some reduction in prices,

we've got to see some other source of
investment — from people who want to reach
the same audience," explained Bobroff.

Bobroff has just cut a deal on a
forthcoming arcade game for the Amiga and
ST whereby the sponsor's dosh has
knocked a whole tenner off the asking price.
The sponsor is willing to do this for two
reasons: a) it gets its brand exposed to the
right target audience; b) they feel all warm

she reckons she could get from sponsorship
would be £50,000, which "isn't going to

affect retail prices by a vast amount".
But she does see more mileage in the
"sponsor as punter's friend and saving you
a tenner’ idea.
“If you’re going out to the consumer
with a message that says we're giving you
better value for money it's a whole new ball
дате", she said. “I’ve met Danny and he
really is something of a visionary".
One thing's for sure, as TV quality
images become the norm with the spread of
the Mega CD and other systems like 3DO,
that is when advertisers will sit up and really
take notice. Then maybe we can expect
some real “commercial breaks” and maybe

— just maybe — a real drop in prices.
More news over the page...
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It'sstillbeingofficially denied, butrumours reach

Night Trap: [0795
are you
Dn
1 5?

over

The BBFC (the British Board of Film
Classification, the people who put ratings to
movies) has awarded the Mega CD game
Night Trap a 15 certificate. Sega
themselves volunteered the game for
classification, after the Daily Mail ran a story
headlined, "The Sega Sickner: outrage at

computer-generated

inthe
| агеmorelikelytoreSurtace

|

extravaganza”

- Rom versions, than inthe"humble" Mega Driveдате А MegaОВ)
[

video nasty that makes a game out of 'real

life’ women being mutilated”.
They got the story all wrong of course
(and none of the “outraged” puritans quoted
had actually seen the game) but they
managed to cause a stir.
Sega regard this 15 rating as their
"worst case scenario” and in MEGA’s
opinion, it does seem a bit steep. The full

story next month...

Virgin sign
up Bruce Lee
Dragon is the name of the game due for
release from Virgin some time next year
(yep, MEGA CITY is that far advanced) built
around the character of Bruce Lee.
Platform/ninja/beat-'em-up/better-notmention-the-family-curse action is the order
of the day.

Now had Night Trap had the nude
shower scene, then we could have

understood the fuss. But it didn't

So, have you heard about EDGE?
meu

Я

No, didn t think 50.

Enter The Platform Game,

from

Virgin Productions, next year

For those who're not quite sure that they saw what they think they just saw...
1. First, Sega spent over £400,000 on ads for Ecco washing powder and A La Kat
cat food – products that never existed.
2. Overnight, billboard ads for these bogus products all over the country were
vandalised with pirate stickers and the message "Pirate TV coming soon". £58
million people thought: “Oh dear. Another ‘clever’ ad campaign. Yawn.”
3. The TV ads for the bogus were interrupted with... two and a half minutes of
Sega Pirate TV!
4. 20 million people went: “EH!?”
5. Two and a half minutes later, 20 million people went: “Blinkin’ Flip, that was on
along time”.
6. 20 million people think: “So what’s a Mega CD then?”
7. Sega claim another marketing victory. Har Harrrr!
At least that was the plan. Make of it what you will.
(NB. If anyone else has got £20 million to burn, call West/Dyer/Dyson/Mellerick Advertising
Associates on 0225 442244 for a confidential quote).

BULL DURHAM'S
INCREDIBLE WORLD OF
PR AND ADVERTISING

UU

(Or should that headline read:
“Blockbuster Move To Hire Ground"?).
Anyway, word wibbling apart, the news
is that the Blockbuster video chain
(incorporating Ritz Video) are now hiring
out Mega Drive games for just £2 a night.

SEGA SAY...
MEGA SAYS...
Well, well, well. Itlooks like Sega created their very
own Bull Durham this month, Their “fake” advertising
campaign for A La Kat cat food and ECCO washing
powder was the biggest porky, gargantuan fib and
downright humongous whopping great gargler of a
jape ever to hit British TV screens and billboards,
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Soon, all 814 stores will be in on the act,

so you know where to go.
MEGA have campaigned for an
Bull “bull” Durham

increase in the number of rental outlets,
as it provides the best possible
opportunity to “try before you buy”,
which can only lead to an increase in
game quality as the bad/over-hyped/too
short games simply won't get bought.
So check out Blockbuster and
experiment going rental.

MEGA CITY
Once there were no decent soccer games
on the Mega Drive (only World Cup Italia
'90 and Euro Club Soccer), then came
Super Kick Off (good in a “love it or loathe
it" kind of way) and then came news of a
whole flood of top-rate footy games in
development (in preparation for next year's
World Cup): Goal!, Sensible Soccer,
Ultimate Soccer (to be reviewed exclusively
in MEGA next month), a mysterious soccer
game from Electronic Arts and now this – a
Pele game from Accolade USA.
Which one turns out to be the best
(have the legs, make hay while the sun
shines in the six yard box, etc) remains to
be seen, but soccer fans shouldn't miss
next month's exclusive review of Ultimate
Soccer, a John Madden-perspective, eightplayer (yes, eight) footy-fest from Liverpoolbased development team, Rage.

Aladdin joins the
Virgins. It looks
as though

BUSMAN'S
HOLIDAY

Disney's
cartoon epic

Aladdin (due
for release in the UK in the
autumn) has been snapped up by Virgin Games to
be turned into a game. The film, starring Robin
Williams as the voice of the genie, looks set to be
a cracker. Hopefully the game will be too.
"LIEU
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A new console due to be launched in

rints

e

will

se

seconds..

plays Mega Drive, SNES, Master

store for Mega CD gamers. Out soon.

[>

| programme
video games
(the music 15
usually done
separately and
the graphics are designed by an artist) but
apart from these, |do it all. |programmed some
of F-15 Strike Eagle for Microprose. Now I'm
working on Amiga, ST and Mega Drive for

ADDITIONAL QUALIFICATIONS: Itaught myself

of a pack containing the handheld
(including all the adaptors and leads)
is planned in the UK at a price of just
£150, though whether Sega and
Nintendo will try to stop it remains

to programme on an old Sinclair Spectrum and .
taught myself different languages from there on.

signing of any actual "game" has got to be the step in the right direction...

a vegetable lasagne?
This is the test Telenet of Japan have in

y

System and NES games. A UK launch

Jeopardy and American Gladiators. And let's face it, after those three efforts, the

you into a pile of gunge spookily reminiscent of

JOB
DESCRIPTION:

RELEVANT QUALIFICATIONS: No relevant
qualifications. A degree in chemical
Engineering, but this was in no way relevant.

a portable handheld with a 4” LCD

: Nigel "Nigel" Mansell is rumoured to be returning to Formula One Grand Prix
$ racing. Hoo-bloody-rah. Taking a chance on this return of the nasally challenged
: one is Gametek, who've signed the rights to bring Gremlin's OKish Amiga racing
: game: Nigel Mansell's World Championship, to the Mega Drive. Gametek are
: keen to revamp their image after the phenomenal crapness of Wheel of Fortune,

The government want you dead. You possess
awesome superhuman powers. You know
you're being pursued by genetically-enhanced
bio-monsters (they hurt you). But that's your
lot. Will you be able to piece together the clues
which you'll uncover while exploring your
hazardous world before the bio-monsters turn

m.

worlds. The Action Gamesmaster is

promises to give you the best of both

:NIGEL MANSELL

A RANK
THUNDER

NAME:
Jim Gardner
AGE: 29

newcomers Asylum.

to be seen.

MEGA CD UPDATE

NO.
10 GAMES
PROGRAMMER

the US in September literally

screen that can also plug into your
TV. It also (and here’s the good bit)

bli

You love video games. Imagine if they were
your job as well. Some lucky people get to work
in the video game business and are willing to
give you advice as to how you could do the
same, These people are featured in Busman’s
Holiday. This month...

Sonic ср
Al Nilsen of Sega USA: "There is no set schedule for
it. The goal of Sonic CD is very simple: Sonic CD
has to be the equivalent of what Sonic 1 was to
Genesis... which was killer and breakthrough. We
have done some dual pathing developing it and we
will Keep pushing technology to the point where
Sonic CD is a product that sells hardware. | will not
release a Sonic CD that doesn't do that. We have
raised the stakes with Sonic 2 and Sonic 3, and it's
getting harder and harder to make improvements.
Until something happens that we are comfortable
with, we have decided that we will not talk about
it and we are not going to show anything
because the product is just not there. It's
the number one product that kids want
for their Sega CD and | am not going
to disappoint them."
MEGA Translation: "Not telling"
Expect news soon hedgehog fans...

PREVIOUS JOBS: |went straight from
University to Mikro-Gen as a programmer. |
then went freelance for a while. Eventually |
worked at Probe with Fergus McGovern and
then (after a few jobs in between) | ended up at
Microprose and then Asylum.
FIRST BREAK: A sub-course of my degree
was in Control Programming and so my final
year was spent working with Z80 programming
- it was this experience (and the fact that
Mikro Gen were desperate!) that gave me my
first break.
GOOD THINGS ABOUT JOB: It's fun work. |find
it very interesting.

BAD THINGS ABOUT JOB: Deadlines are the
worst thing - the pressure towards the end of
a project is tough. And if you're a freelancer,
then getting paid for the work you've done is
a pain!
ADVICE: Buy yourself an Atari ST or an Amiga
and a copy of Devpac (a programming
assembler) and teach yourself. Then show what

you can do - don't expect to get on any
programming training course, you have to be
able to show what you can do straight away.

NEXT MONTH: And there we have it, another chap
happily working in this crazy, crazy world of video
games. If you want to get in, then just stay tuned
to Busman's Holiday.
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MEGA CITY
RIDDICK
BOWE
Bignet (of Black Hole Assault, err, Чате”)

|.

Check out your newsagent,

you should be able to find
the first issue of Sonic’s
comic on sale just about
now. Other Mega Drive
games likely to appear in
comic book form include
Streets Of Rage, Kid
Chameleon and Decap

have got in the ring with one of the 235, 346
world heavyweight boxing champions
presently “at large" around the world,
Riddick Bowe. Details at this early stage
are thin on the ground, but it's fairly safe to
assume that it’s a boxing game we're
talking about here and that our “main dude",
Riddick Bowe, will feature prominently.
(You haven't the faintest idea what's going
at all, have you? — Ed). Boxing games аге
notoriously feeble (the only exception being
Virgin Games’ Muhammad Ali's Boxing,
and even that's doubtful) and with Mike
Tyson due out of jail soonish, Riddick
Bowe's chances of making it through until
his game's finished are up there with an ice
cream vans' chance in hell.

Attack. Check them out...

Virgin Games have signed up a deal to produce the Mega Drive (and, it's hotly
rumoured, Mega CD) game of Sly Stallone's up 'n' coming film Demolition Man. The
real news though is that part of the deal is that Sly has agreed to film extra scenes,
over and above those for the movie, purely for the video game.
It's generally agreed that sooner or later, as technology progresses, "interactive
movies" will replace standard games altogether. Sega's Night Trap and Sewer Shark
are the first examples, but Sylvester's agreement with Virgin is the first time a big star
has been involved: and it looks likely that his monosyllabic grunts and pectoral
twitching (sorry "acting") will make their way to the Mega CD sometime next year.
Stay tuned. This could be the start of something big.

Sylvester Stal

ne is contracted to record

scenes especially for his Mega CD game

US Gold gets

Golden of Golden
Axe
3
Axe 3, plus

ts skates on

Yet more screenshots
some more details on the game plot. Gillius
Thunderhead (the dwarf) has been axed (our
little joke there) to be

994's

hence the
pun in the

=>

More barbaric, head-chopping action

UP FROM
THE DEPTHS!
Godzilla is soon to
bubble up from
20,000

fathoms (or
whatever it is
he does) onto
the Mega
Drive in
pixellated
person courtesy of
Sony Imagesoft.
MEGA likes

Godzilla, yesterday
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dinosaurs.
They're great. A
lot better than
helicopters.

Barbaric, head-chopping

action

headline)

are to be

sponsored by

replaced by two new characters, a Lizard Man
and an Ogre. The Amazonian warrior, Tyris
Flair, and all-round hunkster, Ax Battler,
remain from the previous game. Improved
graphics, better sound and more moves
have also been promised...

US Gold, who will

also be bringing

the game of the event to the Mega

Drive at the same time. Olympic
Gold was good enough (their

summer olympics pound-yourjoypad-through-the-floor fest) so
this should be equally fit.

MEGA CITY

MEGA CD UPDATE
Que BBD ЖАШ
IS DOREMON
A MARIO BEATER?

=

Well, no - Sega wouldn't want to try.
But playing Sega Japan's latest
offering, Doremon, USA gamers

~e =

ФФ

have observed that it does pay the
Brooklyn Plumber lip service
gameplay-wise.

STAR WARS
Lucas Arts have something special planned for
Mega CD owners - a Mega CD game that looks
as though it will push the machine's (so far
unexplored) hardware capabilities to the limit.
The SNES version of Star Wars looked great
(we have to admit it) but better things are
promised for the Sega version. The game is a
multi-level platform game with gorgeous shoot'em-up sequences thrown in for good measure
- а real winner all round. Hopefully coming later
in the year.

$tar Trek
beams up
Last month we reported that Star Trek may
well be coming from (traditionally Nintendo
publishers) Interplay. Now we receive news
that Sega newcomers Spectrum Holybite
are planning a Mega Drive Star Trek game.
Is it the same title from different publishers?
Is it a whole new game? When will it be
released? All will be revealed (hopefully)

next month...

GENERAL
CHAOS

|

Lu.
да

Billed as a military simulator/action
extravaganza, General Chaos is soon to be
launched by Electronic Arts in the USA.
You have to chose your
E
soldiers, place them on the
battle field (that's the "military
simulator" bit) and then let rip
napalm and machine gun
death on everything that
moves (that's the "action
extravaganza" bit). MEGA
hasn't played it yet, but it
should be out on import soon.

: Oops. You've only gone and done it

EA bring

youa

new sort
of game,
the full
preview

next
month!

* American Laser games are currently
utting the finishing touches to the Mega
D version of Mad Dog McCree – the
un totin’ coin-op classic. As you can
* see from the screenshots, the game

* seems to look just as slick as the arcade
:

parent. We'll review the game just as
ооп as it's finished. Meanwhile,
епасег fans will be pleased to here that
: the game will be Light gun compatible —

* so get practising.

MEGA Top Ten
Crap game tips (with lots of help from
Mathew Gull of Lincoln).
1. On Desert Strike, make yourself
invincible by never leaving your battleship.
2. Never lose at Dragon's Fury! Every time
the pinball is about to fall out of play, simply
press the Start button.
3. To hit the enemy every time on F22Interceptor, only shoot when the little cross
in the middle is white
4. Two players can simultaneously play the
same character in Golden Axe simply by
buying a second Mega Drive, TV and cart.
5. On the title screen of Ecco The Dolphin,
press Up, Down, Left, then Right while
pressing A, B, and then C with the other
hand. Repeat 64 times. Do this every day
for a month and you'll find you have greatly
improved the-muscles in your thumbs.
6. Avoid getting eye-strain playing video
games! Take up gardening instead.
7 . In Thunderforce 4, try to dodge the
enemy's bullets. This way you'll find that
your ship survives a lot longer.
8. Be mistaken for the European Sega
champion! Simply change your name to
Rizo Abdolali and move to Germany.
9. In Super Hang-On, ride as fast as you
can without crashing into the corners or
hitting the other riders.
10. Turn your Mega Drive into a state-ofthe-art Virtual Reality machine! You will
need: your Mega Drive, an amplifier, two
TVs and three bottles of vodka.

Comin' at ya kid...

PUBLISHING

WANTED!
Salary according to experience

| Editors * Deputy Editors * Art Editors
Production Editors * Art Assistants
І Europe's biggest publisher of computer and console magazines is
once again on the lookout for first-class talent. The company

responsible for such market-leaders as MEGA, Amiga Format, Total,
GamesMaster, Sega Power and Super Play is gearing up to launch

yet more worldbeating magazines onto the market.
If you're already an Editor with experience in Future territory
and yov're hoping to join us, we want to hear from yov. If you're an
experienced, ambitious Deputy Editor keen to move on and

up, we

want to hear from yov. If you're an Art Editor, Art Assistant or
Production Editor working with Quark XPress and desperate to get
on, we want to hear from you. If you don't work for a magazine but
would dearly love to, and know Sega and Nintendo consoles and
console games inside and out, we want to hear from yov. If you

really, seriously believe you have something to offer Europe's market
leaders, we could well have something serious to offer you.

Write now, enclosing a CV, an example of work published
or unpublished and Five Good Reasons Why Future Needs Me to:I Annie Chalmers, Future Leisure, at the address below:
Future

Publishing,

30 Monmouth

Street, Bath, ВА1
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—
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Tel: 0225 442244, Fax: 0225 446019
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TOP 20

THE CHARTS
For those of you who missed last month's charts, a mysterious infiltrator
has broken in to sabotage the charts' page. What on earth could he want?
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Japan is the place where all this console lark started. And
here's what those diminutive mould-breakers are buying.
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Mix CD

Americans eat donuts and can't hold their beer. They can
play their games though, and this is what they're playing.
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Official charts compiled by Gallup and
sponsored by Penguin.
Import charts compiled by Whizz-Kid Games
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For weekly Mega Drive charts updates, tune into Digitiser on Teletext: page 470, Channel 4.
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Street Fighter 2: Championship Edition
is the hottest Mega Drive game in
development. As you read this, it’s
90% complete. But how have the
programmers gone about creating a
video game legend? Over the next 24
pages, MEGA and Capcom exclusively
bring you the FULL story...
o what's all the fuss about anyway?
It's not like MEGA to get carried
away with a game which (on the
surface) would appear to be just
another "big name" game. Let's face it, it's
just another coin-op conversion. And when
was the last time coin-ops were at the
cutting edge of the video game business?
Well, funnily enough, it was around the time
of the Mega Drive's launch — ever since
then, the focus has shifted almost entirely
to the home consoles.
How many of you out

backdrop or some variation on a Shaolin
temple, you've seen 'em all, haven't you?
Beat-'em-ups are the Take That of the
video game world — bland, undemanding,
repetitive and a nice safe way for game
companies to rake in cash without taking
any risks.
Another thing which wouldn't seem to
be in this game's favour is that it is a
sequel. And time has proved again and
again that the likes of Sonic 2, John
Madden '93, Road

Rash 2 and Super

there can name even

Monaco GP2 (to name
just four of the best
sequels), although
undeniably high in
quality, have never
been as exciting the
second time around,
or indeed a drastic

five of the current 20
top-grossing machines
in amusement arcades?

|

Thought so. The Mega
Drive's history of
arcade conversions
hasn't been so great
either — just take a look
at Smash TV.
However, Street

Fighter 2's not just any
coin-op, it’s a coin-op beat-'em-up – the
genre that’s surely more responsible than
any other for the desertion of the arcades.
Let's face it, when you've seen one bigsprites-punching-each-other-repeatedly
effort set against either a decaying urban

improvement upon
the original.
Street Fighter2
doesn't even have
astounding technical feats to fall back on —
the action takes place against a few moreor-less static backdrops which are perfectly
pretty in their own way, but which are really
no advance on the original game. The
sprites themselves are big and reasonably
well-animated, but leagues behind the likes
of, say, Pitfighter in the "technical" wow
factor stakes.

But all this doesn't matter. Street

10,000 TO ONE...
A Street Fighter
2contest which was recently
organised in Japan by a company

manufacturing Street Fighter2music CDs
attracted 10,000 entries. Those who made it
through to the finals had to play the game
against Maki Miyamei and Junichi Yamamoto,
who represent Chun Li and Ryu in Capcom's
promotions, And what was the prize which the

15 winners eventually took away? Er, а joystick.

KEY MOVES
Over thenext 24pages, each character is
profiled– including
their special moves. All
the special moves are accessed with a series
ofjoypad controls. Forexample, Ryu's Dragon
punch is accessed byquickly pressing
| Forward, Down, Down and Forward and then а

| Punch. Using thecode,thisiswritten asF, D,

|ОЕР. Gettheidea? Good.Onwards...

The official packaging of Mega Drive
Street Fighter 2 stars Major Bisun

Fighter 2's success comes down to the
simplest reason in the world, but it's a
reason which might come as a bit of a
surprise to anyone who's used to the
biggest games being the ones which have
the most money spent on licensing/hyping
them (ie your average Mega Drive
e
owner). The reason is, quite simply,
that it's a brilliantly-designed and
Turn
thought-out game.
over

U=up
D=down
В = back
F = forward
Czchargefor2seconds

P1 = jab punch
Р2 = medium punch
P3 = strong punch
CB = charge back for2 seconds
CD = pull down for2 seconds

K1 = short kick

DB = down and back

К2 = medium kick
K3 = roundhouse kick

DF = down andforward
UF = upand forward

(One each, mind.)
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John Madden '93 - Street Fighter 2's only equal in terms of two-player depth

It's got twice as many moves as your
ordinary run-of-the-mill Formula X beat-'em-

up, and twice as many moves mean twice
as much gameplay depth. Unlike most
games of the type, Street Fighter 2 won't
reward you for standing in one place and
doing the same move over and over again
— you need a quick mind as well as fast
reflexes to get anywhere with this one.
The real test of a game's depth comes
in two-player mode, and Street Fighter2
comes second only to John Madden
Football in MEGA's opinion. Set two
players off head-to-head in most games
and, before too long, the same player will
be winning every time. They'll discover all
that the machine has to offer (in most
cases, very little) then it becomes simply a
question of who has the quickest reflexes
and the fastest fire-button finger. There's
very little thinking involved. But with Street
Fighter2and John Madden Football, things
are different. There are SO many game
options (backed up with rock-solid game
logic to make a plethora of options actually
have real and different effects) that it takes
months to master. One player may win two
or three matches in a row. But then, if a
new move or technique is mastered, the
balance of power shifts immediately. This
new move has to be countered, or a new
strategy developed – effectively you have
to start learning the game all over again.
And this process can continue for months.
Furthermore, this game simply oozes
character. Chun Li, Dhalsim, Blanka, M
Bison and chums have such sharplydefined styles and performances that you

Capcom

Super Monaco GP. Unlike Street
Fighter, the sequel was no better

can't help but identify with them, even to the
extent of sticking with your favourite
character when you're up against an
opponent of superior abilities (those sad
cases who always play as Guile because
he's hardest, are the lowest of the low in
gaming circles).
"The one truth about what makes some

games good and others bad, is that nobody
knows. If they did, they certainly wouldn't
be shouting about it," suggested David
Snook, editor of Coin Slot magazine.
But he's wrong. There's no great
revolutionary secret about Street Fighter2
— it's just a superbly-constructed, well-

designed Ryu as a loner –

singularly dedicated to his craft
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Strazewski
hints thatoneoftheworld.
warriors maynotsurvive theseries, and

indicates thatRyuandChunLiarelovers.

STREET FIGHTER 2

Early design sketches depict Ken at
riend, Eliza...

Thistooktime todo,anditcaused a two
|
| month delay.
The Mega Drive version hasallthegore |
ofthecoin-op original - hardlya constructive |
step against those who argue video games are |

gratuitously
violent, butitalladdstothe.

«but he’s quick to shake off family

life and join Ryu in the tournament

designed game with more soul than
anything seen in an arcade for years. And
now it's coming to your Mega Drive, to save
you from The Attack Of The Killer Mutant
Tedious Film-Licence Platformers. Now,
then, is a time for rejoicing — this could well
be a game to last you a lifetime.

THE START OF
SOMETHING BIG...
It all started a long, long time ago in 1986
with a coin-op called
Street Fighter. To

look at the

In two-

unassuming arcade
cabinet, a passing
gamesplayer could
be forgiven for
figuring that it was
"just another’ beat'em-up with the token
novelty of having

the machine to master. A cult-following of
arcade junkies sprang up and, quietly and
unbeknownst to all but the most fanatical, a
video-gaming legend had begun.
So what was the original Street Fighter
all about? The story goes that two sparring
partners named Ken and Ryu – both
masters of Shotokan Karate under the tuition
of the legendary martial art master Sheng
Long – entered the first World Warriors
Championship. Ryu's superior discipline and
intense concentration
proved superior to
the raw, beserker

rage of Ken, and so it

player

the

mode

game

comes

second only

was Ryu who entered
the final as underdog
against Sagat, the
undefeated Thai
Boxer and the
reigning World

wariorcnampion.

Street Fighter legend
dictates that it was in
Madden
to
pads to measure the
this final
strength of your
Championship dual that Ryu defeated
blows. Back in '86 you'd probably have
Sagat, burning a scar into his chest
made straight for Outrun, Super Hang-On or
with the legendary Sheng Long Dragon e
Space Harrier 2. However, among the
Punch. Sagat still carries this scar (and Turn
hardest video gamers of the day, Street
his promise of revenge) to this day... ^ over
Fighter quickly gained a hard reputation as
pressure-sensitive

E Honda

is a real feminist - here he steadfastly refuses to go easy on Chun

C DUAE

| АДАЛАТ
KO
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STREET FIGHTER 2:
AN ARCADE PHENOMENON
£260 million of small change was
shovelled into UK Street Fighter 2 coin-ops
during the lust 12 months.
That's a stack of 50 pence pieces
975 miles high...
rabthe biggest frying pan in the kitchen. Hold it
downwards, arms outstretched so that the pan itself
dangles in front of your knees. Now raise your forearms
rapidly, keeping your upper arms still and making sure
that the pan hits you squarely in the face. Repeat this

several times...
That's the sort of impact that Street Fighter 2
had in the arcades: like a bolt from the blue, a bat
out of hell or a, er, pan from your kitchen. It swept

everything before it and set records that at the
moment seem virtually impossible to beat.
Hot from Capcom’s development labs in Japan
and Silicom Valley, California, it was unleashed two

years ago and has spent so long occupying the
arcades’ number one slot that it was nearly given the
option to buy. It is still in the top ten - a feat made
even more remarkable by the fact that the
Championship Edition is also currently setting up
home in the top ten.
“I've been in the coin-up business for 25 years
now, and I'd have to go back to the original Space
Invaders to find something that had a similar impact to
The biggest game since Pacman
Street Fighter2-and even then, you've got to say that
2took a lot more money,” reckons David Snook, editor of arcade trade title, Coin Slot.
Street Fighter
John Stergides, Managing Director of Street Fighter
2distributor Electrocoin, agrees: “We've been
distributing machines to arcades since 1976, and this is definitely our most successful coin-op ever.” He
recalls its launch with awe: “In some instances we shipped out eight machines to the same arcade.
Usually arcades only take one unit, two if the title is particularly good."
So how much cash does all this add up to then?
At Rank, controller of 150 arcades in the UK, Director Peter Finneran was extremely reluctant to
reveal any actual figures (no arcades are actually required to reveal details of how much individual
machines take and therefore few opt to do so). Instead, he revealed simply that Street Fighter2had
been “very, very successful - our number one game for
quite some time”.
Snook at Coin Slot hazards a few guesses at how
“very, very successful” translates into slightly more
tangible terms. Good man.
“Over a 12-month period it probably cornered
around 60 per cent of the total coin-op market. |think there
were probably around 50,000 machines in place globally at
one time, with about 10,000 in the UK. Usually, a worldwide
figure of 15,000 is enough to make a manufacturer happy.
"Individual machines could possibly have taken
over £1,000 in a single week in some prime spots. On
any other game, a take of around £150 - £200 a week is.
considered pretty good."
So, assuming there are 10,000 Street Fighter
2 machines in Britain, they've been here for two
years and been taking an average amount of
money (let's say £70 a day)... that adds up to а
total of £260 million a year.
260 million BIG ONES.
Assuming that's all in 50p denominations, that
adds up to a tack of coins 975 miles high. Yep, 50p
pieces stacked 975 miles high.
That's 7020 tonnes of cash - the same weight as
a Royal Navy frigate or nuclear submarine.
That's a LOT of cash (more than the whole of
Sega UK made in profits last year) and gives some
idea of just how huge Street Fighter 2 is. Enormous is
not the word.
Then Championship Edition came along
and was even bigger

MALE BONDING...
Zangief is an ex-wrestler, and (according to
Capcom legend) he learnt moves like the.

Double Lariat and the Screw Pile Driver from
the star of Final Fight, US wrestler Haggar.
Gradually, this coin-op was forgotten.
Led by the digitised-graphics of Atari's
Pitfighter, new, more technologicallyadvanced, beat-'em-ups blasted onto the
arcade scene and only the few cultfollowers of Street Fighter blasted Capcom
with demands for a sequel.
These demands went unanswered for
five years, but, behind the scenes, Capcom

designers and programmers both sides of
the Pacific were methodically planning the
sequel to Street Fighter. But it wasn't to be
just any sequel. The message from Capcom
bosses was to create a game that would
have the same influence in the Nineties that
Pacman had in the Eighties. Put simply, the
brief given to Capcom's designers was to

create the world's ultimate coin-op — no
matter how long it took or how much it cost.
And so, in a Tokyo arcade in March
1991, the dream became a reality. Capcom
had created a game unlike any seen
before. Players could choose from eight
powerful characters to play. In turn, each
character came with over thirty moves to

master and three special moves to

LIKE THE STREET
FIGHTER 2
SOUNDTRACK
THEN DO YOU?

discover. The player was then faced with
the finger-numbing prospect of 11 of the
toughest pixellated opponents he or she
would ever have faced in the

Well now you can buy it on CD (ifyou've got
Japanese contacts, that is). There’s a whole
range of Street Fighter 2 CDs available in
dapan; there are, in fact, as many

bid to become champion, or the

as10 or 15 of the things, some

option of the most adrenalinepumping two-player head-tohead combat action ever
experienced.
Street Fighter
2 was

containing the music from the
original coin-op, and some
containing reworked, re-recorded
versions that
supposedly sound a
lot nicer. It's even
possible to buy a
CD containing the
story behind the

born and gamesplayers the /
world over were stunned.

THE
AMBITION
|
James Goddard is head of
Research and Development at
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Capcom USA. He remembers all too well
the development of the original Street
Fighter 2...
"In essence, the brief to which
Capcom’s designers in Japan were working
had three major principles that were set in
stone. Firstly, it was obvious that the game
had to put two players directly head-to-head
— no other game format can generate the
same level of fanatical competitiveness.
Secondly, the game had to be light years
ahead of the field in terms of the level of
skill demanded from the players. They
dreamed of a game that demanded more of
the gameplayers than had ever been
demanded before. To master Street Fighter
2 would need real technique — something
that had never really been needed before.
And thirdly? The game had to have depth —
real depth."
So the game was destined to become
a classic from the moment the first designs
were made? Capcom were determined to
create the ultimate beat-'em-up?
“Absolutely. It's all a question of no
compromise. With that brief as a starting
point, they just went all out for it. Instead of
just offering a choice of two different

game, recorded in
the form of a play,
along with terrific songs called things like
Jumpin’ To The Sky.

STREET FIGHTER 2

а MAKESIIR.

Perhaps thesurest gauge ofjusthowbigStreet
Fighter 2 hasbecome isJackie Chan's new.

martial artsfilm, CityHunter. It'spurportedly а
| cinema realisation ofa bigJapanese cartoon
| series. But,whileengaged incombat inan
| amusement
arcade with a
|baddy, Jackie bangs his headona Street

Guile returns home to domestic life
after victory in the contest...

| Fighter 2 machine andfindshe'ssuddenly

| become E Honda, andthebaddy's turned into
into
Ken. A battle ensues, withJackiemutating

‘most ofthegame’s characters anddoingall

|their special moves. Thehighpoint iswhen.
| Jackie becomes a rather heavily built ChunLi,

| anddispatches thebaddie witha spin-Kick,
|

Although it'sactually a very enjoyable

| tilm,it'sunlikely thatCity Hunter willmake itto

| UKcinemas, sowatch outforitonvideo.

players and maybe two control buttons,
they went out with twelve completely
different characters with around 30 moves
each and three special moves. It was
revolutionary for its time — there's no other
word for it – too many other games were
just recycling things, whereas with Street
2they did the opposite, they went
Fighter
out and actually made
something new.”

And that

whereas Sagat vows revenge and

rains harder than ever before

Well, as far as Street Fighter 2's

concerned, yes. Us Brits take no prisoners.
“OK, hence players really strive to
master the two-player game. But there's so
much to learn, that having this two-player
mode not only gets people hooked, but it
also means that there's always a challenge
to be had even after you've worked out how
to beat the computer."
.

The brief

THE Rio

something new came

This time there were
WEIS
SF2
for
complete with moves
eight very different
by the bucketful, a
characters to play,
whole army of players
including Ken, Ryu and
to chose from, and (of
Sagat from the original
course) the two-player
Street Fighter game —
head-to head option?
the three of which have
“Yes, that twobeen in intensive
player option was
e
training. Each
coin-op
essential. | don’t know
character has a
how it is in England,
different reason for entering the tournament,
but over here in the US people play headbut one aim is universal — to destroy M
to-head devotedly — maybe it’s the way us
Bison, the evil smuggling mafia king
Americans are. Whereas in Japan, as a
and self-appointed “final opponent’ in
trend, gamers prefer to take ona
the Street Fighter 2tournament.
e
computer, in the USA people are very
According to the Street Fighter 2 Turn
competitive — we love to win. Is it the same
comic strip, after his defeat in the
over
over in England?"

that it
should be
the ultimate
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original Street Fighter World Warriors
tournament, Sagat joined M Bison's
criminal network, along with the fallen-

from-grace heavyweight boxing champ,
Balrog. Sagat's dream of avenging his
defeat by Ryu still burns ferociously within
him, a dream which is mirrored by Bison,
who wants to prove himself as the
strongest fighter in the whole world. But
Ryu refuses all Sagat's challenges to a rematch. In such a situation, what on earth
are the three villains supposed to do?
Well, Bison
hatches a plan in his
mind: "Ryu is human.
He has friends. The
beautiful Chun Li and
Ken, his American

comrade... They are
his weakness. He can
be made to fight." If
Sagat and Balrog can
destroy Chun Li and
"Ken, then Ryu will be

forced back into the
Street Fighter arena
to avenge his
friends... Then, first,
Sagat and, secondly, Bison, would finally
get their chance to destroy Ryu once and
for all.
"The Street Fighter tournament is
fought every one or two years - there's no
set date or venue for it though," explains
James Goddard.
“It's an underground tournament to find
the ultimate fighter. They're fighting simply
to see who's the most powerful fighter in
the world."

THE HOTTEST COIN-OP
ON THE BLOCK
The plan had been to take the arcades by
storm, and that's exactly what happened.
When Street Fighter 2 hit the arcades,
wowed video gamers had never played
anything like it. James Goddard wasn't at
all surprised...
"The difference with Street Fighter2
was that Capcom had treated the gamers
with a high degree of skill. They aimed at
the older audience (the die-hard gamers) –
they wanted to create
the ultimate head-tohead two-player
game, and that's
what they did. They
took a gamble and
they nailed it.
That's really all
there is to it."
How different
was Street Fighter
210 the original
Street Fighter?
“The basic
concept of the
sequel is pretty
similar, but what the programmers did
with the gameplay and the depths of
the characters in Street Fighter 2,
well, when compared with the original, |
the two are like night and day. Inthe
|
Ken or Ryu, and you could throw fireballs,

do helicopter kicks and pull dragon
punches, but although you did have six
buttons, you really had only a very limited
number of moves. The difference between
that and Street Fighter2 is incredible. And
choose to play eight different characters,
each with their own full range of moves and
depth, you see what a big leap forward

Capcom World 2 is a new Japanese Pub Quiz type
coin-op which features Street Fighter
2characters.

It's not, however, due to appear in the UK. It's.
doubtful that you'd get any of the questions right
anyway. They're all in Japanesi

Americans being Americans, the US branch of Capcom have unleashed a ferocious merchandising
campaign to ensure that you don’t simply play Street Fighter 2; you play it wearing Street Fighter2
2towel.
underpants and a Street Fighter2hat, while mopping your brow with a Street Fighter
The official Capcom list of Street Fighter 2 stuff makes formidable reading, It includes: fluffy toys,
costumes, stickers, Valentines, calendars, wrapping paper, bags, decorations, Halloween costumes,
masks, make-up kits, backpacks, gym bags, sleeping bags, tents, school stationery, underpants, vests,
books, action figures, vehicles, playsets, hats, stickers, transfers, towels, comic books, pyjamas, keyrings, buttons, posters, skateboards, roller skates, watches, calculators, pinball tables, T-shirts, kites,
yo-yos, frisbees, home furnishings, lunch boxes, LCD games, trading cards,
sweatshirts and boxer shorts,

original Street Fighter you could play —

then, when you consider that you can

GUEST APPEARANCES...

GETTING INTO GEAR

Street Fighter
2was.”
Street Fighter 2 almost immediately
became the most popular, successful and
sought-after coin-op available. Not since
Pacman in the early 1980s had an arcade
coin-op had such an effect. James
Goddard explains:
“In the modern age, | don’t think there’s

The only trouble you'll have is
finding a Street Fighter 2 shopping trolley to get it all home

anything to touch Street Fighter 2 – it's got
to be the most popular coin-op of our time.
And even if it is second to Pacman іп the
league table, then you've got to remember
that it's in a time when impressing
gamesplayers is a whole lot tougher than it
used to be. There are so many impressive
coin-ops out there..." (think about it: multiplayer games, the pioneers of VR, laser
disk games and so forth) “... that grabbing
attention is difficult — Pacman basically had
an open field."
David Snook, editor of a coin-op

magazine called Coin Slot, went into more

in

detail about the staggering popularity of
Street Fighter 2 and Championship Edition...
"Over a 12-month period these coinops probably cornered around 60 per cent
of the total, worldwide coin-op market. |

think there were probably around 50,000
machines in place globally at one time, with
about 10,000 in the UK. Usually, a
worldwide figure of 15,000 is enough to
make a manufacturer happy. Some arcades
were ordering eight machines at a time. For
any other coin-op, any more than just one
machine ordered is something to
celebrate.”

STREET FIGHTER 1
- HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
Only a few nostalgic gamers remember the original Street Fighter coin-op,
but, back in '88, Ryu, Ken and Sagat were scrapping out the very first World
Warriors Championship...

"T.

——

Ryu and Sagat exchange fireballs to an audience of a reclining Buddha

n the arcades, the original Street Fighter had a helluva reputation. Most of the coin-ops shipped to the
UK featured the new, innovative and palm-knackering pressure-sensitive kick and punch buttons - the
pad responded to soft, medium and hard punches, and your game character responded on-screen. On the
bonus round, however, the pressure pad didn't just restrict itself to three power-ratings, it measured the
exact strength of your punch - resulting in severe coin-op beating incidents, leaping onto coin-op from
great height hilarity and many (many) bruised limbs in attempts to grab that punch-power high score. You
could chose to play Ken or Ryu in your attempt to fight through the qualifying rounds and take on Sagat
- the world champion Thai Boxer. Legend has it that Ryu eventually took on Sagat and defeated him with
the mighty Shen-Long Dragon Punch - burning a scar into Sagat's chest.
The original Street Fighter hit the arcades in the late Eighties and was at the height of its powers
in around '88, At the time, there was no Mega Drive, hence no Street Fighting pedigree. The same was
true of the Super Nintendo. Also at the time, the most popular games machines were the Spectrum and

C64, while the cutting edge was inhabited by Commodore's Amiga and Atari's ST. Street Fighter was
published on all these formats, but a weak conversion had all the impact of a left hook from Julian Clarey.

The game limped into the charts at number 27 and then more or less immediately faded away again. As a
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coin-op, however, it is still highly regarded by many games players. But even though Street Fighter was a
good game, it wasn't an awesome game - and hardly an indication for the phenomenon to come...

STREET FIGHTER 2

That means that six out of every ten
games played on a coin-op in the last year

have been Street Fighter 2.
"Individual machines could possibly
have taken over £1,000 in a single week in
some prime sites. On any other game, a
take of around £150 – £200 a week is
considered pretty good," added Snook.
That's a lot of business, and a lot of
cash. Gamesplayers of all ages and all
abilities were playing Street Fighter 2.

A GAME PURELY FOR
THE EXPERTS?
This multi-level appeal is one of Street
Fighter 2's greatest secrets...
"A game that will last you a lifetime" (as
we ourselves described Street Fighter2a
couple of hundred words back) often
translates as "bloody difficult — it will take
you eight weeks to get past the first level
and by that time you'll be so narked off you
won't bother going any further". But
although to master it, you'll have your
game-playing expertise stretched to the

limits, that's not to say that you couldn't get
your Aunt Maud smashing hell out of Uncle
Harold at the family Christmas party.
“Руе seen people who've never played
a video game before who've become
hooked by Street Fighter 2," explained
Capcom’s James Goddard. "They've played
for a couple of months and they've become
really good. And that's another thing – the
game will grow with you. And there's
always going to be someone out there
who's better than you, and that digs at
people's egos — so they want to practice
more and more until they never lose a fight.
There's a big ego factor involved."
Soon it became obvious that a home
console version of Street Fighter 2 simply
had to be made — the demand was too
strong to resist. And due to Capcom’s links
with Nintendo, it was on the SNES that
Street Fighter
2first appeared...

SAVING NINTENDO’ S
In June of 1992 import copies of
Street Fighter 2 on the SNES were
selling out across the country at £100
a piece – the demand was that big.

e
Turn
over

Chun Li works out in the gym in
preparation for the tournament
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STREET FIGHTER 2
CAN MEGA DRIVE
STREET FIGHTER 2
LIVE UP TO ALL THE HYPE?
That Mega Drive Street Fighter 2: Championship Edition will be huge is
without question. But will it be bigger than Sonic 2...?
Lets take a look at Street Fighter 2's history. With the arcades well and truly conquered, 1992 saw
Street Fighter2launch its home invasion. Amazingly, its performance on the
Super Nintendo and Amiga formats lived up to all the hype created by the
success of the coin-op.
Gallup's (the compilers of the official video game charts) figures
show the game crashing straight into the top of the Super
Nintendo chart on its release in October and immediately
outselling the number two game by aratio of 3:1.
It stayed there for six weeks and was in the top three for
twelve. Gallup's software researcher Dorian Bloch has no doubts
that its dominance would have reached far more Bryan Adamseque
proportions had the game not been included in a Super Nintendo
bundle almost as soon as it was launched.
Nevertheless, the game did manage sales of 200,00 in the UK,
and around 150,000 of those were probably bought as part of
packs. (OK it's hardly Sonic status – 750,000 in a week - but this
is Nintendo we're talking about here.)
Just before Christmas, the game made the move from cartridge
Sonic 2 holds the record
to disc and appeared on the Amiga on the US Gold label. Once
(750,000 in one week!)
again, its impact was instant and shuddering.

It shot straight into the number one

prestigious chart of the year - the Christmas
chart. It outsold the number two game that
week, Sensible Soccer, by a ratio of 6:1.

Despite having been launched only ten
days before Christmas (thus being on sale
for only 16 days), the Amiga version of
Street Fighter 2 became the best-selling
home computer title of the year.
So what about the Mega Drive version
of Championship Edition? Well, all
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SF2 has a lot to live
up to. MEGA's money
says it'll be huge
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indicators point towards a video game

And so Mega

Now

hopelessly behind the Mega Drive in sales, it

would have lagged further had Street Fighter 2 not come to the rescue

A desperate Nintendo, buckling under the
weight of Sega’s ground-breaking
marketing campaign and momentum of
Mega Drive sales, acted fast, and bundled

the UK version of Street Fighter2in with
the SNES in time for the big Christmas
sales period.
"If it wasn't for Street Fighter 2,

en
ne
Tl

Slot and remained there for the most

The “Super” Nintendo.

Nintendo would have been totally stuffed.
As it was, Street Fighter 2 sold the SNES
for them," reflects Sega's Software Product
Marketing Manager, Andy Wright, on the
biggest console battle since, well, ever
really. "But | have seen the future, young
man, and the future is Street Fighter2:
Championship Edition’. Indeedy.

Japan, the same development team who
created Street Fighter2started working on
what was eventually going to be called the
Championship Edition.
"It was a natural progression and
something that the players demanded,” said
James Goddard. “They wanted to play the

same characters and get a chance at
playing the boss characters. They wanted
more; they were getting tired of Street
Fighter 2. The game was a little unfair, in
that when a player got good enough, he
was all-powerful. He’d discovered all the
tricks and there was not much left to do.
Also, two-player games could never be

In the meanwhile, however, over six
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explosion
Оп the Amiga, second-placed Sensible
Soccer was outsold by 6:1...
when the
game is
released. Most Mega Drive gamers will buy a copy - that's
universally agreed. The real question is, how many SNES owners
will sell-up and buy a Mega Drive purely to play Street Fighter2:
Championship Edition? Last Christmas, Sega started spreading
rumours that Championship Edition was coming to Mega Drive this was largely to stop Mega Drive owners buying a SNES on which
to play the game. The plan worked, But now Nintendo are getting
their revenge by releasing Street Fighter 2: Turbo Edition at the
same time as Championship Edition is released on Mega Drive.
They're effectively stopping the otherwise inevitable flood of SNES
owners buying into Sega.
OvertoNick Alexander, boss of Sega Europe: “We're very
excited by the release of Street Fighter 2, and it's worth pointing
out that what you'll be getting is a dramatically improved version
from the SNES game. We're sure it's going to do tremendous
business."
OK, so will it sell more than Sonic 2? (and that's 750,000
copies in just one week).
"Street Fighter 2's performance on other formats has been
nothing short of amazing, and I’m sure it will go straight in at

million SNES cartridges have been sold
worldwide. All sales expectations would
seem to indicate that the Mega Drive's
Championship Edition can equal this.

BACK TO THE
DRAWING BOARD...
The Championship Edition came about as a
result of arcade gamesplayers cracking
Street Fighter
2 anddemanding a new
challenge. So back at Capcom HQ in

wis

Zangief started off looking like a
hard Russian git and stayed like it

түү LVE MODEL

FIGHTERS...

The Japanese have come up with various sets of Street Fighter 2 figures
which would grace even the poshest mantelpiece, At the top of the range
are scaled down models, at a sixth of a size of the characters, doing their various moves and things (one
of the oddest being Chun Li,upside down, performing a Hurricane kick). These clock in at around thirty
quid. But the more hard-up are catered for too, with a set of really cute Super Deformed (ie all squashed
up, with over-sized heads) characters, Sadly, you won't find any of this stuff for sale outside Japan,

number one on the Mega Drive, and, yes, it could have the same

sort of impact on the market as Sonic 2 did last Christmas,"

reckons a Gallup spokesperson.
4 |
And MEGA? Well, we'd rather wait and play the finished
Aүч game before actually comparing it to Sonic 2. But seeing as
gameplayers have had their £50 ready for the last six months,
Sonic's record's just waiting to be smashed.
Nick Alexander, boss of Sega Europe:
"We're sure Street Fighter 2 will go

straight in at number one”
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What they make up for with collectal

ity, they lose in authenticity.

Even М Bison looks а tad on the “mincing queen” side of manliness

STREET FIGHTER 2
BLANKA
Chun Li says "Spinning Bird Kick" in English
when she launches her special move because,
according to Capcom Japan, that's what Street

Fighter etiquette dictates. Ryu and Ken, on the

completely fair because some characters
are stronger than others. This is why we
came up with the idea of the upgrade
version. This version was to give the

gamesplayer more to do. It was to
represent a whole new challenge — without
wrecking the feel of the game by starting
again from scratch."
So is it actually tougher?
“Oh yeah, it's a lot tougher. Also, in the
original Street Fighter competition there
were 58 possible fight combinations..."
(eight selectable players could fight the

seven other
selectable players
plus the four boss
characters)
*... Whereas in
Street Fighter 2:
Championship
Edition there are

78 fight

combinations" (you
can select all 12
players and can
also play yourself).
“Head-to-head
mode is tougher, and there are lots of
subtle changes to make Championship
Edition a natural progression from the
original Street Fighter 2. Over the years,
players get better, so the games have to be
made tougher to accommodate this. It had
to get bolder, faster and harder and that's
what Championship Edition was.”
The coin-op Championship Edition (as
well as the version that's coming to the
Mega Drive in September) is based on the

Jimmy, alias Blanka, was lost in a plane crash
over Brazil when he was just a baby. The

FACT FILE
DATE OF BIRTH:

FIGHTING TALK...

other hand, refuse to follow etiquette, and
shout their moves in Japanese,

BACKGROUND

ian life, can
After returning to c
you imagine Blanka going shopping?

idea that each of the 12 characters have
been away training for the ultimate fight of
their lives. Graphically, Ken and Ryu look
older and they have more defined features,
in the muscle department for example.
But their skills have been improved too.
All the characters have been given extra
attacks and are toughened up, with the
exception of Guile and Dhalsim, who now
actually seem to be weaker —
Championship Edition players at first
complained of Guile having slower jabs and
Dhalsim having a hard time grabbing hold
of people. This

electrical storm which crippled his plane also

mutated him, giving him a beast-like appearance
and special powers. He was raised by wolves in
the rain forests of Brazil and developed his

February 12, 1966
HEIGHT: 6' 5"
WEIGHT: 218 165
SIZES: B78 W47 H68
MARTIAL ART:
Capoeira
HOMELAND: Brazil
BLOOD TYPE: B
LIKES: His mum
DISLIKES: Army ants
QUOTE:
“Seeing

youinactionis

massive build by lifting tree trunks.
The mutated Blanka gained the ability to
channel 1000 volts through his skin (which
would've been a real hoot at parties), and he

==

m

=

also learnt to hurl his massive bulk at
would-be opponents. With the discovery of

his shocking powers, Blanka realised his
dream to become a World Warrior.
Despite enjoying the thrill of a fight,
what Blanka really longed for was to
be reunited with his mother. His
mum still searched for her little
Jimmy, and the anklets she gave

was done because

previously the two
players had been
too strong. In the
arcade and SNES
versions of Street
Fighter2it was
possible for
players who would
have floundered
playing any other
characters to
master Guile and
stay on the machine all day — this has now
been changed. Guile is now a fair match
and needs more concentration.
All defences are stronger: the effect
being that weaker punches and kicks will
result in a significantly smaller amount of
damage. It's also tougher dizzying an
opponent. When the Championship
Edition was being tested at the
e
Capcom USA Game Development
Turn
Centre in Sunnyvale, players
over

ROLL ATTACK. This is Blanka's only longrange attack. It has the advantage of being
quick and easy to perform, with very damaging

effects to his opponent's energy bar. In the
original versions, if he was caught by any
defensive or offensive move while in this Roll, he

would come out of it very badly indeed. This,
however, has now been changed so that he can't
be touched while rolling. The joypad sequence is

ELECTRIC SHOCK. Blanka has the power
of an electrical storm stored in his body. If
any punch button is hit rapidly, he can form an
electrical field around himself which will give any
opponent the shock of their lives if they touch it.
This move, as nifty as it sounds, does leave.
Blanka very vulnerable from Missile Attacks and
Jumping Kicks.
Joypad Control: Press P rapidly

CB, Е+Р. The punch button used at the end

controls the speed and distance of the Roll.
Joypad Control: CB, F+P

ZENS
~

A

~

>

FACE BITE. A great way of finishing off
any opponent is by putting “the bite” on
them. Blanka has this move instead of a throw
and uses the buttons F+P3, This will lock your
opponent up while his or her energy drains
away. If this move is followed up by a Forward
Jump and Hard Punch immediately after the
Face Bite is over, your opponent will be knocked
for six.
Joypad Control: F+P3

DOUBLE HIT ATTACKS. Another pair of
close-in attacks which Blanka possesses
are the Head and Knee Double Hit Attacks. They
only work is the other player is standing close to
Blanka. Use the buttons F+P2 for head, and F+K2
for knee,
Joypad Control: Double Hit (head) – F+P2
Joypad Control: Double Hit (knee) – F+K2

CHAMPIONSHIP EDITION CHANGES
The most important change is that Blanka can no longer take a hit when performing his awesome Roll
Attack. He is now quicker to put the Shock on opponents, and the "recharge" time for Rolls is quicker,
making multiple rolling attacks easier.
E Honda makes like a battering ram and aims straight for Ken's groin. Ouch!
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DRAGON PUNCH
MADE EASY...
Find the complicated special moves in Street
Fighter
2too difficult to pull off? A fast
sequence of joystick wrenches and button

presses can now be programmed into all
manner of programmable joysticks, expect
Mega Drive varieties to arrive soon...

Chun Li in military gear. But she...
complained that the combination attacks
and special moves weren't working
properly. This is simply not true — it just
takes a lot longer to

get someone on the
deck. Fights are
now much longer
and harder.
Chun Li has a
new somersault kick
and Blanka is
immune from
fireballs while
surrounded by his
electrical charge.
Zangief can move while performing his
spinning clothesline and Honda’s torpedo
has been turbo-charged. Sagat has a new
throw, and Balrog is likely to headbutt you.
All these changes can have enormous
knock-on effects on the tactics needed

THE INCREDIBLE
BIRD-MEN...
Like so many other things, the Japanese take
PR very seriously indeed, Don’t flinch if, while
attending a Japanese video games show (of
which there are lots), you see a team of
Capcom representatives dressed as Chun Li.
Do flinch, though, if they've got deep voices –
it's likely that they're probably imposters.

fe
g

...вооп changed into the Wushu
expert and saucepot she is now

when fighting and playing each character.
And M Bison? Well he's been made weaker
to make for a more equal challenge.
Regular
patterns of attack will
be recognised,
reacted to and

pounced upon –
don't bother trying

the same move more
than twice; you'll end

up hospital fodder.
It's also been
made possible to
make each player
play against him (or her) (and | suppose "it"
in Blanka's case) self. To tell the players
apart, each player needs an occasional
change of costume: Ken wears dark blue;
Ryu has charcoal grey; Sagat has red
shorts and a tan; Guile wears winter
camouflage; Chun Li wears red hot tights;

Dhalsim is shown relaxing with his
family after winning the tournament

E Honda has blue face paint and a red
towel; Dhalsim has purple skin; Blanka has
lightning blue fur; Balrog has red shorts;
Vega's pants are a different shade; and M
Bison wears green.
The backgrounds have also been
tweaked – Ryu now elects to fight at night.
The Championship Edition proved to
One button does it all (how Bold!)
be even more successful than the original
Street Fighter 2, but towards the end of
1992, as the SNES sales of Street Fighter 2
turning to a SNES and so Sega had to act
reached record levels, there was still no
fast. What happened is that before the deal
news as to whether Mega Drive owners
to bring Championship Edition to the Mega
would ever get to play the biggest arcade
Drive had been finalised, rumours of the
phenomenon in ten years.
game’s development were leaked to the
video game mags. Of course, the mags
RUMOURS AND YET
were quick to spread the news and in the
MORE RUMOURS
time it takes Sonic to tap his finger, every
In the run-up to Christmas 1992, Nintendo
relied heavily on the “Street Fighter2is on
video game player in the country knew that
SUPER NINTENDO” ad campaign.
Street Fighter 2was coming to the Mega
Potential Mega Drive owners’ heads were
Drive. Potential SNES sales were cut, and

EXCLUSIVE!
STREET
FIGHTER 2:
THE MOVIE
Exclusive news! MEGA proudly brings you
confirmation that a Street Fighter 2 movie is

under development, to be written by Steven de
Souza - writer of Die Hard, Die Hard 2,

Commando and Running Man.
There's no news of when the movie will be
released, but Capcom already know how the

Ryu - Tom Cruise. A natural
progression for the young Cruise.
He’s been everything else already

Ken - Dana Carvey. Yep, Wayne’s

sidekick Garth is the obvious choice
for Ken. Well, he’s got the hair!

plot's going to run: "Amidst a war-torn
international hot-spot that has drawn not only the
U.N. and brave humanitarians but mercenaries,
drug dealers and evil warlords, the world famous
underground Street Fighting gang is born," says
the press release. And, err, that's it.

Of course, there's no news yet as to who's

going to star in the film (Capcom have only
confirmed that all 12 characters will appear at
some stage) but we're nothing at MEGA if not
resourceful, so now (with considerable respect
due to sister mag GamesMaster) we're going to

~
Guile - Jean Claude Van Damne

Blanka - Sonic The Hedgehog. He's a

He's hard, he's blonde(ish) and he'd
look good in a pair of combat pants

natural: the spikes, the spin attacks,
the, erm.... Oh well, maybe not

Balrog - Ice Cube. He's as hard as

Vega - Boy George. “Thanks for a

nail pie and (erm) well, that's it

gorgeous time," whimpers camp Vega

set the record straight once and for all – here's
the complete cast list. Probably. (Are you sure

this is all entirely accurate? – Neil). Too late,
we've started so we'll finish...

The incredible Bird Man of
Alcatraz was a cross-dresser. Or
something.

Erm...
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(MEGA would like to point out, at this point, that
the following information isn't exactly, oh... how
do you say it? Well, it isn't entirely "accurate",
Some people might go as far to say that we just
sat down and made it all up, but that would be
harsh (if not just a tad true).

STREET FIGHTER 2

Sagat proposes to Balrog, Balrog proposes to Sagat - male bonding reigns

the Mega Drive players rested easier in
their beds.
But Capcom were still denying it. In
February of this year, Capcom announced
to MEGA that they "had no plans to
produce software for Sega systems". And
yet the rumours still persisted. It's our
guess that behind the scenes, some pretty
intense legal work was going on between
Capcom (who obviously wanted to make as
much cash as possible and hence produce

games on all systems), Sega (who
obviously wanted Street Fighter2as a
game on their systems) and Nintendo (who
would have been more than happy to keep

their monopoly on Street Fighter 2's home
console appearances).
But in March, the news was

officially announced. Championship
Edition was coming to the Mega Drive
— Sega had secured the biggest

licensed game of all time.
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NO FANCY
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Zangief with a bear behind. Arf!

(© MEGA “Comedy” Dept. 1993)

Development of Mega Drive Street Fighter
2: Championship Edition had already

begun, and now — with the game 90%
complete (don't believe what you may read
elsewhere, the game's probably going to
increase in size another 8 Mbit from the
game "reviewed" by other mags) - it's
possible to start getting indications as to
whether the wait will have been worthwhile.

THE PERFECT
CONVERSION?
"Street Fighter 2: Championship Edition on
the Mega Drive is
every bit as fast and
smooth as the SNES
"SF2
version... We wanted
to offer something
Mega
more to the Sega
=
player," said Laurie
Thornton, Capcom’s

as

really play the SNES game off against the
Genesis - they're two different games:
people who've mastered the game on the
SNES, well, they should definitely think

about getting a Mega Drive."
"All the important moves are included.
There may be a few very minor moves
missing but nothing that will affect the
gameplay — maybe a few jabs or short kicks
from Some of the characters have gone, but
all the major moves, all the power moves
are still there. The Sagat and Guile fights

are just the same as in the arcade. We're
om

the

e
Drive

е

every

bit

confident that the
home version
captures all the
excitement of the
arcade version. It's
pretty much exactly
the same game. In

short, we're confident
Marketing Manager
as
fast
as
that any arcade
(who, by th
„i
players will take to the
a anin 5
the
SNES
Genesis version and
exactly like that).
e
s"
be able to get stuck
James Goddard
version
Straight in — the
confirmed this:
games are so similar.”
“Genesis Street Fighter runs at
Did the programmers encounter any
basically the same speed as the SNES
particularly difficult problems converting a
version, because both of them are accurate
highly-advanced coin-op to the Mega Drive,
conversions of the coin-op. We've done
or is there any feature of the game that the
bench tests and both versions run at the
programmers are particularly proud of?
tight speeds — there's really no difference at
"| can't really answer, because all the
all. One thing you mustn't forget is that the
actual programming was done in Japan,
arcade Championship Edition was a tad
not in the USA,” explained James. "But I'm
faster (recovery times are faster and some
sure that they will be very proud that up
moves are quicker) and so this is reflected
against some tight memory restrictions
in the Genesis game. However, you can't
they actually managed to get practically all
the moves of the coin-op into the game.
When | say that moves aren't included, I'm

not talking about any of the special moves
or major kicks and punches – just maybe
some of the more subtle moves had to be
sacrificed, like, for example, when Ken or

Ryu stand close and throw a short punch.
Whereas in the arcade version it would
result in an elbow to the face, in the home
console version it may well be a straight
punch - it has the same effect though.
Little subtleties may have been removed,

but they're insignificant compared to the
new elements which have been included.
"So I’m sure that the programmers, and
Capcom, are proud of keeping the integrity
and playability of the game intact.”
And reports back to MEGA from people
who've played Capcom's prototypes back
up what Capcom claim. "Never have 64
colours looked so good,” said one

gamesplayer.

STREET FIGHTER 3?

ON MEGA CD

James Goddard is staying tightipped... e
“Right now, there are no official
Тит
details as to whether or not there'll be over
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Blanka

SA аљаб
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"ИНО ABE YOU? WHY HOULD
BE YOUR SON? MY NAME'S

o0

market,
abanle
theEurope
it
for
unsu
a Street Fighter 3. There's no official plan,
but the idea's got to be in a few people's
heads... | mean, that’s all | can say at the

moment. Don't count us out on it, but then

at the same time there are no official plans.

"FATHER.
AVENGED.

YOUR DEATH

FINALLY.

IS

YOU CAN REST

“One thing's for sure, rather then just
put out some cheesy version and say ‘look,
it's Street Fighter 3 you can bet that our
R&D guys will make sure that whatever is
released will be a big step forward and not
just a mediocre game with a Street Fighter
name badge.”
OK, so there hasn't been an official
announcement yet, but hypothetically
speaking, is it fair to say, seeing as
relationships between Capcom and Sega
have got to be good, that if a Street Fighter
3 machine does appear, then a Genesis
version would make sense?

IN

PEADE..."

Dhalsim

“Yes, of course it makes sense that if
Championship Edition is a big success,
then we'll be interested in more Genesis
games іп the future, but Street Fighter 3 is
a long way off yet.”
Reading between the lines, well... work
it out for yourself.
What about Sega’s Mega CD? Can we
see an enhanced version appearing on a
silver disc?

>
“HEY BISON,. REMEMBER ME?
REMEMBER ME AND CHARLIE?"

E Honda
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HERE?”

AND SHOM THAT OUB COUNTRY’ 5
SPIRIT CAN OVERCOME ALL
OBSTACLES. ~
“NOK
IT'S TIME
TO CELEBRATE
IN OUR APPROPRIATE
FASHION.”
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‘Abts serves.

"At some point, yes, we'll definitely see
Edition thanks very much.
this product on the Mega CD, though I can't
And so there we have it. The game's
almost complete and Mega Drive owners
say when. It won't be a straight conversion
though. We won't release the same game
can look forward to the challenge of a
lifetime in the next
on different
three months. Just
consoles," divulged
remember, for the
some
"AR
Laurie Thornton.
And so (while
е
,
complete story,
we're on a roll) what
point
we
|||
continue to read
about the Turbo
e
e.
MEGA magazine.
Street Fighter 2:
defi nitely see
Editions currently in
Championship
•
the arcades? It's
more of a novelty
this product
Edition will be
released (assuming
than a real
it's ready in time!) in
the
on
improvement on the
September. MEGA
ГГА
Championship

Edition, but will it be

Mega

appearing on Sega?
“A SNES version of the Turbo Edition
game will be released when the Genesis
version of Championship Edition is

cD

will bring you the full

review of the
finished version just as soon as is possible.

say if this will make it on to Genesis ог по!"
Ah well, let the SNES-owners keep it.
We're happier with the Championship

MEGA would like to express their eternal
thanks to Erin Sheba and James
Goddard of Capcom USA for their
valuable time, help and expertise in
making this feature possible.
®

Vega relaxes after a bull fight, but

-.. because E Honda isn't about to

he'll need to toughen up again

mess around. In Japan, he's

pretty quickly...

absolutely fighting fit

released in the summer, but it's too earlyto
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The Hong Kong
police deny it,
but it is generally
believed that a
real, full-contact
Street Fighterstyle contest is
fought every
two years...
nown as the Kumite (pronounced
coo-mee-tay), the Jean Claude
Van Damme film Blood Sport
brings this story to celluloid, and
features characters bearing a striking
resemblance to those in Street Fighter2.
The film opens with the fight's
organisers announcing: "The black dragon
society first used Kumite to test the fighting
skills and spirit of its members every five
years. The best fighters in its ranks would
face each other in full contact with one
winner emerging as the superior warrior,
the champion. Now, after three days one
fighter will prove himself to be the best. May
the mightiest warrior prevail".
Sound familiar? There are loads of
“coincidental” similarities between the film
Bloodsport and Street Fighter2(see the
Street Wise box on page 34), leading many
to the opinion that Capcom based the game
on the film (released in 1987). Capcom's
James Goddard:
“Well, there was the rumour going
around that Street Fighter 2 was based on
Blood Sport, but this is entirely untrue — let's
kill that rumour stone dead now. The
strange thing was that the Street Fighter2
designer was here in the USA for a couple
of months, and he was shown a video of
Blood Sport and it was the first time he'd
ever seen it. He just thought it was funny!”
And, in Capcom's defence, the plot of
both Bloodsport and Street Fighter2(a
bunch of hard folk kick each other until only
one remains standing) is far from original.
Anybody out there remember a certain Mr
Bruce Lee in a little flickette named Enter
The Dragon, in which a bunch of hard folk
got together and beat each other
senseless? Then there was Battle Creek
Brawl. Then there was Every Which Way
But Loose. Then The Big Man. Hmmm...
But game plot aside, the martial arts
practiced by the Street Fighter 2World
Warriors are all based (and based closer
than you might think) on real martial arts,
and here's your guide...
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ZANGIEF samso
As unlikely as it may seem,

Sambo is actually a
fighting style and not just a
figure of fighting speech. It
is a hybrid of wrestling and
judo that was developed in
Russia in the 1930s.
Sambo uses a combination of wrestling
(both Greco Roman and "sport") moves
with Judo throws and trips. As a grappling
style, weight, momentum and sheer
strength are the prime requisites and so
fittingly Zangief's holds and throws are
fearsome. His wrestling, however, owes
more to the WWF/WCW school though
than that of Sambo.
The Russian origin of this style mean
that details on its training techniques are
sparse, but it can be safely be assumed
that bear-baiting is not one of them.

VEGA savaTe
"

France's close colonial
contact with South East
Asia created the cultural

climate necessary for the
development of La Savate.
Highly reminiscent of Muay
Thai, it's basically boxing with kicks. Such a
description sells the system short, however,
as itis an efficient combat system with
proven full-contact credentials.
La Savate's use of the ring as a testbed for techniques has shown that some
traditional techniques lack power. As a
result, Savate has developed the use of
kick bags and target pads to build more
explosive, and painful, blows.
La Savate bouts feature bursts of
intense action followed by a pause while
the fighters once again wait for an opening.
With a strong bias in favour of long-range
attack, Savate fighters are difficult
opponents to catch and always have
sufficient power to fend attackers off.

DHALSIM k^BADDI
(MARMA-ADI)
Translations aside, Marmaadi is an ancient Indian art
taught secretly to selected
students. It uses slaps and
strikes at selected nerve
centres, or meridians. These are the
channels through which the body's energy
travels and disrupting its flow is reputed to
be massively damaging.
On top of the regular repertoire of kicks
and punches, Marma-adi also uses the
fore-knuckles, finger tips and the big toe.
These allow the great accuracy needed for
precise meridian strikes. Dhalsim's
trademark blow, the Yoga Nugie, is a prime
example of just such an attack. Marma-adi

should not be confused with Marma-ladey,
the ancient discipline of jam-making.

CHUN

LI wushu
Wu Shu, mainland Chinese

"d my,
у
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Kung Fu, can trace its
| lineage back to 1122 BC,

| during the Chou Dynasty.

It now encompasses many

wildly different styles and
systems: grappling and striking, Northern
and Southern, soft and hard, armed and
empty handed.
Chun Li's kicks and punches portray her
as a long-hand boxer rather than a grappling
short-hand fighter. Furthermore, her reliance
on speed rather than power places her in a
"soft" school. The final clue to her style is her
preference for high and agile jumping
techniques, a trait of Northern Kung Fu.
Kung Fu is a fast, fluid system. In its
"soft" form, speed is of greater importance
than power as the fighter tries to predict —
or at least to react as quickly as possible to
— their foes next attack. This means the
ultra-nimble Chun Li is an ideal

E HONDA

suvo

One of the few surviving
elements from the Samurai,
Sumo unites flexibility and
power. The wrestlers push,
slap and grapple as they try
to throw opponents to the
floor or push them out of the ring.
Their massive pear-shaped physique is
used to provide power and balance, while
rigorous training provides surprising agility.
Poise and strength allow wrestlers to pin
and throw opponents, while speed permits
trips and straight arm slaps to the throat.
Sumo's emphasis on knockdown rather
than knockout fighting may appear to be a
disadvantage until the nature of Sumo in
feudal Japan is understood. Until the sport
was regulated in Nara period (710 — 794
AD) it was permissible to kill opponents.
Nomi noh-Sukune stamped his opponent to
death in front of the
Emperor!

exponent.

SAGAT

muay THAI

Muay Thai, or Thai Boxing, is
an important modern Thai
sport with over 1500 active
“boxers”. A full contact
system, it allows strikes
with the hands, feet, shins,
elbows and knees. The result is fast,
impact-based style.
With hands held high to deflect head
kicks, Thai Boxers are a distinctive sight.
Also notable is the sports’ lack of
defensive padding. The result is a
powerful, practical fighting system that
considers everything above the ankle to
be a legitimate target.
Another Thai boxing quirk is its use of
the shin as an attacking weapon. This gives
the kicker a more effective group of shortrange attacks and wider target areas. And
legends abound of boxers toughening up
their shins by repeatedly striking them on
iron bars, sand-filled Coke bottles...

M BISON
LER DRIT
The proliferation of the
martial arts throughout
Asia over the last two
millennia has led to
development of many
secret and eclectic styles.
Colonial conquest too has matched and
blended many fighting systems as the
conquering nation forces establishes its
schools in the captured country. The
result is a number of “unknown’” styles,
like Ler Drit.
As typified by M Bison, Ler Drit
emerges as potent kicking and punching
style. The channelling of “psychic” energy

has overtones of the Buddhist meditation
techniques first taught to the monks of the
Shaolin temple.
The mixture of speed and power of Ler

Drit allows it to match its more famous
rivals blow for blow.

STREET FIGHTER 2
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SHOTOKAN KARATE
Shotokan Karate is typified
by its long, low stances
and the directness of its
blows. Virtually all of its
moves are performed in
straight lines forward or backward, and
great emphasis is placed on the
generation of power from controlled
muscle spasms.
This style of Karate came to Japan in
1936 when the venerable Okinawan
master Funakoshi established his first
dojo, the Shoto kan (Shoto's Club). It was
the first all-Japanese school and is now
one of the most practiced martial arts in
the world.
In defence, Shotokan uses strong
strikes that seek to deflect attacks rather

GUILE us SPECIAL FORCES
The very nature of Special
Forces means that their
activities and training are
kept secret. But it is safe to

ЕР

assume that they are taught

a melange of core techniques
from a range of different martial arts.
Ju Jitsu and Judo would be essential
for close quarter grappling and throwing,
while Karate — or a close relative — would
certainly provide the punching power. Fast,
powerful kicks could easily be culled from
Tae Kwon Do, and bearing in mind the
Special Forces single-minded hardness,
they've probably blagged a few Kung Fu
nerve strikes for good measure as well.
Guile bears out these suspicions with
painful punches and some spectacular
kicking moves. He does, however, lack the

than trap them, while in attack, it stresses

Special Forces ultimate resort – an airstrike!

powerful stabbing blows that break blocks
rather than avoid them.

BALROG

вохмс

The most lucrative of the
martial arts, Boxing has

some peculiarly occidental
overtones. It stresses only
hand techniques,

rudimentary blocks and there
are no grades. The lack of any formulaic
system means that different training
methods and different styles abound.
The core skills alone remain constant:
guarding, dodging and punching. This
relatively sparse range of moves allows
Balrog to concentrate on power and
technique, which makes him a hard-hitting,
accurate fighter.
Boxers enjoy far more regular
experience of full contact competition than
any other system — attacks to the head are
restricted in most styles, even in "full
contact" competition. The advantage of
experience, however, is balanced by a
boxers complete reliance on their hands.

BLANKA
In free sparring (Jui Kumite)
four or five kick/punch
combinations are used to
overwhelm opponents.
Front, side, roundhouse
and back kicks provide the
long-range weapons; while punches and

саАРОЕНА

With wolves for foster-parents,

Blanka can't be accused of
following a "traditional"
school of fighting. His
weapons are speed,

range arsenal. And all of these moves are
available to both Ryu and Ken in standing,
crouching and jumping varieties.
Karate uses the "Kiai" — a powerful

strength and shocking touch.
His bestial nature, however, is
reminiscent of the "animal styles" of Kung
Fu. These variants were developed after
monks carefully studied the moves and
moods of the beasts like the tiger, leopard,
snake, crane (!) and Dragon (!?!). These

shout – to demonstrate fighting spirit and

styles don't seek to copy a creatures

emphasise the power of your technique.

attacks, but to fight in the spirit of them.

Generated in the diaphragm rather than the

Blanka’s personal preference for
leaping and shocking has most in common
with the Tiger style. This stresses claw-like

open-hand strikes represent the short-

chest, it's the sort of noise you make when
lifting a heavy object. It's not quite "Ha-DoKen" but it's close. It's more a sort of
"Hrrnnggh, Groink... Oh bugger me, | think
I'm going to faint" (probably).

strikes to the face, groin and neck, which

dig into nerve points, paralysing large parts
of the body with a single shocking blow.
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STREET FIGHTER 2
There are already 13 one-on-one
Mega Drive beat-'em-ups available.
But if Street Fighter 2: Championship
Edition lives up to the hype, how will
these contenders fare? Welcome
fight fans, to the main event...

And i
RINGSIDE ANGELS
Oh come on Street Fighter, you really
shouldn't be picking on girlie games like
this! Having women fighting is nothing more
than a gimmick (unless Chun Li is in there
of course), especially when the game is as
dodgy as this. The graphics are a puny
attempt at simulating girls fighting (which —
it must be said — 75% of the MEGA team

reckon can only be considered as a plus

point), but compared to the bloodthirsty
action in Street Fighter 2, even gawping at
the cute Japanese girlies bending, flexing,
twisting and walloping each other all looks
very lame.
The special moves (not all that special,
to be honest) are very hard to access and
not all that effective. There are a lot of
opponents in Ringside Angels but they are
all basically the same and there's not a
single Fireball in sight. The sound effects
are good, and for the first few plays you'll
enjoy throwing a cute chick around, but, in
the great battle to find the ultimate Mega
Drive beat-'em-up, the Angels are destined
to carry the placards in between rounds.
Graphics 5 Sound 3 Gameplay 2
Game Size 4 Addiction 2

MEGA SAYS: chunti would
make mincemeat out of all the Ringside
Angels put together, just like Street Fighter 2

is gonna make mincemeat

MEGA SAYS: tis
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MEGA RATING: 42%

JAMES BUSTER
DOUGLAS BOXING

MEGA RATING: 6596

Shame

that the gameplay’s crap

Oh please, this would be like putting our
Mellerick up against Mike Tyson: a nice
prospect, but a disappointingly short fight.
Graphically, this is way back in the dark
ages compared to Street Fighter2,and the
same applies to the sound. As for variety of
moves, well let's just say that Buster
Douglas goes for the two or three moves
approach, while Street Fighter has, well

let's just say a few more than that. In Street
Fighter2you can work out complex

combinations and varieties of moves. In
Buster Douglas you punch, punch, dodge
and punch. Exciting stuff eh? Face it
James, you're finished.
Graphics 4 Sound 4 Gameplay 3
Game Size 3 Addiction 2
MEGA SAYS: A world record
knock out in 11 seconds. Buster Douglas
retires for good with brain damage and no
chance of a comeback.
0,
MEGA RATING: 31 %

PITFIGHTER

coin-op hit, but not a Mega Drive one

Pitfighterisseen by many as one of the
main contenders – it was considered to be
the BIG arcade beat-'em-up before youknow-what came along. There's nothing
better than the promise of a quick dose of
pixellated blood ’n’ guts to get your 20ps
pouring into a coin-op quicker than news of
a lost rattlesnake gets fingers out of a
lucky-dip. So it comes as little surprise that
the brutal and bloody coin-op Pitfighteris
Still heralded as Atari's quickest ever
money-spinner.
The coin-op's most immediate
attraction was the use of digitised images of
real fighters to represent the central
characters. There's something sinister
about seeing real people getting
pummelled, instead of the usual cartoonstyle graphics. The trouble comes of course
when your Mega Drive attempts to emulate
a £5000 coin-op chocked to the gills with
state-of-the-art visual technology. Well, it
doesn't really. You're left with what can only
be described as a sad, shambling mockery
of the coin-op's original visuals, and with
the graphics gone, the Mega Drive version
really has nothing to offer at all.
Yep, when prised out from beneath
the drop-dead graphics, Pitfighter actually
has very little to say for itself. It suffers
from having too few moves, not to mention
very little challenge. Even with the twoplayer against the computer and head-tohead options, there's no escaping the fact
that this old beat-'em-up is about to be

STREET FIGHTER 2

ORNER...
floored by the young upstart from Capcom.
We know Street Fighter2 looks better,
and it is almost guaranteed to play better
as well.
Graphics 7 Sound 7 Gameplay 7
Game Size 6 Addiction 6

diplomatic and say that Fighting Masters
Stinks in comparison. There are very few
moves in this game, so it loses hands
down all round really.
"But you can fight monsters and stuff in
it’, we hear all you Fighting Masters’ fans
yell. Big fat hairy deal. Look guys, Street
Fighteris,ahem, streets ahead of this.

Graphics 5 Sound 3 Gameplay 5
Game Size 6 Addiction 4

WRESTLE WAR
BUDOKAN

“Oh go on. Tickle me! Tickle me!
Pleeeeeease". “No. Рт not playing”

This wrestling game wouldn't even put up a
fight against WWF Super Wrestlemania let
alone Street Fighter 2. There are hardly any

The dojo master keenly
admires
young Ryu’s pink toenail varnish

moves, and the graphics are pretty awful.

Does anyone actually remember this game?

Having a close competitive match is out of
the question as this game is more down to
luck than skill. As you can probably
imagine, this is bloody annoying at times.

The old Electronic Arts combat game is
really starting to show its age, although at its
time of release it was the best (or should
that be "only"?) Mega Drive beat-'em-up on
offer. But there's no OAP benefits awarded
in the quest for the ultimate Mega Drive
beat-'em-up, so Budokan will come to the
ring on crutches, and it will most certainly
leave on a stretcher.
Although Budokan will never really be in
the same league as Street Fighter 2, it is
basically four martial arts games in one —
you get to play Kendo, Bo, Karate
Nunchuckas. Having completed them all,
you enter a tournament to fight against other
fighters. Most of the moves and graphics in
here are dated, and comparing this to Street
Fighter
2islike comparing a space shuttle to
a kite. Anyway, if you're feeling a bit skint
and can pick this one up cheaply, it's good
fun for a few days.
Graphics 4 Sound 3 Gameplay 3
Game Size 5 Addiction 3

Let me put it like this, Wrestle War would

probably trip over the ropes getting in the
ting because it was shaking so much about
facing off against Street Fighter 2. And that
about spells it out.
Graphics 5 Sound 4 Gameplay 4
Game Size 3 Addiction 3

FIGHTING MASTERS
OK, so weedy wrestlers couldn't dislodge
Street Fighter 2 from its slot at the top, so
what next? Mythical monsters? Nope, still

no challenge. The characters are nicely
drawn and detailed but the animation
leaves an awful lot to be desired. As for
the backdrops, well the less said the
better. We could be diplomatic and say
that in the looks department, Street
Fighter beats this hands down; on the

other hand we might be a bit less
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CYBORG JUSTICE
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Mr Yellow Robot, seconds before
attempting a double-pike with twist

Tyris Flair and Ax Battler slug
in Golden Axe 2, duel mode

Oh talk about fighting dirty, pitting Cyborgs
against the likes of Ken and Guile. The fight
may be a lot closer than you think,

apparently there are over 30 moves per
Cyborg in Cyborg Justice. We say
“apparently” because it seems that only two
or three are ever needed, which is just as
well because the others are hell to access.
In the looks department, Cyborg Justice is
the Roseanne Barr compared to Street
Fighter's Christina Applegate (the daughter
out of Married With Children — for those of
you yet to be acquainted with MEGA's
latest favourite saucepot) looks.
The head-to-head section in Cyborg
Justice is а big let down as well. Whether the
moves actually come off as planned seems
to be almost random, which in a beat-’em-up
is no good at all. In the review of Cyborg
Justice, the game did a lot better—but then
that was without Street Fighter 2:
Championship Edition around to challenge it.
So, as it is, the novelty robot beat-'em-up in
which you acquire the parts of other robots’
bodies, is classed merely as a young
whippersnapper to be thoroughly trounced
by Street Fighter2.
Graphics 4 Sound 5 Gameplay 6
Game Size 6 Addiction 5

MEGA

SAYS:

тһе cyborgs are

turned into Cy-turkeys when matched against
Street Fighter2.Not a bad game, but no match

MEGA SAYS: лген more
months training and this would have taken
Street Fighter 210 a points decision. It's a
cracking game on its own though.
MEGA RATING: 81 %

for the champs.
се

MEGA SAYS:
Golden Axe 2 runs back to the realms of
scrolling beat-'em-ups with its backside well
and truly spanked,

MEGA RATING: 79%

WISE
BLOOD

In case you were wondering why the
original Golden Axe isn't here, it's because
it's practically the same as this, so we may
as well put them both together. And if
you're wondering why any Golden Axe
game is here at all, well it's because as well
as being a standard walk-along-and hack'em-up, the programmers have also seen fit
to include a head-to-head duel mode.
The Golden Axe graphics are all very
nice, even without a hint of blood anywhere,
but (like so many of these games) it falls flat
on its face when compared to Street Fighter
2 іп terms of moves: the three characters
only have three or four moves each (even
though they are armed with choppers and
things) which makes this a bit dull and
tedious. Unfortunately, the duel mode (the
bit we're interested in) looks and plays as
though it was stuck in as an afterthought,
but we can’t really complain about this — it
is, after all, something for nothing.
Unfortunately, it just can't measure up to
the awesome power of the Street Fighters
of this world. It should never really have got
in the same ring.
Graphics 7 Sound 6 Gameplay 6
Game Size 7 Addiction 5

MEGA RATING: 62%

Is Street Fighter 2 really based on the Jean Claude Van Damme movie
Blood Sport? Capcom deny it,but you саћ bethe judge. The similarities
certainly go a lot further than just Не plot. Check out some of the details...

SPORT

* It's a contest to find the hardest full-contact
fighter in the world
* The contestants are introduced as "Warriors
of the World"
* There's a guy named Chong Li
* Contestants are asked to perform brickbreaking feats to prove their skill
* New World KO records are displayed on a

STREET FIGHTER 2
«It’s a contest to find the hardest full-contact
fighter in the world
* The contestants are introduced as "World
Warriors"
* There's a girl named Chun Li
* Contestants can play brick-breaking
sub-games
* New World KO records flash on-screen

lighted board

* Contestants often taunt each other after bouts

* Contestants taunt each other after each bout

eg: “You break my record, now |break you likeI

eg: "Now you realise the powers | possess”

broke yourfriend" "
+ There’s a sumo wrestler named Pumola
» There's a clubbing wrestler who wants “a few
more facial scars”
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«In several instances, fighters are visibly
stunned, particularly after “special moves”
«The first fightertofail in the competition is
called Shin Leng
* At the end of the film, we are told that Fran Dux
(the hero) went on to establish America’s first
ninjutsu system, This system is called Dux-Ryu

* There's a Sumo wrestler named Е Honda
* Zangief is a large clubbing wrestler who is
covered in scars from fighting against bears
Special moves often leave opponents visibly

stunned
* The legendary coach of Ryu.and Ken is called
Shen Long
Ryu is the name of the original Street Fighter
champion and а central character in Street
Fighter 2

STREET FIGHTER 2
MUHAMMAD ALI'S
HEAVYWEIGHT
BOXING
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Whatever happened to Giant Hay

The most tenuous of Street Fighter
2’s contenders,

WWF SUPER
WRESTLEMANIA

Stacks eh? The truth must be told

but a good game

Altogether now, let's count the number of
moves that a boxer has. Punch, dodge,
punch. Hmm, not too many is it? Now let's
all count the Street Fighter moves. Hmm,
without trying too hard there are a few more
aren't there? Enough said really.
Muhammad Ali Heavyweight Boxing looks
very nice with some neat whirly camera
Stuff and speech too, but when it comes
down to it, it's just two people standing toe
to toe punching the crap out of each other.
Gratuitous violence is an artform, didn't
anyone tell the programmers this? It looks
good, but basically this game just doesn't
have the variety and longevity of Street
Fighter 2. Nice try boys.
Graphics 8 Sound 7 Gameplay 4
Game Size 6 Addiction 5

Now this could have been a serious
contender for the title. Flying Edge's
attempt at bringing the thrills and spills of
the WWF to the Mega Drive had absolutely
heaps of potential. The graphics almost
match the might of Street Fighter 2 but it
falls down on the number of moves and the
gameplay. Now, the American wrestlers
use tons of different, quite sensational
moves on TV, but only a bare minimum

were put into this game. If each wrestler
had their real life counterpart's moves, then

this would have been seriously in the
running. As it stands, however, it may take

a few of the early rounds over Street
Fighter 2 but in the long run, it just runs out
of steam.
Graphics 7 Sound 7 Gameplay 5
Game Size 6 Addiction 7

POWER ATHLETE

The Power Athlete crew show why
they are in such a bad game

Apparently, this was considered by the
programmers to be a fair comparison to
Street Fighter 2, but don't worry, they're
being taken care of, and the institution says
they can have some sharp implements
soon. The game does have big, bold

graphics and some brilliantly detailed
backdrops, but any claim it has to the title
stops right there. As with most of these
games, there just aren't enough moves to
toy around with. This has a clumsy feel to it,
and it stands no chance of winning the fight
against Street Fighter 2.
Graphics 7 Sound 7 Gameplay 4
Game Size 6 Addiction 3

BUT WHAT IF
WE'VE GOT
ALL EXCITED
ABOUT THE
WRONG
GAME?

ЖЛЕ
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OK, so the current one-on-one beat-'em-ups the
Mega Drive has to offer don’t compare well to a
fully-functional Street Fighter 2: Championship
Edition – it does look as ifthere's not a lot
currently around to touch it. Of course, there’s
no guaranteeing that Capcom will do as good a
job as everyone's expecting, and, until a
finished version arrives, it's kind of difficult to
Compare - but you get the idea.
But over the page is Gary Penn with a
whopping great rumbler of a fly to dip in the
ointment. He reckons that we're all “waiting for
the wrong game”, He reckons that Street
Fighter2(now well over three years old) is well
past its sell-by date and has been bettered. The
game that's done the bettering is Williams"
Mortal Kombat. Probe (the people who bought
you Terminator2)are doing the Mega Drive
conversion, and the story that's causing the
controversy is over the page...
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PREVIEW

MEET THE
KOMBAT KREW

There are other
Mega Drive beat'em-ups in
development. And
Gary Penn reckons
we might (just
might) have got all

There are seven characters in Mortal Kombat,
and here they come...

As

SUB ZERO

He can freeze an opponent
with his icy blasts. And wait

=
until you see his Death Blow...
ur = « ЈА Don'tlose your head! Oh, you

have. And you feel spineless, too. Oh dear.

excited about the
wrong one...

LIU KANG

The Bruce Lee lookalike can
kick in the air with the best
of 'em.

Acclaim • September
ooh! What's that smell? It must be
the stale odour of Street Fighter2,
which has been around for so long
now that its “best before” date has
long expired. Sure, it's yet to appear on the
Mega Drive, but the hype surrounding its
release is wearing a little thin — and do you
really want to settle for the second best beat'em-up around? Yes, | said second best. The

arcade version is now over three years old
and since then (while dozens of imitators
have completely failed to surpass it) one
game has made its mark earlier this year in
the UK arcades and is widely believed to be
better than Street Fighter2ever was.
Mortal Kombat has its similarities to
Street Fighter 2, but it's nowhere near as
slow and tame. While the good little boys
hugging their teddies are busy slapping
each other around in slow motion and

What interesting things can you say about a bloke with an orange suit?

straining to glimpse Chun Li's knickers in
Street Fighter 2, the real men of the world
don’t need their mummies to dress them
and are dishing out hardened high-speed
harassment in Mortal Kombat.
Seven fearsome fighters (see MEET
THE KOMBAT KREW boxout) have been
assembled to compete in a tournament
organised for the past 500 years or so by
Shang Tsung, a nasty piece of work who
steals losers’ souls to stay young. That's the
storyline for what it's worth. What you want
to know is this: you pick a character to fight
the other six contestants, then a version of
yourself, before taking on a huge fourarmed fighter called Goro and eventually
Shang Tsung himself. Alternatively, you can

duff up your mate, playing the same
character if that's what gets you hot.

LETHAL WEAPONS
The powerful punches and kicks are
supplemented by dozens of secret moves
to discover. Each character has a unique
lethal weapon and special powers including
Death Blows. When an opponent has next
to no stuffing remaining, he or she stands
swaying and the player is told by a
commanding voice to "FINISH HIM!" (or
“HER!”). By unleashing a Death Blow you
earn a meaty Fatality Bonus. They look
cool, too. The sight of Johnny Cage, for
example, literally knocking the loser’s block
off never fails to raise a smile.
It's no surprise that Mortal Kombat is
such a doozy as it comes from Williams,
the American company behind top
pintables and some of the most playable
and inspirational arcade releases ever:
Defender, Robotron and Joust to name but

It’s just like the arcade game. We could be witnessing a SF2 beater
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three. To give Mortal Kombata surrealistic
edge, Williams digitised actors going
through the motions of fightin’ and fumpin’,
and lo – the seven stars were born.
That's all very well for anyone with
loose change to, erm, burn. But what of the
Mega Drive version? Can it handle the
speed and huge characters? You betcha!
The unenviable task of converting Mortal
Kombat to our favourite, comparatively
humble console, is in the hands of Probe
Software – and wouldn't you know it? They
have managed to reproduce Mortal Kombat
almost perfectly on the Mega Drive.
"It wasn't easy but we've done it," said
Probe Producer Gary Liddon. "I'd say the
size of the whole thing and the colour
limitations of the Mega Drive were the main
problems. The arcade version's got eight
megabytes of graphics alone and 64
palettes of 64 colours – each fighter is 64

colours for a start – compared to the Mega
Drive which only has 64 colours full stop,

and the cartridge size is sixteen megabits —
that's two megabytes for everything:
graphics, sound, code... You can imagine

PREVIEW

“SCORPION

| SONYA BLADE

The former

x.
|| | proportions lies an ugly

A hardened criminal with an

ЧЕ JOHNNY CAGE

infra-red
eyeset into a metal

plate. He's got a lethal spinning
Ж blade to chuck athis'opponents

and he
does liketo rip out losers' hearts.

=

be

specialities include the Shadow|

Kick and the Package Check.

The what? Here's a clue: he
can't perform this move on Sonya, the only
female competitor. Getthe idea?
Well, there you have it. There may only be seven
of them, but they have dozens of'secret moves.
how difficult it was but we've done it.
“It looks so much like the arcade
version because we wrote a special
program to convert all the original graphics.
It shrank all the sprites and backgrounds to
about 75% of their original size so they'd fit
on the Mega Drive. We left the animated
sprites alone, but an artist retouched the
background stuff. We had to drop some of
the character animations — there are over
2000 of them but we've managed to fit over
700 in the Mega Drive so you hardly notice

Mow ae
aY —

—

j]

Well, it's an intro screen. And, er, it's
just like the one on the coin-op

beary-weary - even with the blood bits included
which Nintendo demanded that Capcom take out
of the SNES version. The "moral combat" brigade
can sod off: we don’t believe that simulated
violence with buckets of claret promotes actual
violence, so there. Otherwise we'd all be quite
mmmmmmmmmad here at Mmmmmmega.
ROUND FOUR: MOVES
There are many Street Fighter 2 lovers who say
that Mortal Kombat hasn't enough moves. That's
freakin’ BS, man - it has plenty, and none of
them are extraneous. (That's “just there for the
sake of it” - Ed)
ROUND FIVE: SPEED
This is a killer. Beat-'em-ups need to be fast and
furious. They also need to feel rock hard. How
many exciting fight scenes in the movies are
slow and considerate? The arcade version of

a difference. The background animation is
in. Most of the sound is in, although we will
have to lose some of the speech."

MEGA CD KOMBAT
A Mega CD version of Mortal Kombatis on
the cards, too. All the animation frames, all

the speech and sound effects will be present
and correct, not that the Mega Drive version
is noticeably different from its arcade parent.
"The Mega Drive version runs at about
the same speed as the arcade version, and

it plays almost exactly the same," Liddon
boasted. "The artificial intelligence of the
characters is better than in Street Fighter 2.
The fighters really do learn from the
player's moves."
So how does he think Street Fighter2
compares? "| would be very interested to
see SF2 on the Mega Drive,” said Liddon. "I
can't see how it could be anywhere near as
good as this." Strong words. See if they ring
true when MEGA review Street Fighter2
and Mortal KombatinAugust. There just
might be a surprise winner of the
battle of the beat-'em-ups...
®

Mortal Kombat makes the original Street Fighter
2 look like Stumpy The Tortoise on Planet Mud
following a particularly lengthy rainy season.
This will certainly be reflected in the
conversions. We know for a fact that Mortal.
Kombatonthe Mega Drive runs at pretty much
the same speed as its arcade parent (Probe
won't confirm or deny that it actually had to be
slowed down!), And Street Fighter 2? Who
can tell?
ROUND SIX: PLAYABILITY
OK, so here's the real crunch. But we can’t
decide until we play the finished versions. One
thing's for sure: two distinct blinkered camps will

develop. Street Fighter 2 fans refuse to see
Mortal Kombat's superiority, and likewise the
Mortal Kombat fanatics dismiss Street Fighter 2

as slow and boring, This one could
tun and run.
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AWESOME
COMPUTER
COMPETITION
10

GAMES

WIN A SEGA MEGA

TO

BE

WON

DRIVE

WIN A SUPER NINTENDO

The Sega Mega Drive isthe
ultimate computer game
console, utilising the
Awesome Power of the latest
16 bit technology; Mega
Сгарһісәапа Mega Sound.

STREET |BIGHTER 1
The Super Nintendo
Entertainment System has
5
bri
int 3D Graphics,
5 -| [Awesome colour andidigital
Sound and comes complete
With, Street Fighters

Q:,How many bits.
does the Sega/Mega
DIO have?
(ОВА О 16 (су

Q: What iS the "highest
Бен in Karate?
(a) Brown
(b) White

PHONE0336
408702/408602

По Black

Answer the question

and then Say Why you Would like to win а Sega Mega Drive when you
leave your name

and address

Answer the question and еп

WIN А SEGAYGAME GEAR:
The portable, hand held Game Gear
with its full colour amazing 3.
back lit LCD screen brings
arcade style graphics to
in 32 brilliant colours.
The Game Gear includes 4
awesome

а SUper Nintendo Whenyou

say why уои мош

leave уой

патејана

ке to win
address

WIN A NINTENDO GAMEBOY
Simply the best hand held, portable
platform game ever.

Q: In which game did
Mario first appear?
(a) Donkey Kong
(b) Tetris

games

Q: How many colours
does the Sega Game

(c) Street Fighter

Gear screen use?

(a) 12 (b) 32 (c) 7
PHONE: 0336
4087 22/408622

PHONE: 0536/4087007408600

Answer
the question
and then say why you
would like to win a Sega

Game Gear when you leave your
name and address

PHONE: 0336
408732/408632
Answer the question
and then say why you would like

to win a Nintendo Gameboy when

you leave your name and address

CHILDREN UNDER 18 MUST SEEK PARENTS’ OR GUARDIANS’ PERMISSION BEFORE TELEPHONING. NO CORRESPONDENCE, NO ALTERNATIVE PRIZES. THE JUDGES'
DECISION IS FINAL. WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED BY POST. JUST ANSWER THE SIMPLE QUESTION ABOVE BY DIALLING THE NUMBER WITHIN FOUR WEEKS FROM THIS
PUBLICATIONS

DATE. Q&QLTD., WILTON HOUSE, BOURNEMOUTH, BH1 1DA. NO RESPONSIBILITY CAN BE ACCEPTED FOR ENTRIES NOT PROPERLY RECORDED.
CHARGED AT 36P A MINUTE AT CHEAP RATE & 48P PER MINUTE AT ALL OTHER TIMES. AVERAGE COST OF CALL IS £1.80.

CALLS ARE

Exchange Your Game At The

Great Games Exchange
Sega Mega Drive, Game Gear, Master "E

Any Game

For Only

4

Just send £5 (plus £1.95 post & packaging)
with one ofyour existing games (make sure
it's oneofyour own) to the coupon below
and wewill send you your new change ofgame.
We regret we cannot accept the following

games
for exchange:Sonic 1, Altered Beast, WorldCuptala‘80(SegaMega Drive)
TheNinja(Sega Master system)
Wrestlemania,
SuperR-Type (Super Nintendo)
Tetris(Nintendo
GameBoy)
Columns (Sega Game Gear)

Мон up to 28 days for delivery

Super Nintendo & Nintendo Gamehoy

=

|Post То: Q&Q Ltd., Wilton House, Bournemouth,
ВН! 10А
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The page which tells you all who we are, and which
games had us running to, or keeping us from, the pub

EVEN FABBIER FIFTEEN

FAB FOUR
NEIL

4

Neil West: Editor
Last seen: Island Club

Oh no! The cartridge vampires have
gone and sucked all the gameplay out.

Mr West is missing,

4

presumed dancing

DRACULA

AMAZING

TENNIS

Not quite Wimbledon, but not bad.

ANDY
Andy Dyer: Deputy editor

4

Last seen: January
Agent Dyer is missing,

This is quite simply the year’s best
fishing simulator. Grab your rod lads!

presumed, er, gone

KING SALMON
4

:

:
PAUL
Paul Mellerick: Staff writer:

-

:

Amanda Dyson: Art editor
Last seen: At her desk
Mrs Dyson is working,

•
:
:

presumed stupid

3
p"

Not really a Kick Off beater, but if
you want a footy game, you could do worse.

p"

E

p"
P

Last seen: Actually that’s a :
point, where is he? Anyone :
:
know? Ah well...
:

AMANDA

PRO STRIKER

MAZIN WARS
This is being called the beat-'em-up
with Mazin in the title to end all beat-'em-ups

4
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= with Mazin in the title. Hmm...
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WILLY BEAMISH

:

Willy Beamish is very much "trial by

=

E

: disc accessing”.

:5

CAPTAIN

|

PLANET

:
The cartoon was a sad "Hey kids,
* love the planet!” affair. What's the game like?

|

:

Bn

BB RANGER x

E

DOUBLE

CLUTCH

:

5

:

the clutch" means. The answer is too dull.

|

5
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BALL JACKS

:

Take the title, replace the firstA
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SPLATTERHOUSE З
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WARP SPEED

|
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|

3D space combat in a very

:

=

EPE

|
|

: with an О, remove the JA bit and bung in
* another О. What have you got? Yes, quite.
Ы

|

|

Don't ask Neil West what “doubling

Lots of blood and guts in this sequel.

E
H 5

|

No hype, no fuss, pure blast action.

3
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:

; unconvincing, crap sort of a way. Warp
Speed really is dreadful tosh.

e

|

5

TECMO CUP
FOOTBALL GAME

|

саш

е

Footy with а difference. This is а sort of

6

|

in.

strategic, RPG football game. Um, er... if
that's not clear enough, read the review.

NICKLAUS GOLF
A golf game starring Jack Nicklaus.

Pp

C

4

6

TKINS.OF THE

MONSTERS
: This is a B-movie beat-'em-up featuring sad,
|:
•
:
|:

shambling, mockeries of monsters (sort of
Godzilla meets Ultraman meets Lionel Blair)
beating up yet more sad, shambling,
mockeries of monsters. Horrific.

|

|
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GAME REVIEW

GLOOM WITH
A VIEW
Possibly the best bit of the game is when you enter a
room and the game scrolls around the room before the
action starts. It's nicely rotated and scaled and very зеху
itis too. Don't believe us? Well take a look at this.

You start here, looking at the

And then you spin out, bringing more

And, as you turn, the skeletons

skeletons hanging from the с;

of the room into view

scale down into the background

You've got all that potential: the Full
Motion Video, the sound and the
memory... everything. But Paul
Mellerick is left wondering why
Dracula ends up being just another
crappy CD beat-’em-up
ype. We've all been taken in by it
in the past, but we still fall for it
time and time again. Take this
situation for instance. Psygnosis
announce that they're programming the
movie licence of the year (Dracula, of
course) for the Mega CD and that it's going
to be fabulous. It's going to have movie
footage in the game, lovely backdrops and
fantastic sound. It's going to be a really big
game and have lots more besides. We at
MEGA get all excited and we're also invited
to go down to Psygnosis's offices to have a
look at some early, but nonetheless
impressive, stuff.

At the start of each stage, you see
this old duffer and he talks to you

The graphics are certainly shaping up
even at a very early stage and everything
looks very good indeed. Then problems
start to arise; the release of the game is
delayed because the programmers have
got to get everything right, then Sony
Imagesoft buy the license and there are
problems getting the game on the streets,
So we have to wait even longer for "the
game of the year" to appear. Eventually,
the finished game appears on my desk and
| run over to the
Mega CD, sweat
pouring from my
brow as my
adrenaline level
reaches near
maximum (OK, OK,
so | may be
exaggerating a
little bit here, but
you get the point). You can imagine my
disappointment then, when this game turns
out to be yet another boring left-to-right
scrolling beat-'em-up with all the playability
of a Pizza-Hut Cheese Feast.

Here you are being attacked by a guy with a sack, who throws hammers

at

you. Just kick him twice and then carry on to the right

WE NEED SOME
IDEAS, MAN!

NEW

Although the plot of the film doesn't need
explaining, you may be wondering just
exactly who you are and what you're
supposed to be
doing. Well you
play Jonathan
Harker (Keanu
Reeves) and you've
got to beat up
Dracula. Yep, it's
as simple at that.
No complex plots or

A simple kicka-bat-up-thebum-andmove-on affair

Sub-plots here, this

is just a simple walk-to-the-right-kick-a-batup-the-bum-and-then-move-on affair.
Our Mr Harker is pretty useful in the old
beating up department though, and, via the
joypad and some frantic button pressing, he

This is my fave character in the

game, we call him The Vomit Monster

can perform some stunning moves.
Roundhouse kicks, sweep kicks, high kicks,
punches, elbow smashes and a very handy
jump are all at your disposal. Well, when |
say “at your disposal" | mean they're all
there but getting them to work, and at the
right time, is another matter altogether.
And it doesn't stop there either. Are
you ready for some excellent Full Motion

KEANU’S COMIC

Incy wincy spider climbing down
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its web, gets hit on the head by Harker

This carries on for a wl

Пе, rotating

and scaling as we go

This only takes a few second to do
and it’s all very smooth indeed

And that’s it. Now you can get on
with the game (if you want to)

Here we

see

Dracula
as Viad
the
Impaler.

And what

avery

fetching
red outfit
it is too
This is
more like

the
Dracula
we all
know and
hate. And
just take

a look at
that
haircut

This guy is harmless, but the bird behind you could be a real problem

Video footage of Keanu Reeves and Gary
Oldman? Well if you are, I’m afraid you
won't see it here. The first piece of FMV is
taken from the start of the film. Vlad the
Impaler makes his decision to devote his

life to the dark side and so becomes
Dracula. There’s loads of blood spurting all

over the place and Vlad is wearing a
And just

to prove

that Drac

can

change

into all
sorts of
different
things,

here’s his
bat pose

particularly fetching red outfit, but you'd be
hard pressed to tell one from the other, the
red just merges into more red and the
whole sense of atmosphere is lost. And
even on close-ups of people like Gary
Oldman, the image is so blurry it's pathetic.
But the game has other terrible
graphics too. The actual in-game graphics,
apart from some very smart backdrops, are
appalling. The animation and movement of
Harker are hilarious, and the array of

But he’s
also a bit
ofa
smoothy

anda
dashing
chap too.

I mean

that Top
Hat is just

so chic
The end of level four, and this beast

is a real pain in the rear

A decent high kick should send this
guy's head back towards him

animals and people that appear on the
Screen wouldn't scare a five-year old. Yeah,
| suppose they move nicely and all that, but
this is a CD game so there's no excuse for
the animation not being up to scratch.

BLOODY AWFUL
But | suppose all this wouldn't be too bad if
the game was actually any good, but it isn't.
In fact, I'd rather play DJ Boy than this. The
controls are unresponsive, the graphics are
awful and there are some really annoying
gameplay faults that would test the
patience of a saint. This game is to be
avoided like the plague. It just goes to show
you that, even with nice graphics, a great
film licence and 4400 Mbits of information,
you can still make crap games.
® Paul Mellerick

“А dire beat‘em-up. |

doesn't matter
whether this is
the licence of
~“
the year or not.
It's a Mega CD
game and it's
rubbish"

For a solicitor, Jonathan Harker is pretty nifty in the old fighting department, Some moves are good,
some are crap, and some are really hard to use at the right time. Still, practice makes perfect...

ерйп.
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GAME REVIEW
With Wimbledon
fortnight nearly
upon us, Amanda
Dyson serves up
an ace review.
She finds this
game plays well,
but she's not very
happy with her
view of the court

DAVID
КАЛА

erspectives are strange things.

|

They're all different. Some of them
work and some don't. John
Madden American Football, with

it's high in the sky 3D viewpoint, works
brilliantly, and Jungle Strike looks great,
showing just enough of the playing area to
keep the excitement high.
Amazing Tennis (let's drop this David
Crane business shall we?), on the other
hand, has one of those perspectives that's
very confusing. You

see, while being

PUBLISHER:

PRICE: £40 (CHECK WITH CONTACT)
RELEASE:

outnow

CARTRIDGE: ги
CONTACT:

DAC

Ganesville 0293 541953

Take on the tournament by
yourself or humiliate your mate

There are three different courts.
Do they count as skill levels?

How do they get the grass cut in two shades of green? Puzzle over that one

CRANE'S

If you lose, you lose

No save facility. It’s only a fourround tournament

ING TENNIS
button B for a powerful serve or shot, button
C for a not so powerful shot and button A for
a lob. Simply hitting the ball, however, would
be boring, so you can add direction to your
shots by using the joypad. And you can also
add height (or not) by hitting the ball later or
earlier than you should.

G
•
о
•
А
•

“А decent

enough tennis

soon turn into 6-3

ACE ANIMATION?

IT’S A KNOCKOUT

Amazing Tennis is a very simple game, and
it transfers very well to consoles. But while

Once your confidence has reached a high
enough point, you can then enter the

it's a good coin-op conversion, it's just not

knockout tournament and test your skills

that good a game.
Playing the game is nice and simple,
thanks to an easy-to-use control system: use

against the best players the game has to
offer. There’s also the obligatory
simultaneous two-player mode, and the

tournament

S OUND
e

And this is where the game excels.
Returning the ball and
making sure it gets
back over the net is all
about timing. Now,
while your first few
plays will cause you to
shout at the television,
a few 6-0 defeats will
defeats and then
hopefully into a few 6-0 victories, unless, of
course, you possess the gameplaying skill
of someone like Andy Dyer.

Like |said, it’s a four-round

G
•

GETTING THE
TIMING RIGHT

A Madden’s
viewpoint
would have
been great

novel, it also ends up
being rather difficult
to play.
Rather than make
up a sad journalistic
term for this way of
playing, just take a
look at the
screenshots and you'll see what | mean.
Despite the strange viewpoint, the more you
play the game, the more you get into it...

Absolute (IMPORT)

game, but you
whole game is very professionally put
together. The graphics, although mostly

made up of bland tennis courts, are
functional, and the animation on each

character is very cool indeed. Just add
Some nice umpire-type speech to update
you on the score and you've got yourself a
very nice tennis game indeed. It's just a
shame they didn't use the John Madden
Football perspective.
® Amanda Dyson

get the feeling
that something
more could
have been
done with it"

MARGE

JACQUES

Lovely bit this. When you lob, the

Urgh! The ball’s in the air, but

Jacques is obviously in a posi

screen scrolls up too. Nice one

land in or out? You'll never kno

teach Marge some
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lessons...

PERCENT

“Salmon

Ho!” he cried pointlessly

KING
SALMON

Having failed miserably at the Japanese version of this
game, Andy Dyer can now set to the seas in confidence well he can understand the instruction booklet anyway...
he evil dictator Trout Codwrangler
has kidnapped all the world's Spratts
and refuses to give them back until
he is delivered 5000 Ibs of prime king
salmon. It's up to the hero, Brad Waders, to
catch enough king salmon to save the
world's Spratt populati... (Andy, that's not
actually the plot at all is it? — Neil).
Er, frankly no, but it sounds a lot better
than "Um, this is a fishing game", doesn't it?
| mean, short of building horrendously
inaccurate models of the Golden Hind out of
matchsticks, the subject matter of this game
is about as dull as you can get.

® o e

PRICE: хо (CHECK WITH CONTACT)

RELEASE: олтон
CARTRIDGE: «wi: e

0293541953
CONTACTS Gamesville
You are a lone, but contented,

fisherman

Just one life, so don't collide with
other boats too much
Each time you finish a days
fishing, you get a code
There are four tournaments over
two different areas

00809
:

The aim of the game is to, wait for it, catch

GET A GRIP!

vi Tokai (IMPORT)

Not skill levels as such, it just gets
harder with each level

FISHING FOR KINGS
fish. If you catch anything other than king
salmon (such as pink salmon, silver
salmon, sharks or green-breasted
warblesnerks) you won't increase your
chances of winning. However, all catches
are useful in that the more things you catch,
the more your strength goes up and your
experience increases.
At the start, you'll be given a target. For
example, in Vancouver you'll be told that 58
Ibs will probably get you into first position,
but in fact a target of about 40 Ibs will
ensure your progress to level two.
Fortunately, even if, at the end of the day,
you haven't caught enough king salmon,
you'll be given a code. When you re-try the
level, you still have to catch the full amount
of king salmon, but you'll retain any
experience and additional strength you got
during the previous game.

PUBLISHERS

ue
Oe Se
His rod flexed violently and the submerged

There are four stages to get through.
The first is Vancouver Island, which serves
as a training ground for new anglers. Once
you've caught the required amount of
salmon it's onto the Kenai River basin, in
which the river currents mean you have to
employ a whole new range of skills and
techniques if you want to catch anything.
Stage three takes you back to Vancouver
for the Salmon Derby, a tough challenge in
which other anglers are just as determined
as you are to find the best fishing spots.
And finally, you travel back to the Kenai
River basin to try and get a World Record
catch (a monstrous 100 Ib king salmon).

LOVE IT OR LOATHE

IT

King Salmon isn't the most exciting Mega
Drive game of all time, but then, it most
certainly isn't the least exciting. Waiting for
the salmon to bite can be very frustrating,
but when you're reeling in a big one you
really can feel the little gits pulling against

leviathan fought for its life

your rod (insert obvious "phwoar-type rodrelated" gag here). And graphically, King
Salmon is, well, minimal to say the least.
But again that doesn't seem to matter. No,

King Salmon is so different to anything
you'll have played before you'll either love it
or loathe it. But on the strength of its merits
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as a game alone, it's above average,
verging on the pretty good. It's a little too
strange and, by its very nature, repetitive,
to have widespread appeal, but | honestly
think that many people out there will be
surprised by just how much they actually do
like the game.
Oh, and another thing to note is that it's
hard to tell who's going to be good at this
game. | myself had great difficulty catching
anything larger than a tadpole (but it did
smell a bit like a salmon, honest) whereas

our art assistant, Sue, turned out to be an
angling Goddess, and rattled through it in a
couple of days. Strange, but true.
® Andy Dyer

or до 12
Um, erm.
it's definitely,
er, OK!”

Steers your vessel,

moves your rod etc
Selects any line lengths and depths

and bait types you've highlighted
Flips from map view to zoomed-in let's
go fish-type view

Accelerates the boat, and reels the fish
in (once you've hooked 'em)

A wise choice of bait is essential.
Now, shall I go for spoony, spinny,

pluggy, of vaguely herring-like?

right, all

right, so Sue, our art
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, got it. Pants! Rumbled!
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GAME REVIEW
It's time to get all
serious about
Japanese football.
You may not think
this is a very
good idea, but
Paul Mellerick is
certainly willing
to give the game
his best shot
ow, I’m sure а lot of you out there

wouldn't think of Japan as a great
footballing nation. | mean, trying
to picture a strapping six foot
Japanese goal keeper isn't easy,
considering that most Japanese are around
four feet tall. But ever since a certain
English footballer (there's only one Gary
Lineker, and he served me two pounds of
apples from his Dad's fruit and veg stall in
Leicester once) decided to move to Japan
and play football for loads of money, people
have been just that bit more interested. And
so Sega (never being ones to miss an
opportunity) have taken advantage of this
new high-profile image and brought out the
official Japanese football game.

WELL HUNG
So let's get down to basics. This is your
average arcade footy game with a view from
above, à la Kick Off, but with a slight 3D
slant on the players, à la John Madden.
The graphics are OK, the sound (a

BAM
EI

PUBLISHERS

PRICE: 40 (CHECK WITH CONTACT)
RELEASES:

outnow

CARTRIDGE:
CONTACT:

s wit e

Telegames 0533 516861

One to four players, using Sega’s
Јар player adaptor
It's just a dive to the left (or is it to the right?). Depends who you are really

Easy, Normal and Manchester
United skill levels available

sampled crowd cheer with the odd shout) is
OK too, and the whole game is very
professionally hung together. There are
three different games to play, a four- or
eight-team knockout tournament, a one-off
exhibition match with you as the Sega
team, and the J League option – a proper
league with all ten teams and a full season.
Also included is a very useful battery back-

Lives? Er no, sorry, wrong sport

me old mate

®е3®Ф

Avery juicy battery with which to
save your place
A ten-team league or а four-round
knockout cup

up facility, so you can save your progress.

MIDDLING

GAMEPLAY

ө

actually. Most footy games are pretty
complicated in their gameplay, and as such
they end up being too hard to master (Kick
Off for example). Others don't do enough
and just end up becoming incredibly
frustrating (who said Euro Club Soccer?).
J League Pro Striker falls somewhere in
the middle. All three buttons are used to
good effect; button A shoots when in
possession and tackles when you haven't
got the ball, button B sends a high one up
the field, and button C passes to your
nearest player and changes control when
you're not in possession.

However, actually using these buttons to
good effect is another matter. The game is
played very fast, and the opposition, even
on easy level, close in on you very quickly,
giving you very little time to do anything
with the ball apart from use the Wimbledon
technique (ie hike it up the pitch and run

Hz

G

But how does it play? Well, not too badly

OPPRESSIVE
OPPOSITION

Yeeeaahhhhh! Ooooh, what a shot,
a screamer, a cracker, a scorcher...

sega (мот)

5
ө

G
ө

after it). A few plays will give you a bit of an
edge over some of the other teams, and |
can guarantee that you'll see a few goals in
every match — not, however, all in the

opposition's net.
Plenty of practice will allow you to
really get into the game, but it's just a
shame that a bit more time and effort
wasn't put into the gameplay. It's not overly
frustrating, but you do get the feeling that
although you're doing everything humanly
possible to win the game, you are still

losing 3-0. J League Pro Soccer is
definitely better than Euro Club Soccer, but
it's not as playable as Super Kick Off.

® Paul Mellerick

PRO STRIKER
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“А decent
enough footy
game and
definitely
worth a good
look, but
don't expect

anything really
mind-blowing"
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There are much cheaper magazines.
Some have posters. Or stickers.

Some review every game good, bad or average.
Some are easy to get hold of, any time: they never sell out.

Edge isn't like that.

To be honest, Edge isn't for everyone.
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Edge: decide for yourself.
Thursday 19 August 1993.

EDGE

GAME REVIEW

GET A GRIP!
. useful ыя уор сап,

Га

DOOD

be brought down

—

around the screen
сона

This is your special weapon, but it eats
up power so don’t use it too much
Keep your finger here most ofthe time
because it's your punch button
The jump button, and it comes in very
handy during the game

Oh no! Not another evil warlord for
you to fight against throughout 12
horizontally-scrolling levels. The
words “dull” and “repetitive” spring
quickly to Paul Mellerick’s mind
S | sit down to write this, it's 12.15
on a bright Monday afternoon.
Things are pretty cool in the
MEGA office at the moment;
everybody's tapping away on their
keyboards, sipping freshly made cups of
tea and getting on with the business of
making MEGA. The reason I’m telling you
all this is because I'd rather talk about life in
the office than this very tired looking beat'em-up. (Come on Mellers, no-one is
remotely interested in your wibble, so get
on with reviewing the game or you're outta
here – Neil)
OK, calm down. Some people eh.
Right, where was |? Oh yes, Mazin Wars
(or as the Japs are calling it Mazin Saga).
Before you make the
very stupid Dyer-type
assumption that this
game is in anyway
"amazing", let's tell you
about the plot, which,

SESS
SAVIOUR OF
THE EARTH
The Earth is in pretty bad shape. After

having been invaded by the Biofeast Force
it's been turned into a

The headto-head

believe it or not, will
ultimately explain the title
of the game.

e
is
mode
e
refresh ing

ts show youthedifference
between the
of viewpoints yougetin thisgame.

talkingabout. We're sure you'll agree that its

amethatthe"In-yer-face"perspective
isonlyusedin
fourth level- it certainly didn't do Street Fighter2anyharmtousethisviewpoint throughout, did it?
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post-apocalyptic hunk of
rock populated by the
beasts the Biofeast
Force left behind, the
Steelmask Force (they
do like the word “force”
don't they?).
The remainder of the

human population live underground, too
scared to venture out for fear of running
into the Steelmask Force. Thankfully
though, the heroic and resourceful Doctor
Kabuto, using his skill and knowledge, has
created a saviour and called it Mazinger-X
(hence the significance of Mazin in the
title). You're in control of Mazinger-X, and
it's up to you to return the planet back to
the peaceful and serene globe it once was.
(Do you think anyone actually believes all
this rubbish?)

LIMITED MOVES
The quest for everything good and true
(blurgh!) takes place over five main
stages, with each stage split into four
levels. The first three levels of each stage
are pretty straightforward Final
Fight/Streets of Rage type levels. The
characters are smaller, but the action is
much the same. You have one jump
button, one attack button and one special
attack button, which will take some power
off you if you use it. In fact, because the
Mazinger-X doesn't have that many

moves, a better game comparison would
be with that of Golden Axe 2.

HURRAH FOR
LEVEL FOUR
The really innovative part of the game
though is the fourth level. Each stage is a
quest to defeat a certain member of the
Steelmask Force, and on the fourth level of
that stage you meet up with him/her/it. But
for this level the game shifts into a one-onone mode (yes, like Street Fighter2).Now
this wouldn't be such a big deal if this part

Hey! Let's dance. Ooh, yeah, groovy

beat dadio. Hey, coooool cats

`

PUBLISHER: sega
PRICE: 39.9
RELEASE:

иу оз

CARTRIDGES
CONTACT:

4 wit

sega 071 373 3000

A two-player mode is great in a
game. Pity this hasn't got one
Just Normal and Hard levels. Three
cheers for Sega
Only three lives, which isn’t that
many when you come down to it
Battery back-up in а beat-’em-up?
Don't be silly
Twelve levels to plough your way
through in this one
of the game wasn’t so brilliant. Each
character is massive (bigger than the
characters in Fatal Fury) and the animation
is superb. In fact, it's some of the best, for

Characters of this size, that l've ever seen.

It's just so smooth that sad people like
myself start shouting "Oh yes, what a
move" at the screen because we think it's
real. However, the really smart thing about
this level is the impressive way in which the
gameplay changes.
Using the same button configuration as
in the other three levels, the game allows

you to add moves by using the joypad. This
means you can put together some very

impressive moves. It also makes the
transition from small to big mode very easy.
The game is also somewhat of a challenge
(a big round of applause here for Sega for
not including an easy mode) – with only
three lives and two continues, this one will
take you a while to finish.

is very fuzzy to look
at, as you can (not so) clearly see

very tricky indeed

However, with top class beat-'em-ups like
Streets of Rage 2 and Final Fight around,
this game just isn't going to set your world
on fire. The gameplay is there, but there are

characters throughout most of the game (as
opposed to the Street Fighter 2 one-on-one
perspective you get in level four)?

and gameplay quirks that can really make
you want to throw the machine out of the
window. It's strange, because although the
game is very playable, addictive and a
challenge, it just doesn't seem to have that
pull that makes you come back for more or
even care about your character dying for

THE CHOICE IS YOURS

that matter. Maybe it's got something to do

aforementioned games.

All| can really say to summarise is that if
you particularly want another beat-'em-up
and you already own Streets of Rage,
Streets of Rage 2, Golden Axe 2 or Final
Fight CD, then you might find something in
here. Otherwise, buy one of the

with the departed view you get of the

7

GAMEPLAY

6

LERRA

GAME SIZE
5
(11717)

NOT QUITE STREETS
OF RAGE 2

some frustrating collision detection niggles

GRAPHICS

€» Paul Mellerick

ADDICTION

LERRA

6

“A good
game, but still
not great

enough to be
promoted to

.

the premier

4

league of
beat-’em-ups”

65

The first fight against the Steelmask Force is easy

The second one, however, is a lot tougher
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GAME REVIEW

PUBLISHERS
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THE ADVENTURES OF
WILLY BEAMISH
Try not to smartmouth the principal

*Drop and give me 20." Willy gets

punished by the evil school coach

or you'll end up in military school

And going to military school means
becoming as bald as the principal

PRICE: ғи
RELEASE:

teachers nor your parents are very keen on

suspect to be the most appropriate, and
you'll move on to the next section of the
game. Unless, of course, you screw it up.
There are plenty of objects that will
prove useful in your quest, and finding these
is half the battle. Explore carefully each area
you visit, as missing a vital tool is frustrating
and often fatal. You carry the stuff you pick
up in your Tardis-like backpack and
occasionally you'll have to combine various
things to achieve useful results.

INCREDIBLY STUPID

the idea. What can you do? The Nintari
Championship means everything to you!
Well, you could get a life, but you
decide to bunk off school instead. This is
where the "adventure" really begins.
You're a fairly typical American kid, a sort
of Kevin out of the Wonder Years gone
bad, with all the
associated habits. You
keep a pet frog, you
badmouth the teacher
and you've got a little fat
pal. How are you going
to make it to those
championships though?
Not in any kind of logical
fashion, that's for sure.
Although the manual insists that you have
to use your brains, doing anything even
remotely sensible will result in immediate
termination. You'll be captured by the
teacher, sent to hospital or any number of

You are Willy Beamish and, being a sad
sort of a sprog, your life's ambition is to
enter and win the Nintari (ouch) Video
Game Championship. The problem is that
it’s on a school day and neither your

The control interface is fine. You'll be
asked questions and faced with problems all
the time. A window will pop up with a variety
of response choices. Choose the one you

Willy Beamish was a
smash hit when it was
released on PC last year.
It's a role-playing graphic
adventure type thing,
much in the mould of
Monkey Island, but
lacking that game's
spectacular pedigree.
The theme is based very
squarely at fairly young children and
teenagers, and adults might find the whole
thing a bit embarrassing.

non-death situations may arise.

MIND-NUMBINGLY
TEDIOUS
To be perfectly frank, it's all very slow and
tedious, and the CD access rate will have
you reaching for the off switch before very
long. The gameplay is either mindnumbingly simple or incredibly obscure.
There's never a happy medium, but there's
plenty of searing tedium.
Sure, the graphics are nice and some
of the sound effects and music is superb.
The sampled speech is great too, but that's
no reason to shell out hard-earned cash on
this. It's poor, it's boring and it's incredibly
slow. Don't say we didn't warn you.
® Amanda Dyson

OOOO
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Мо,

it

doesn't

hurt

at

all.
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CONTACT:
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®

weg cd

Ganesville 0293 541953

Barely enough fun for one person

let alone two
There's no skill required to play
this game

One false move and it's all over

Just the standard CD save-game
facility
No stages as such, just one

continuous adventure

GRAPHICS
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“Not quite as _
interactive as/
you might
think - it’s

|

pretty to

watch but
desperately
sad to play”

Moves the on-

@) Press A to repeat speech

Use this to select action or pick up an

Blimey, it looks like the nurse needs some serious medical attention here!

out now

CARTRIDGE:

Will Dynamix's CD version of their PC
role-playing hit prove a big hit, or will
it make you blow your groceries?
Amanda Dyson checks it out...
ega have got to be kidding. With an
advertising spend of untold millions
to promote their Mega CD system,
they must be hoping that the
machine will be the dawn of a new age in
video game entertainment. Perhaps all that
dosh would have been better spent
developing some decent software.

Sony Imagesoft

object

© ‘This is the toggle icon
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THE COMPLETE

MEGA DRIVE

GAMES GUIDE 1993
There are over 350 different Mega Drive games in
existence around the world. All of them, at some
stage or another, appear for sale in the UK.
What you need is a MEGA review of each and
every one of these 350 games.
What you need is a complete guide to Mega Drive
games. What you need is the absolute, definitive,
authoritative guide to the best and the
ie,
worst Mega Drive games in the world.

And for just £2.95, that's exactly
what we're going to give you. Sorted.

SMS
учу

GAME REVIEW
Captain America
recently joined
the ranks of Mega
Drive superhero.
Neil West already
knew who he was,
but what of this
Captain Planet
blokey? Let's go
into action and
=
Нпа

That large drill bit to the right is rather intent on skewering you, but if you
blast that robot out of the air, he'll drop you an extra life

Out...

aptain Planet is part of the new
trend in ecological superheroes,
who are dedicated to destroying all
the nasty people who are polluting
the earth. However, our Captain isn't one
for walking around with a placard
announcing “Nuclear Disarmament now!”.
Oh, no. He's one for the all-out aggressive
approach of beating the stuffing out of the
evil blighters.
Anyway, the basic premise of the game
is as follows. Four of the Planeteers, Captain
Planet's helpers, have to defeat the evil
Zarm's henchmen with their power rings.
Each henchman has his (or her) own level,
in which various nefarious deeds occur.

FLEECE

THE

WORLD

Duke Nukem runs the radioactive mines,

and whichever Planeteer you're controlling
blow Skumm's chopper out of the sky.
must destroy three mining machines and
Lastly, you'll come across Hoggish
three atomic cloning devices. Once that's
Greedly's Undersea Oil Rig. You just have
taken care of, you come up against the
to make your way through to the end of the
Duke (John Wayne?)
level, and then destroy
himself and then you've
Hoggish's tank.
е
got to push the cooling
just
You can play the first
rods back into the reactor.
four levels in any order
In Dr Blight's level,
too
easy
you wish, and the
you have to destroy five
computer randomly
computer screens, and
and
too
selects one character to
then destroy her
play that level. It doesn’t
laboratory, while avoiding
short
really matter which
the mutated monsters
character you use, as
and, indeed, the good doctor herself.
they all have essentially the same powers.
The aptly named Venomous Skumm is
You've got a time limit of 24 hours and you
polluting the sewers with toxic waste, and
can continue until the time runs out.
you have to close the valves in all four
Once the first four missions are
chambers. Once this is done, you've got to
completed, the Planeteers combine their ring
powers to create Captain Planet himself. His
task is to take out Zarm's Doomsday Barge
before it reaches Hope Island.

КУЛ

IS THAT IT?

PLANET

So is it any good? And the straight answer
is... sort of. It's got a good amount of
variation in it, at least in comparison to, say,
Global Gladiators, but the main problem is
that it's just too easy and too short.
The graphics are OK, but nothing
special, and the animation is fairly crude.
Basically, it's one of those plague of games
that's average. And when you could be
playing Tiny Toons instead, Captain Planet
just doesn’t cut the rhubarb.
® Neil West

GET A GRIP!

® © e

Makes you duck, and
move left and right
==
EH
~~
+=
@ Button A fires the slightly мееду shot
Oh, no! Venomous Skumm's got you trapped in an ice cube. Perhaps you're
doomed to end up in the world's biggest Scotch on the rocks?
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Button B fires the rather more powerful
super shot
This makes you perform the not
particularly unusual jump.

“Quite fun,

but not really

worth forking
out 40 quid’s
worth of your
hard-earned
cash on”

4

Ex*AAWZA
By using his incredible gaming skil

That'll be an Action Replay cartridge

then - Neil) Ranger Dyer gives the final Boss a complete and utter thumping

hen you first play this game
it's like trying to take a quiet
stroll through Paddington tube
station. In other words, you're
gonna die and not know what the hell hit
you. The game appears to be busier than
Madonna’s bed springs, but give it a few
goes and you realise that this isn’t the case.

TACTICALLY
CHALLENGING
Although there's a lot of action, it's all very
rigidly structured, and the waves of enemy
attacks are set pieces, so once you've been
through a section a couple of times you'll
learn what's coming and be able to act
accordingly. Also, if you just rush past
enemies and try to ignore them, they don't
just disappear but instead will follow you
and join forces with the next wave and
make things doubly difficult. This forces you
to actually take the game stage by stage,
making the game as much a tactical
challenge as one of mere reflexes.
Indeed, tactics are what makes Ranger
X that bit different from the usual shoot'em-up formula. For a start, there are

GET A GRIP!

Andy Dyer
becomes a sort
of cosmic Ranger
and discovers
that, in fact, he
does like shoot'em-ups after all.
Needless to say
then, this title
should be a
certain success

several different weapons which work in
very different ways; some are short range,
some long range, some travel along the
ground and so on. This means that in
certain situations one or more of the
weapons may be completely useless, so
you have to be constantly thinking about
which one to use. Also, as well as your
character, you also have your character's
little bike to think about. His vehicle follows
him around, but if you like, you can climb
inside it. When you do, any hits taken will
come off the bike’s energy and not yours.
And, following on from this, when you're
inside your bike you take up less room on
screen, so small passageways suddenly

shouting “Blimey, that's good!”. For this
reason, | won't reveal any more.

become accessible. There are many other

the only thing letting the visuals down is the
occasionally confusing flicker when a lot of
stuff is going on. And the other downside to
the game is that it may well be a bit too
hard for novices. However, this incredibly
un-hyped little shoot-'em-up is very good
indeed. It's full of action, you need to think
about what you're doing, and it's brilliantly
structured. It's so chocka with imagination
that you'll be left wondering why other

quirks about the control mechanism of your

shoot-'em-ups are so repetitive. RangerX

bloke and his bike, but half the fun is

is a surprise winner. Check it out.

suddenly discovering another feature and

No explanation necessary.

This is

me in a mildly worrying situation

A TAD TOO TOUGH
It must be said that the graphics are, in
places, stunning. Some of the 3D effects in
the background are flawless, and, really,

® Andy Dyer

®

Moves you and your
vehicle around
Fires left and, er, that’s it

Fires special weapon and also cycles
through available weapons
© Fires right and, er, that's it

PRICE: сш
RELEASES

лис: оз

CARTRIDGES
CONTACT:

4 vit

sega 071 373 3000

Yeah you know what's coming,

don't you? You're a lone ranger

There are two levels of skill, but
no easy mode
Just the one life, but you do get
three continues

No battery back-up and no
password system
Six big stages, and they're bloody
hard too

GRAPHICS
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“This game is
more imaginative
than Paul's lurve
anecdotes. It is a
right royal hoot
for blast fans
who enjoy using
their heads as
well as their
trigger fingers"

That luvverly backdrop scrolls past
in glorious 3D, honest. It’s fab!

DOO
@

PUBLISHERS: sega

This boss may look pathetic, but the

Shoot the appendages on the balls

spheres protect it from your guns

(oo-er) and victory is nearly yours
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GamesMaster. What do you
think it’s about? GamesMaster covers EVERY games
machine. In depth. Exclusive
previews, reviews, tips,
cheats, news and the sort of
jaw-aching, spot-on humour
that you thought the British
couldn't do any more.
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FREE!
Massive double-sided
poster. On one side,
ACTION - Super Strike
Eagle. On the other, SEX –
the GamesMaster diver.
You won't need any other
magazines. Ever again.

It's not fast, it's
not furious and
it’s certainly not
fun. Andy Dyer's
brow begins to
furrow as he
elaborates...
ave you ever had one of those
dispiriting experiences in which
you dream it's Christmas day, your
birthday or even Saturday? Do
you remember how crappy and annoyed
you felt when you realised it was three
months until Christmas, five months until

your birthday and three days until
Saturday? That's pretty much how
reviewers feel when confronted with a
knobby game like Double Clutch.
This is a racing game. | use the word
"racing" under duress, because the
sensations evoked by this one-bit wonder
are more akin to rigor mortis or possibly
constipation than anything close to speed
or competitive racing. It has been fashioned
in the style of the famous, not to mention
brilliant, Micro Machines (this game earned
92% in issue five of MEGA) and is a one- or
two-player game in which you move a car
around a series of tracks with the aim of
beating the competition.

EXTREMELY

DULL

The actual "races" in this game are viewed
from overhead, with the action centred on
either the human-controlled car in a oneplayer game or on the lead car in a twoplayer game. By pressing the B button you
accelerate, by pressing the C button you
brake and be pressing the A button you hit

the nitros.
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Yes gentle reader, let's pause for thought and ask ourselves just why

anyone would want to play a game like this

Now let's look a bit closer at those
descriptions, shall we? Firstly, the

acceleration bit. This is a slight
exaggeration, as your car doesn't exactly
accelerate, rather it coughs its way
asthmatically along the track a bit until
connecting with a roadside obstruction or a
car. It moves with all the nimbleness of a
constipated wildebeest. In short, it is slow
and sluggish.
Now let's examine the braking bit.
What this does is completely arrest your
movement within about three
nanoseconds, enabling all the other cars to
nip around you and disappear off into the
distance. As far as the MEGA team can
ascertain, it serves no other purpose
except, just possibly, for making sure that
the C button doesn't feel left out from the
whole endeavour.
Of course the "nitro" bit is a similarly
thrilling experience. By pressing that A
button, your car moves forward about four
pixels and then stops. This is no light-theblue-touch-paper-and-stand-back nitro,

more a blow-gently-on-a-large-boulder-andsee-if-it-moves job. The nitros in this game
have the usefulness rating of a hairnet for
Duncan Goodhew.

BUY MICRO
MACHINES INSTEAD
Give this game a miss and get hold of a
copy of Micro Machines instead. Do not
attempt to approach Double Clutch under
any circumstances. | don't care if you're the
kind of wally who voted the Tory
government in again (oops politics, risky),
don't care if you're the sort of dweeb who
enjoys the Antiques Roadshow or, indeed,
Noel's House Party, | don't even care if you
own a Pac-a-Mac. Do not buy this game. It
is dull, has just four different race tracks,

four different driver characters (Lance
Quick anyone?), knob sound and cack
gameplay. Reading the memoirs of John
Major while listening to Songs of Praise
would be more fun than playing Double
Clutch. "МИН said?
® Andy Dyer

DOUBLE CLUTCH

GET A GRIP!

#15 Double
Clutch crap?
Does Dolly
Parton
sleep on
her back?”

|

® © e

Well, surprisingly
enough, pressing
these buttons will steer you around the track
When you drive over the nitro icon, you
can then use this to, er, nitro

If you look really closely, you can just make out a family from High
Wycombe

pi

(8) Don't press this button at all and you'll
stay on the starting grid, 'cos it's the
acceleration button
But if you want to stop in a hurry, you
should press this to brake

icking under that cone tree at the bottom of the screen
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GET A GRIP!
LEST
ATS
©1993 NAMCO LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

PUBLISHERS Namco (IMPORT)
®© © © e

Moves Rick up,
down and around
When you have picked up a power pill,
press this to mutate
(8) The attack button – you punch on the
ground or kick when in the air
To jump into the air, you should try
pressing this button

PRICE: £40 (CHECK WITH CONTACT)

RELEASE: олтон

CARTRIDGE: 11: з
CONTACTS camesville 0293541953
@

oes anybody remember the fuss a
couple of months backs about
Night Trap on the CD, and how by
using all this new state-of-the-art
technology, Sega were corrupting the
minds of young people all over the country?
Well if any publicity-starved MPs get
hold of Splatterhouse 3, things could get
really bad. Although there are no digitised
shots of young girlies, there's more blood
and guts in here than in a Friday 13th film.

MORE

GORE

This was the real appeal of Splatterhouse 2,
and anyone who enjoyed that will be
pleased to see that the "gore level" has
been pumped up to maximum for this one.

And here's Rick in fighting mood.
He's pretty good isn't he?

There are more enemies to fight, more
weapons to pick up, and there's even a
chance to mutate into a really tough
fighting machine.
You may remember from Splatterhouse
2that Jennifer has a thing about being
kidnapped. Well, she's up to her old tricks
again and you've got to rescue her.

This time around though, the
Evil One means business, and
her life is in real danger.
She's trapped in his six-floored
mansion, and you've got to
find her and get her out. Each
floor of the mansion is a maze,
with doors going this way and
that, and each room is infested with
various disgusting creatures. You
can't leave by another door until all the
creatures in that room have been squished.
Thankfully though, you can consult a map
every time you clear a room.
However, things are far from easy.
You've got to finish each level within a time
limit, and these times aren't generous either.

time

Fail to complete the level in time, and you
subject Jennifer to really a hard time.

There are just the three lives

SUCCESSFUL

But you do get a lovely password

SEQUEL

This game is a vast improvement on the
original. Now more akin to Streets of Rage
2, Splatterhouse 3 is a big leap forward in
all areas. The graphics are lovely
and gory, the sound very
spooky, and with more
weapons to pick up, more
baddies to kill and the chance
to move up and down the
floor, the whole thing has
been considerably improved
upon. It's a fun romp, but it is let
down by two very important
factors: originality and longevity.
Ripping off every gameplaying idea from
every beat-'em-up is never going to get a
game high marks, and with only six levels,
infinite continues and a password for each
level, this game won't last for longer than
two days of hard playing.
® Paul Mellerick

The splat is back. Paul Mellerick, who looks very
fetching in a white hockey mask, gets low down
and dirty for his latest game review

SPL

Surprise, surprise – Easy, Normal
and Hard levels of skill

Power up and press all the buttons to go into explodo-mode and you'll take
out everything on screen and give yourself a breather at the same

You're on your own for this опе

for each stage
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And how many stages are there?

Well, there are six
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time to

be had by „
all, but for
two days
tops"
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Moves your robot up.
and down. Wow!

Moves the right pincer to catch, release
and steal the balls
Moves the left pincer to catch, release
and steal the balls
Moves the right pincer to catch, release
and steal the balls

his balls in his
pincers to take
on the somewhat
different game of
Ball Jacks. Three
minutes later he
storms out of the
MEGA office
shouting “I need
a sodding beer!”
ight, this is the situation. A single
screen, a robot on the left, a robot
on the right. With me so far? Each
robot can move vertically to the top
and bottom of the screen but no further, no

scrolling. Keeping up? Each robot has a
pair of pincers (the robots look like crabs),
which they can shoot independently across
the screen to the opposite side, the
purpose of this being to grab the balls
which sit on moving conveyor belts situated
behind each of the robots. | haven't lost you
have I? When in possession of a ball, the
robots can inflict damage on each other,
steal each other's balls and make the balls
whizz around faster than usual. After a
certain amount of time, the game stops and

|
|
|
і
і
Ball Jacks. It's a pile of ploppy, ploppy, plop, plop, ploppety-plop, poo, plop,
cacky, cacky, shoddy, ploppy cack, with a liberal serving of side plop

the robot with the most balls on its side of
the play area wins. Each round is the best
of three bouts. Beat six different robot
opponents and you've won the game. Got
all that? Good.

PONG PLUS?
Now, listing the features like this may
actually make the game sound vaguely
complex, but | doubt it. However, it does
help me pad out a review of a game which
is, very basically, a sort of Pong in reverse
but with a few additional features. However,
despite these trimmings; the gameplay is a
tedious little mixture of vertically moving
components which desperately try to
control some horizontally moving

Should you decide the excitement's too much, try the
even sadder one-man

practice option. Alternatively...

components. The Mega Drive's been
around for years now and if, after all that
lime, this is as far as the programmers can
push the machine, they really ought to be
thinking about an alternative career.
The graphics hardly change, there are
no bonus screens or varied challenges, the
only benefit of the two-player option is that
you can shout “@*!& Offl" at the game in
unison, and even if you do get past the first
five frustrating and disappointing minutes of
play, it won't take you too much longer to
get to grips with it and see the end screen
before the day is out. Whichever way you
look at it, Ball Jacks is utter (reader to insert
shockingly abusive word here).
€» Andy Dyer

e
“Criminal.

I’m

a bit wound
up about this,
this... crap. I’m

going home
before I hit
someone"

++ you could persevere, get through a few levels and
voilà! The background rather incredibly changes colour
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GAME REVIEW
*Where did you
get those
Klingons?" asks
Paul Mellerick as
he stumbles
across another
blast-first-askquestions-later
space game that
doesn't quite
make the grain
\ ДУ
1

ou've all seen Star Trek right? You
all wanna get behind the controls

of your own spaceship and save
the earth from those ghastly (and
not at all misunderstood) aliens, don't you?
Well, thanks to Accolade, you're now going
to get your chance.
Warpspeed is a very simple, nononsense shoot-'em-up that just happens
to put you behind the controls of a fastmoving, heavily-armoured space ship.
You've got missions to carry out, planets to
save and aliens to blow away. What a way
|

Yeah! A spot-on hit. OK, so it took me ten minutes to hit him and it was
more luck than anything else, but leave me with a bit glory will you?

to spend a Sunday afternoon.
But getting into your ship and
destroying several other life forms is a bit
more difficult than you might think. You see,
this game is a sort of future simulation type
thingy. Not too heavy on the simulation, but
more complicated in gameplay than, say,
Ranger
X (reviewed on page 53).

IN THE COCKPIT
You play the game as if you were sitting in
the cockpit of your fighter, and you’ve got
dials in front of you telling you where you
are, how fast you're going, and all sorts of
other things. But these dials aren't just
there to make things look good, they
actually work too.
Flying around space though (which is a
bit on the large side, if you get my meaning)
could get very tedious, so, thankfully, you
have the ability to warp. By entering the
map screen and selecting the sector you
wish to jump to, you can zip around from
sector to sector (and quadrants by using a
black hole) like there’s no tomorrow.
Completing your missions is simply a
matter of destroying all of the aliens in a
sector and then jumping to the next.
From a gaming point of view, the whole
idea is to get as many points as possible
(by completing missions), take on aliens,

and complete those urgent tasks.
From a gameplay point of view though,

this stinks. Everything I’ve said so far would

make a good game except for a few really
annoying things. Flying around space is
fast enough, but the actual combat is
tedious. Your amazing high-powered
weaponry only seems to actually hit
anything when it's coming straight towards
you, and most pilots are not that stupid. So
most of the time you end up guessing how

emthe
rd systfor
ign only

far away the spaceship is, which direction

it's moving in and how far in front of it you
need to fire, so it will run into your shots.
This, as you can probably guess, takes a
lot a time and becomes very tedious.
This wouldn't be too bad on its own,

but there's a severe lack of anything new or
exciting to keep you interested once you've
played it for a couple of hours. The whole
thing is just one big circle of gameplay.
Enter a sector, kill all the aliens, warp to a

|

sector, kill all the aliens, warp... SNORE!

ADEQUATE

|

|

GRAPHICS

Graphically it's OK. The 3D effect on the
ships as they move in and out of your sight
is fine, but the rest of the stuff is just
standard console fodder. The sound isn't
anything remarkable either.
Some variety, possibly sub-games and
a different combating system, could have
lifted this into the higher ranks, but as it is,
it'll probably end up becoming one of those
cult console games that could have been
but wasn't quite.
® Paul Mellerick

mor

|

PTT

“A nice

game, but
just too
tedious and

| samey to be
| of any real
interest”

What's going on here? Well, it’s the

And here we have a lovely little

warp

blueprint of your spaceship

screen

actually
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As soon as you get a radio message,
take a look 'cos it might be urgent

|

||

TECMO CUP
FOOTBALL GAME
Role-playing games usually involve large quests,
swords, sorcery and vicious murders. Neil West is
surprised then that this one includes football

Luckily, that's you who's just beaten
the other player to the ball...

hat we have here is a football
RPG, perhaps the most bizarre

concept to grace the Mega
Drive since King Salmon. You
are a kid called Robert, whose dream it is to
win the World Cup. In pursuit of this dream,
you've joined Dreams Football Club.
You start the game by selecting your
team, and then you're ready to begin. From
the kick-off, you see the
match on a small-scale
picture in the top corner of
the screen - this view

this game moves. Although you've got

These moves definitely add interest to
Tecmo Cup Soccer, as do some of the
unintentionally hilarious screens included in
the game. You haven't laughed until you've
Seen some of the intro screens to the
special moves, and I’m at a loss to explain
why the players appear to be playing with a
deflated ball.

The other weird thing about this game is
that some of the characters have special
moves. Although this doesn't affect the
action in all the games,
when it does, it means
you've got much more
chance of scoring goals, or

The game

enables you to work out

moves

which moves you want to
very,
make. And basically,
whenever you have the
very
ball, you have a choice of
moves you can make. If
you're in possession, then you can pass,
dribble, or shoot; and if you're attacking, then
you can tackle, block or passcut. These are
all chosen from a selection screen, and if
you've more than one player attacking, then
each can choose a different tactic.
What the screenshots can't show you
with this game is the sheer speed at which

Stopping them. You can

only use these moves so
many times, however, as
each character has a
certain amount of "guts",
fast
which decreases when
using them. Attacks such as the Megadrive
kick and the Atomic kick can often only be
defended by the Bonecrusher tackle, or the
goalie’s Dragon catch.

OVER THE MOON
The ultimate answer to whether this unusual
game is any good is a somewhat cautious
"yes". It is extremely absorbing, and the two-

player game, in which you control a team of
super-powered players, is excellent fun. The
soundtrack, a kind of rendition of Maniac
from the film Flashdance, is toe-tappingly
good. I’m not too sure about the lasting
playability, but I've been playing it all week,
and I’m not bored yet. If you're into football,
or even if you're into RPGs, you'll probably
get quite a kick out of this.

€» Neil West

sega

PRICE: £39.99
RELEASE: wuy's3
CONTACT:

The last laugh goes to you though, as
one of their players misses the ball

STEALTH DRIBBLING

PUBLISHERS:

CARTRIDGES

-.. but you're not as lucky here, on
the receiving end of a special kick

plenty of time to make your decisions, once
you've made them, they're implemented
very speedily indeed.

Tecno cup
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sega 071 373 3000

Two people can play on
All-Star mode
It’s just down to how well you
can play footy
It’s a football game, nota

beat-'em-up
There is a password system

You can play loadsa games
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“lt must be
one of the
most bizarre
concepts to hit
the Mega
Drive, but it's

a right

little

cracker”

GET A GRIP!

& © © e Fae around

@

lo function

No function either, Hey, but simple
controls are good, right?
© Selects all your options

Once again, MF Louis gets one over FW Keith. The radar map of the pitch
shows where his team mates are, and MF Louis is the football. Fascinating
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GAME REVIEW

JACK NICKLAUS
POWER CHALLENG
GOLF
Swing that club.
Paul Mellerick
gets kitted up in
his plaid trousers
and Pringle
sweater for yet
another round of
golfing action
olf, baseball, American football
and shoot-'em-ups. If you own a
Mega Drive, which you should do

otherwise you wouldn't be reading
this, you'll probably own at least one of
these types of games. And while there are
some cracking examples of each genre,
there are some really cack ones too. So
when a software company announces yet
another golf game, enthusiasm doesn't
exactly fill the air. Occasionally, however,
you are pleasantly surprised...

June's

гп:

Accolade 081 877 0880

Hang on I'll check... yep, four
players at the same time
Your own skill level really, ranging
from Neil West (crap) to Paul
Mellerick (fabbo)

Come on lads, this is golf
Save your place in a tournament
and your player stats too

And here we are on the seventh tee, 404 yards to the pin and Рт one under

par at the moment. Things are looking good, but it's early days yet

OOH

IT'S SOOO

REAL

There's not a lot | can tell you about golf,
it's a bit on the simple side isn't it? You've
got a club, you hit a ball and you try to get it
into the hole. So, let me talk about Jack
Nicklaus Power Challenge Golf. What has
this got which would make you buy it over
any of the other golf games?
Well for a start, there's the digitised
footage. Each hole on the course is real.
Yep, digitised and put into your cartridge.
Obviously this would look very grainy to say

use D. Butroi scn
My first shot didn't quite make
Рт chipping onto the green

it, so

it. You can, of course, do all sorts of things
before you take your shot, like club

is. Trouble is it's not as good as PGA Tour
Golf— it's just not as user friendly. The
putting greens are very dodgy and they are
nowhere near as accurate as they should
be, and the power bar is made virtually
useless because you can't exactly judge
how much power you will need. It's a very
playable golf game though, and if you can't
get enough golf for you console, you'll like
this one. However, why you would want this
when you can buy either of the two PGA
Tour Golf games is beyond me.

GET A GRIP!

@ ® © © mestar
@) Selects the power of your shot

and watch

with 18 holes

hook it, but press it too late and you'll slice

€» Paul Mellerick

And here we have a nice little overhead view of the hole, so you can plan

Three courses to play on, each

the least, so the graphics have been tarted
up and look all the better for it.
So what else is there? Well, the control
System is very easy to use; button A sets
the power of the shot in exactly the same
way as PGA Tour Golf. Press the button
and watch it climb the power bar, press it
again to set the power, and press it once
more to hit it. Press too early and you'll

Good this isn't it? Well actually yes, it
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RELEASE:

CONTACT

ooh, loads of other stuff which is all easily
accessible from the buttons.

your strategy and then sit back

accolade

PRICE: ::9

CARTRIDGES

selection, overhead views of the hole and,

Well, what can I say? One under par
after one hole. Рт a golf God me

PUBLISHERS

Calls up options

as it all goes horribly wrong

Selects a punch shot on the fairway or
a tap in on the green
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^A lovely

little golf
game, but
just not as
good as
those PGA

thingies”

PERCENT

Andy Dyer hasn't seen the coin-op version, so he can't
compare the two. One thing he knows for sure, however, is
that there should be laws to protect us from crud like this
|l
||
|
Out now

4 Mbit

“Come and get yer monsters, come
on, get 'em while they're hot!”

“Ah ha, you don't think РЇЇ fall for the
old 737 up the jacksy trick do you?"

Г

nyone who's seen Ultraman (the
| film) or any of those crappy old
ЈА Godzilla movies will immediately
know what to expect from this.
PW
There's a handful of unconvincing looking
monsters, a small and equally unconvincing
city, and lots of devastation wreaked as the
monsters fight it out with each other.
Ah well, those whacky old movies did
have a certain charm, and it makes a
change from the usual run-of-the-mill beat'em-up plots. It's a shame then, that King Of
The Monsters is certainly the worst beat'em-up l've ever played, one of the worst
Mega Drive games I've ever played and
most definitely one of the worst games of
all time.
Words really do fail to describe how
angry this game is going'to make you, but
here goes...

Messrs Monster and Monster aren't
quite the Barbie twins are they?

ABYSMAL

ANIMATION

For a start, the graphics are fairly basic.
The cityscape is a bit busy and the sprites
of the monsters are poorly defined. But it's
the pitiful animation on your characters that
really causes the problem. It's hard to make
out precisely what is going on, and, as a
result, it's nigh on impossible to judge
attacks or time them properly.
The sound, while not overly important
to the way the game actually plays, is also
sodding annoying.
So, what of the gameplay? Well, what
of it? Each character has a power meter,
and the idea is to drain that meter and
then stand on the opponent, pinning him
for a count of three. Sounds fair enough,
doesn't it? But hang on, even when all the
power's gone, you're never certain of
pinning him down. The game seems to
randomly decide when it's time to let
someone win. Also, even if you have full
power and your opponent has none, he
can still come back and give you a right
good old thrashing.

GRAPPLING
GAMEPLAY

This

is me shortly after my death. When you continue, a ruddy great

lightning bolt comes

down from the sky and gives you another lease of life

“I can't give it
nothing, because

you do actually
| get a cart and a

} bit of game. But

j

|| this really is

unforgivably bad.
If you ever buy a
game

this awful,

write to your MP”

The next thing is grappling. When two
players are locked in each other's grip, it's
never really certain who's going to end up
throwing who. Again, it seems to just be the
luck of the draw and, once more, the
amount of power you have seems to mean
absolutely nothing.
The game is simply riddled with flaws,
and this makes it far from the intriguing
beat-'em-up with a twist it should have
been. Instead, it's been reduced to an utter
cow pat of a game complete with germridden fly swarms and with clouds of
pungent steam rising from it. King of the
Monsters is worse than terrible!
® Andy Dyer
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Plugtheminto your Mega Drive and
oie to their
enjoy Sees

n

when you need one, but i

your MEGAs from dribbling babies.
MEGBIN/2
i

If you haven't got one of these already,
get one now. You'llbeable tocreate
your own cheats and it'llcost you£5
less than in the shops. Action Replay”
Pro doubles as a Japanese cart adaptor.

MEGACT

Experience the art of Japanese
animation from Manga Video. Akira’s
stunning graphics should be seen to
be believed. (Only suitable for people
over the age of 15.)

MEGAV

__

ў

It’s transparent, it has variable speed
autofire on all three fire buttons, it has a
slow-motion switch, it has two extra fire
buttons, and it’s available through
MEGA's purchase page.

MEGPP2

IT’S EASY, ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS FILL IN THE COUPON. GET ON WITH IT THEN
[ ] Sonic shirts £10.99 Code MEG1L/MEG2L | | SG Pro Pad £14.99 Code MEGPP2 | | Zydec Zy Fi speakers £35.99 Code MEGSPE
[ ] Action Replay £44.99 Code MEGACT | | Akira £12.99 Code MEGAV | | Mega binder £5.99 Code MEGBIN (or £11 for 2, MEGBIN2)
(Please specify in box the quantity of each product you require)
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SERVICE
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in top titles and ew releases ... bu
,/ We pride ourselves on ©
getting any game, so if it’:
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haven't got it! Call!
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Afterburner 3..
Black Hole Assau!
Final Fight...

WWF Wrestlemania
Terminator 2.
Strider .......
Speedball 2
Lemmings...
John Madden '9.
Golden Axe 2

Jaguar XJ220..
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Vid

Wolf Child
Wing Commander

Rolo to the
Moonwalke:

Jungle

Strike
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Batman Returns...
Ромега

Sonic CD...

Shining Force
Andre Agassi Tennis..
Bubsy Bobcat
Castlevania .....
Gunship 5еда ...

Global Gladiator:
Steel Talons
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Postage and packing £1.00 (1 game}, £1.50 (2 games], £1.75 (3 games). Add 25р
per game for orders over 3 games. New titles are sent as released, prices are subject to
manufacturers! change E&OE. Allow 5 working days for cheque clearance. All orders are

dealt with immediately and should be with you within 2 days, however we may take up to
28 days if out of stock. Once a game has been opened it cannot be returned.
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Not many people would subject themselves to the
mental torture of putting together the best in tips
every month, but, strangely enough, Paul Mellerick
does seem to get some kind of kick out of it

CRUE
BALL
Go to the music demo bit and play the
music for level six. Now press A, C, A and B
while the tune is playing. Go back to the title
screen and start the game. When the level
Screen comes up, hold down B and press
Up to choose your level.
Matthew Grimley, Lichfield

To increase your
SECECE

TIPS
DIRECTORY

"Er, well, if you're gonna be Axel,

then I wanna be him too"

Another World.

Batman Return:
Batman: Revenge
Captain Americ
Chakan ...
Chiki Chiki Boy:

67
67

Chuck Rock..

67

Cobra Comman
Crüe Ball.
Dungeons and Dragons
Ecco The Dolphin
Euro Club Soccer..
Fantasia...
Fatal Fury
Flashback
Krusty's Super Fun House.
Mega-Lo-Mania
Midnight Resistance..

[4 aves

continues, press

and hold Up on
the continue
screen and then
press A, B and C at
the same time.
Rob Lawrence,
Surrey

TWINKLE TALE

On the title screen hold down Right and
button B on joypad one. On pad two hold
down Left and button A. Now hit button C
on pad two to move to the select screen.
Let go of all the buttons and start a twoplayer game. Now you can both choose the
same character if you like. It does all get a
bit confusing, however, so you'll both have

uai

to be on your guard.
Action, action and more action.
оте shoot-'em-ups never quit

We did like this shoot-em-up when we
'eviewed the import version in issue two
ff MEGA, but it's taken a while for some
ips to come out for it. Still, a level select
is worth waiting for don't you think?
Anyway, start the game and wait for the
storybook to appear. Now hold down the

p/Left diagonal and buttons A and C.
Rolo To The Rescue..
Sherlock Holmes CD.
Shining in the Darkness.
Sol-Feace.
Splatterhouse 3
Streets of Rage 2.
Strider......
Super Monaco GP
Tiny Toon Adventures
The Tomato Game
Twinkle Tale .....
Wonderboy In Monsterworl
World of Illusion ..
X-Men...

And here we have Axel standing in
front of Axel? Confused? Yep

Press Start and you can now pick your
starting stage.

Sherlock
Holmes CD
This little brain teaser is surprisingly easy if you
know exactly what to do in the right order.
Luckily for us, we do. Oh, and this solution is for
The Mummy's Curse. It can be done even quicker
than this, so check your score at the end and
compare it to Holmes' score. Now see if you can
improve on it and beat the master at his own game.
David Wilcox, West Yorkshire

Send the boys round to see the
Jardine, Matheson

shipping company

& Co

Tiny Toon

: Splatterhouse З
We've only just managed to get hold of
copy of this game (see the full review
n page 56 of this issue of MEGA), but
отеопе out there has had it for long

nough to find the following
passwords. That means there must
lready be some people out there who
will find them useful.

: Stage 1: NO PASSWORD
* Stage 2: REISOR

$ Stage 3: ETLBUD

* Stage 4: TABRAE
: Stage 5: ELPOEB
Stage 6: PHENIX
: Jason Brown, Uddington,
* Glasgow

TIPS

Adventures
Switch the game on and hold down

Hey, this game is quite big, and it gives you some passwords as well.
What do you say we print all the passwords for it? Yeah, OK here they are...
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level

1: Er, you don't need one for this
2: PMKD DDDD LLGL LDLD DDVD
3: XBBL DLLL LLKD LDDD LLND
4: QMBG DLLL LDBD LLLD LDTG
5: TMBK LLDD LDBG LDDL LLTV
6: HMBB LLDD DLBK LLDD LLTN
7: VBBB PLLL LDBB LDLL DLDQ
8: YBBB MLLD LDBB PLDL LLMQ
9: НҮВВ TDLD DDBB MLDL DDPD
10: ZBBB TGLL LDBB TDLL DLNG
11: NMBB TKDL DLBB TGDL DDNV
12: XBBB TZDL DDBB TKLL DDNT
13: BNBB TZGL LLBB TZLD LLZM

Down, A and C. On the title screen

press Start and unplug the controller. Plug
it into port two and hit Start. Plug another
controller into port one and hit Start again.
In the Danger Room, choose one of the
access panels to the right, open it, and you
can warp to your favourite level.

Level 14: MHBB TZKD DLBB TZGL DLTM]
Level 15: HNBB TZZL DDBB TZKD LLRB

Level 16: ZNBB TZZG LDBB TZZD DDDH
Level 17: PJBB TZZK LLBB TZZG LDDJ
Level 18: XZBB TZZB LLBB TZZK LDDP

Level 19: 2288 TZZQ LLBB TZZB DDDT
Level 20: KXBB TZZQ GLBB TZZW LDGM
Level 21: VJBB TZZQ KDBB TZZQ GDVM

Level 22: ZTBB TZZW ZLBB TZZW КОТМ
Level 23: HTBB TZZQ ZGBB TZZQ ZDMR
Level 24: JQBB TZZW ZKBB TZZW TGMZ

M Griffiths, Rhondda, South Wales
and J Lainchbury, Walthamstow

Mega-Lo-Mania
Last month we printed the codes for all the nine epochs, but we thought we'd let you sweat
over them for a while before you access the final level – The Mother of Battles. So here's the
code: JJDDVBVJONH (150)
Andrew Reynolds, Tufnell Park, London

Wanna know how this works? Well
try the cheat and find out

WETS
DUE
Prepare yourself for the fight to end
all fights. This is one tough level

Or, if you fancy a bit of nostalgia

arcade blasting, try this instead

You may have noticed a news item in
last month’s issue of MEGA, announcing
a hidden game of Asteroids in Mega-LoMania. Unfortunately, we omitted to print
the password for this game, but we're
gonna tell you now what it is. Enter the
word JOOLS on the password screen.
Sorry about that folks.

BATMAN: REVENGE OF THE JOKER
We printed the cheats for the cart
version (Sol-Deace) way back in issue
one. However, we didn't know back then

if they would work on the CD or not, but
now, with the release of the game with
the machine, all you Mega CD owners
will be glad to hear that the cheats work.
On the title screen press A, B, C, A,
B, C, B, C, B, A and then enter the
Config Mode. Now choose your level
(the number by the word Start) and to
get 99 ships move down to mode and
keep pressing Right until you see MY99.

Now start the game, and if you get
bored, press A, B and C together to skip
that level.
Peter Kaur, Manchester

ENTER
S2

CODE
5 7

ENTER CODE
72202

PERILLA
Mushrooms? Batman?
Where’s the link?

Still, it does work, so

And play through to the

enter your chosen level

end of the game

Oh Idon't know. | spent all that time getting through Batman: Revenge of the Joker for
last month's complete solution, then as soon as the pages go off to the printers, a level
select comes to my attention. Bloody typical huh? So, go to the password screen and
enter the number 5257. A row of mushroom type things will appear on the bottom. Now
enter your new code with the level you want, then the stage on that level, then 0 and 0 to
finish off the codes. So for level 6, stage 3 enter 6300. It’s so easy to understand that
even a particularly fluffy badger could do it.

Eaton
College
Edvard:
Бер
Elephant «Castle.

А. Travis felt that the tomb of Kateber
should be left undisturbed.

B. Turnbull refused to honour Travis’ press
credentials barring him from. the excavation
site,thus jeopardizing Travis”
job.

D. Because of their murualE. in
Clarissa Weatherby.
BTE

You must now visit the London
University (and not the
University of London)

You don’t have to be a detective
work out

that you now have

Now you have to visit Andrew
Weatherby (he’s dead, but you’ll
see his wife)

аа

Go to court and answer:
C, Travis, D, Travis and B. And
that’s it, another case cracked
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TIPS
Rolo To
The Rescue
We've printed loads of tips for this game, and even
though this is a sort of secret room rather than a cheat,

it's so good I’m still going to print it. It also makes level
two really easy. Just follow the screenshots and collect
those 15 (yes, 15) map pieces. Collect them all and the
whole of the Desert level will be pieced together.

Told ya it was good.
Domonic Palterman, Wokingham

^

ә

nazansan

Ss

second level and prepare
yourself for a fabbo cheat

and enter the first secret

Finish the level as normal and

Start on the second stage of the

jump on the second rock. Take
control of the top squirrel.

For a rinky-dinky (Pink Panther) type level
select, press Start on the title screen so that
the Game Start and Config Modes options
appear. Now press Up, Left, Right, Right
and Up. The sound of an explosion will let
you know the cheat has worked. When you

от. Now climb onto the right

wall and jump off into the middle

PASSWORD

ENTER

T

С

No, I refuse to do the Polly the
Parrot gag, no, never...

la take s
|
еге
in this game

These Euro Club Soccer tips just keep
on arriving at the MEGA office. So to
play against a completely unknown team
with you as Arsenal (OK so it's not a brill
tip if you have to play as Arsenal) enter
the words PIECES OF EIGHT – опе word
on each line.

a

де
l

EUROPEAN

QUARTER
Here is yet another cheat: On the title
screen, press Right, Right, Left, Down, Up,
Down, Left and Right.
Again you'll hear an explosion, but this
time enter the config mode and you'll be
able to choose a Training level. If you get
killed on this mode, you'll start again at the
point at which you died. This cheat makes
the game a whole lot easier.
Luke Dunn, London

(3) Moves this

#5

нет»

start the game, and the level name and

number comes up, press Left or Right to
move through the numbers. Pressing Start
while you are playing a level will mean you
complete it. You can do this to get through
the whole game if you like. Or to make
things even more interesting, press buttons
A, B, and C together during play for debug
mode – this shows off all sorts of coded
numbers that change during play. Press A,
B and C again to remove the effect.
Ed Lomas, Rochester

23

CUP

FINALS

EVENOORD
Lasst

T

T

SRIPODRIR

Don't worry if the screen looks
corrupted, it's supposed to

(ay Jump over

A

Push this

(8) Ooh, a nice

But don't go

down here or
you'll get trapped

Get past this to
gettono7

>

A little

rock ——

У

for you to

push down
again

Touch
њи you
Se remove
the wall
can go right
through the exit

that was here

the
other glyph

Touch this

statue to get all
powerful and things

Touch
this glyp!
and you'll
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be you can
then get past

the glyph above you

CHAKAN THE
FOREVER MAN

CUDAHY

011396900]
Collect all the map pieces and
hen give control back to Rolo.

ћ the level and take a look...

O wi see

t the map screen and you

open

the entire second level

up to you

The Tomato Game

This platform game has got 24 levels and
they get tougher and tougher the further
you get in the game. So how would you
like a special cheat that allows you to start
the game with the first 12 levels
completed? Yes?
OK then, here it is. Select Practice
mode and start the game. Now, above the
Air Portal you will see a platform, and to the

right of this is another platform. Stand on it,
select and use the passage spell, and then
look at the big overall map. Now you'll be
able to see that you have completed the
first 12 levels, making this complex game a
whole lot easier.

Here's our first Menacer cheat and, luckily enough, it's for the best game – ToeJam and
Earl's Tomato Game. | you complete a level first time around, wait until all your points have
been counted up and then hold down the top two buttons on the handle of the Menacer.
When you begin the next level, let go and the level number will move up one. This means
you will skip a level.

Make sure you stand on this floating
platform or the cheat won't work

MEGA MEDIC
ONE OUT OF TWO
This is a very nice game indeed, and I'm
surprised it's taken this long to find a cheat
for it. If you're running short of energy, go
home (by using the face from the pause
menu) and rest. Now, instead of walking
out the door which will start you at the
beginning of the level, select the face again
and you will continue from where you left
off. This is a very handy cheat, which will
make this fabbo game a lot easier.

Score

1050

=

PAUSES
High Score

РЕЧЕ

3650

ke

wes

TIME 23 se

If you need some energy, going
home

is a very good idea

FN

о

Em umm

е
9

box

750

PAUSE?

High Score

Keys

You're home, but don't walk out of
the door. Use the face instead

Please, please, please can you help
©
me to get the Ring of Division in
Rings of Power. l'm about to commit
suicide if | don't find this ring. Also, because
your mag is so great, could you please also tell
me where the Ideal Key is?
Тап Zanardelli, Storrington, West Sussex
1 dunno, some people want

(4) everything done for them; the Ring
of Division AND the Ideal Key. Well
seeing as you've not told me where you've been
in the game or what possessions you've got,
you'll have to stick with me as |explain thi
The quest for the Ring of Division starts in
Doggania. Enter the castle and spare the life of
Fiver. The jailer willtell you you've completed
the quest and you talk to the regent about the
next one. Visit the monk in the cathedral and
then go to the City of Sunrise and Sunset at
location 3' 22’. Get the key from the dresser in
the building at 3'0', 2777. One building has a
ladder in it. Go down it and find the Fountain of
Youth. Search for the Milk of Youth and go back
to Doggan Castle and show the milk to the
regent, who will give you access to the rest of
the building. Go back to the city of the Sunset
and Sunrise and then to the Fire Swamp in the
centre of the witch's house (at 12'0, 1373). Find
the Fen person at 121, 137, spare his life, and
use the bone to kill the witch. Take а lock of her
hair, go back to Sunset and show it to the
woman. In return, she will give you the iron key
to open the King’s chambers in Doggan Castle,
Ask the King about his job, fight the regent, kill
him, take the Milk of Youth back to the King and
receive the Ring of Division. There, that was
simple wasn't it?

A big game, but with 12 levels
already done, it's a lot easier to fi

e

e

Midnight
e
Resistance
What’s the most popular cheat
found in games? Well, my money’s

on the level select, and here’s
another one. On the title screen
hold down button C and press Start.
During play, pause the game and
press A to advance a level.
Allan Bonnet, Colchester

For his quite, quite brilliant Action Replay
codes and the cheat for the Chiki Chiki
Boys, this month's winner is Damen Ayar
from South Yorkshire. You didn't tell us
which game you'd like Damen, so get in
touch with us, tell us what you want,
and the game will be soon winging its

room = five

way to you.

If you think you can handle making
a major life decision, like choosing a new
cartridge for your Mega Drive, and you've
got some tips which we haven't printed
yet, then send them into us and you
could be the lucky winner next time
around. Send your stuff to: MEGA PLAY,

MEGA, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon
BA1 2BW.
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Got a Mega Drive game you're bored to tears with? Well
before you sell or swap it, why don't you give it one last
chance to surprise you? Yep, it's silly challenge time...
WACKY

CHALLENGES

Imagination (I feel a song coming on — Neil)
is a good thing to have, and that's definitely
what you guys and gals out there have got.
You see, when we decided to ask for some
challenges to fill up these pages, we
thought we'd get the usual Sonic speed test
things. But no, you've really surprised us.
Wonderful you may already have been, but
we still want more. Yep, more. Just think of
something completely silly and send it to
us. In the meantime, take a look at this
month's challenges and see if you can
match or better them.

Q SUPER SMASH TV

SPIDER-MAN

There are obviously a couple of
people out there who bought this
game (although goodness knows why), so
here's a little challenge for you both. Try to
get through all the arenas on level one
using only the machine gun with which you
start the game. Yes, that's right, no special
weapons allowed.

Spidey is a very handy little
superhero to have around in
times of trouble because he can look after
himself in almost any situation. Try this
challenge, however, and he'll really have
his work cut out. Spidey is lethal with his
webbing and it can get him out of many
tricky situations, but try playing through the
game without using any webbing at all and
see how far you can get. The first level
probably won't prove too difficult to get
past, but after that Spidey's problems will
really start.

Allan Bonnett, Colchester

COOL SPOT
Although you can't finish a level
until you've collected enough "cool
points", collect the bear minimum (60) on the
first level and then finish the level and see
how much time you've got left. The more
astute among you will know that there's a time
bonus on the level, so find that and you'll be
sorted. If, by collecting only 60 "cool points",

you then get the 1-up at the end of the level,
consider yourself well cool.

Something tells me that not

up that weapon is a bad idea

NHLPA HOCKEY
(8) Hee, hee. We do like this one
(but then inflicting pain on
helpless little sprites is great fun). Play the

game, and when you score a goal or a

|
Right, you've finished the level. Now

see if you've done the challenge

Up, up, yes go on, you can do it. Well,
only if you've collected enough points

Lift sim

mm

(iso

ТМЕ2357

Using his
fists isn't that much of an
ordeal for ol’ Spidey

DESERT STRIKE

face-off is called (or at anytime when
normal play has stopped), see how many of
the opponents you can knock off their feet
by charging into them. We've managed to
get four down so far, and seeing as there
are only six guys on the whole pitch, you're
going to have a hard time beating that. Still,
you never know your luck.
Martin Myatt, Colwyn Bay

This classic (yes, we can safely
call it that now because the
sequel has come out) shoot-’em-up may
not be that much of a challenge to
complete, but let's see how far you can get
on the first campaign using only your chain
gun. The first couple of missions are pretty
easy, but things definitely get a lot tougher
later on in the game.

Right, the puck is in the net. Now

The first mission is very easy ’cos

knock 'em down or die

radar sites don’t fire back

WEIRD
HAPPENINGS
You've all seen it. And every time you turn your
Mega Drive on (as long as there is a game in it)you
see it again. What are we talking about? The Sega
logo, that's what. You'd be surprised by how many
programmers decide to mess around with the logo
at the start of each game, and to bring these
unsung heroes out of their particular little closets,
we present some of the wackier Sega logos. These
range from the "cool" (yes you Mr Sonic) to the
"err, well sorry, but we forgot" (Rolling Thunder2).

Take a look and have a laugh.

ROLLING
THUNDER 2
This is the official version of the game.

Looks like they forgot something doesn't it?

SHINING
FORCE
Yes, yes very cute and all that, but this

is a serious RPG we'll have you know.

SONIC 2
The king of cool zips across the
screen in his own inimitable fashion,

speed lines and all. WE LUV SONIC!

GAME GENIE CRAZY CODES
Come on, you can do better than this. Aftera

good response to the Game Genie codes during
the last couple of months, this time around we've
gota little bit of a, er, shall we say, drought. You

see, we've got only three codes and they're for
just two games - Sonic and Sonic 2. So come on

guys (oops, and gals) let's have some new codes
for some new games, you can do it. Anyway, for
his codes for Sonic the Hedgehog, this month's
Crazy Code winner is Tim Selby from Brislington
in Bristol. Tim wanted Night Trap for his Mega CD
(expensive tastes, Tim) and it should be on its
way as you read this.

ћи |

OVER
Gc

ТИТИ
a

Sonic
BDLT ABGL - If you jump, you die
BDLT BCGL - Cannot jump
Sonic 2
R3ST РАТА - Everything appears on screen at

once, and very weird it is too
Paul Farmer, Manchester

ROAD RASH 2
Choose the Wild Thing bike by
pressing and holding down Up, A
and C on the title screen. Get some
practice in at driving at 200 mph and then
race the Arizona course on level one and
see how quickly you can do it. Try to beat 1
minute 20 seconds.

As you can see from this screenshot, actually showing Sonic dying when
he’s jumped is a bit hard. You'll have to take our word for it when we say
we jumped straight away. Here’s the game-over screen to prove it

ALIEN 3
Play the game as usual, but see
how far you get by using only the
grenade launcher. As the grenade launcher
is the most powerful weapon and because

you can pick up that vital extra ammo on
the early stages fairly easily, we want you
to take out EVERY alien on the level as
well. No mean feat huh?
Michael Murray, Liverpool

FATAL FURY
Some like it, some don't, but if

you've bought this game, you may
get a kick (literally) out of this silly challenge.
Select Joe Higashi as your character and
then practice his special Tiger Kick move.
Now enter the King of the Fighters
tournament and use only the Tiger Kick as
Hit the brow of a hill at the right
speed and you can jump sky high

KLAX
So you think you're good at Klax,
or do you just get bored after a
while? Well, start a game as normal and
then (it's up to you when you do it) turn the
colour off on the telly. Yep, play the game
in black and white. You can start the game
in this way from the beginning if you like,
just to see how much you can score.
Geoff Smeeton, Nottingham

TAZ-MANIA
This guy will eat anything, and to

prove it, he decides to munch down
on the S of Sega. Nice one Taz me old mate.

Getting this move isn't too hard, but

your offensive move. You can jump to move
out of trouble if you get caught, but you can
attack only with the one particular move. In
fact, you can take this challenge and turn it
around for any character you like, but we
think you'll agree that the Tiger Kick is
definitely the most spectacular move
@
in the game.

ONLY ONE’S
A WINNER
Well, that was a jam-packed ARENA section
wasn't it? But now let's get down to the real
nitty gritty. Because of the lack of Weird
Happenings (what's wrong with you guys this
month?), the mystery (can you tell what it is
yet?) Rolf Harris type prize goes to Geoff
Smeeton from Nottingham for his off-the-wall
Klax challenge. Yes, it is stupid, but then we
like that here at MEGA. If you fancy a prize for
yourself and you wanna see your name in lights
(well print anyway), then send all your ideas
and things to ARENA, MEGA, 30 Monmouth
Street, Bath, BA1 2BW, and you never know,
you could be the lucky one this time next
month, Oh, and don’t forgot those Game Genie
codes either for a chance to win a cart of your
choice. Generous? Us? Never!

it is your only mode of attack

(5)CYBORG JUSTICE
This one is decidedly strange. It slides
in from the left in black and white,

changes to blue and then slides out to the right.

COOL SPOT
This guy gets everywhere, even inside
the logo. He bounces up a couple of
times and then the game starts. Cool eh?

CHAKAN
With a nice little scream, the logo is
set on fire and then turns red before

the game starts. Why? We've no idea.
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RIP ‘N’ TIP

PART һе
nother World is a

spooky

game,

and a toughie too. үш
complete solution to the game,

telling you what you need to do,

when you need to do it and all sorts of other

useful bits of information might be useful

PUBLISHER: vron

This month and next, we invite you

PRICE:
:

to enter

£39.99

RELEASE:

way

9s

MEGA SAYS: this game i

hey? And that's what you've got right here.
And to make things even more exciting,
we're going to split this RIP 'N' TIP over two
months. The game's a bit on the big side
you see, but MEGA's complete solution
Should give you all the tips you could ever
need to become an Another World god.
There are twelve levels in the game, and
this month we will concentrate on the first six

looks

a world

=

А

А

in which
"

age

(Sainsburys

familiar

nothing
ona

z

Sunday morning). Lost, hungry and

possibly a little bit on the weepie
side, scientist Lester Knight Chaykin
must fight through 12 scenes of
action, against all manner of foe, to

Bu
ec
шу
ug
аи
reach
the
safety
of
his
home
p
-

ACCESS CODE: LDKD
As you will have noticed, the game doesn't
give you much of a settling-in period — you're
Straight into the action from the moment you
start the game. Each level is best described
by using screenshots, so we'll let them do

the talking. However, you should know that
when you begin the game, you should press

You’ve no idea where you are, and

Take out the creepies using your

As soon as you see this guy, hold

Up to swim out of the water.

you're wet, so walk right

kick and carry on to the right

down

Run all the way left and jump off the

Swing past the beast and run all the

After taking out the beast, you think

Just shows how wrong you can be

edge to grab the rope

way right to be “rescued”

you've found some

sometimes.

new friends

run (button A) and leg it left

Bloody aliens
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RIP "N' TIP
ACCESS CODE: CLLD
This is one tricky level, because you can't do
anything but roll. There are only two hazards
on this level; the jets of steam that burn you,
and going the wrong way and falling down
too far. Follow the course detailed on the
right, however, and you shouldn't have too
many problems. From the start, roll left along
to the spurting steam that blocks your path.
When it stops, quickly move left, fall down

©)
Er, where do І go from here then?

Roll left and avoid this jet of steam

Or this will happen.

At this junction, go right

And fall down here to finish

and then roll right. Avoid the steam, fall, roll

left, fall, roll right and then fall into level four.
Take your time to work out the pattern of the
jets of steam (and for how long they stop)
before you carry on. There's no time limit on
this level and nothing's chasing you, so you
can take it relatively easily.

©
Some drops are very big, this one isn't

ACCESS CODE:

ACCESS CODE: LBKG

You're definitely moving in the right direction, because things are starting to get very hard indeed. Still,
you haven't seen level five yet so don't give up.

XDDJ

Levels five and six are definitely separate, although there isn't actually any precise end to
level five. It's really just a case of walking one way, and then coming back on yourself. Oh,
and those chewers are incredibly annoying.

E

Although you might not think

it, you

There are two sets of rocks to avoid

Hold down on the fire button until
your gun is fully powered up and
then unleash a mighty blast

Don't worry if things are getting
tough, because you can step in
here and charge your gun back up

do need to do a running jump to
clear these spikes

and a safe zone in the middle,

Run out right, and take a running
jump off this ledge in order to...

... land on this ledge. Blow a hole
in the wall and move to level five

Jump over the first chewer, and,
with your second jump, clear the

Right, just blow a hole in the wall
with your gun, using the Mega blast,

other two

and you've finished the level

already, because you're just coming back on
yourself, Those grippers on the floor are the real
problem here - you need to place yourself correctly
to get past them and you also need to move quickly

Use your gun to subdue the

between them or you'll be mincemeat.

grippers and jump past ’em again

Run up through the rocks, but don’t
worry, they don’t fall on you now

Go into the next room and fire your

Now just jump from stalactite to

where you can get your breath back

ACCESS CODE: FXLC
The main problem with this level is the water. Once
it's started to flow, you have to leg itback to where

you came from, skipping over a few jumps before
you reach safety. You've done most of this level

® © ©

Well, this button will
move Lester in

whichever direction you want him to go

Hold down this button to run. Press it
once to kick orto fire your gun
This is your other kick button
And this is your much-needed and useful
jump button
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gun to wake up the bat

stalactite to the far left...

Work your way right to the edge
and then jump left to finish...

RIP "№ ТЇР
Slip sliding away... That's how
you'll play if you don't read our
essential guide to one of the best
two-player sport sims around
4
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PUBLISHERS: Electronic Arts

ATTACKING

PRICE: £3999

There are several scoring techniques that
work, and our fave has got to be fooling the

у

|

228

goalie to go in one direction while you shoot
RELEASE:

octover's2

MEGA SAYS: This game is
fast, slick, playable, intricate, full of stats and
has a two-player simultaneous mode that rivals
any other game. However, the best thing about
itis the fact that even though it is similar to EA
Hockey, it’s different enough and challenging

enough to be an essential purchase
even for owners of the original.

ШШ

92%

A Hockeyis a classic, and the
‚ follow-up, NHLPA Hockey '93, is

вд even better. And even though it is a
ШШЕ very playable game, it's also a
difficult one to master, and with all those

stats, you need to be a mathematician to
work out your strengths and weaknesses —
well either that or you need to have a copy
of MEGA with an NHLPA Hockey '93 RIP
"№ TIP solution in it. And that's exactly what
you're holding in your hands right now.
There are, of course, several different
angles to perfecting this lovely little game,
and we'll cover them all over the next two
pages. To get the most out of this little

in the other. This technique can also make
your progress down the rink that much
easier. Rather than charging straight down
the middle with your center, try to pass out to
the wing, dodging a tackle or two, and then
pass inside to your center. This gives your

center a lot more room to move and it also
gives you some time to place your shot.
Another sneaky attacking move that
pays dividends is the behind-the-goal trick. If
you're playing against an attentive defence,
skate around the back of the goal and draw
a couple of players around to you. Now pass
out and take a shot. Another useful trick is to
head straight towards the goalie and, just
before you make contact with him, move
your stick either side of him and then bump
into him. Hopefully this will knock him over
and leave the puck free to slide into the net.

By charging into the goalie and passing the puck at the last possible moment
you've now got an open goal. Just make sure you get it in the net, although
you shouldn't be able to miss from here... unless your name is Andy Dyer

guide take a look at the TEAMS box
running along the bottom of the pages, and
pick your fave one (we like Chicago). Then
take a look at the three aspects of playing
the game: attacking, defending and fighting

(yeah). If you're good at one aspect of the
game, take a look at the other two and then
practice them. If you're good at all three,
then you really shouldn't be reading this
guide — if this is the case, pass it on to
somebody who really needs it and then
have some stormin' head-to-head games.

Before: (very Weight Watchers don’t you think?)
Anyway, if your center has a chance to run up on his

own, head towards one side of the goal

After: Then, at the right moment, shoot in the other
direction and slip the puck under the goalie's legs. This
works on all goalies, so practice it to get it right
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RIP "N' TIP
DEFENDING

Right, it's time to state the obvious. Don't try attacking with defenders and vice versa. The best
way to avoid this problem is to pass when you have possession, and don't take defenders out
on surging runs down the ice. One very useful tip to stop you scoring own goals when your
defenceman has possession and your goalie is out of position is to pass rather than try to run
the puck out. If you're heading towards the goal, your momentum will carry you over the line
with the puck, unless you pass to a team mate. Checking (using button C) is also a good
defensive move, but you should really try using button B to steal the puck from the opposition.

F<
Using your stick to get the puck
away from your opponent is very

useful if you can perfect it

Failing that, a shoulder charge into а
face mask at 20 mph seems to do

the same job

You may have rescued the ba from any attackers, but unless you pass the
ball NOW, your momentum will take you and the ball over the line. See, all

these words are not just here to fill up the space

FIGHTING
An essential part of an ice hockey game is the fighting, and you should definitely learn how
to look after yourself on the ice. There's more to these fights though than just punches; hit
your opponent enough times and he might have to leave the ice, or hold him if you want to
take a rest. When a fight starts and the names of the fighters appear on screen, pause the
game and check out the fighting skills of both players by looking in the Team Roster. If your
fight rating is a lot higher than his, go forafreestyle fight using lots of techniques, because
you really can't lose. If, however, your rating is lower than his, just keep the pad held down
in the direction you're facing and press button C to avoid getting an injury. Don't just let him

A

—

Switch

A

Teams

—

Switch

Teams

punch you to the ground, or you could end up being out for the game. Use all the width of

Your guy is Gilbert and he's rated 71

The Buffalo guy Ramsey, on the other

the ice too and even pull back a bit if things are getting too tough. You could even try to
delay the fight if you don't want to risk getting hurt.

out of 100, which, when you think
about it, is quite good really

hand, is crap. 28 out of 100 means
it's not even worth hitting him

GET A GRIP!

Ө)Ө)Ө

Ч іл

Grea Gilbert
vs
5 Mike Ramsey

Move your players

around the ice
Used on defence to trip up your
opponents with your stick

6) Passes the puck and changes control to
the nearest player

OUTS

it down the more powerful the shot

NCE

Right, here's the start of the fight. Press Start to enter

the stats menu and then look at each player’s fighting

rating (see top screenshot) to see who's best

Desjardins

Hatcher

Daigneault

Johansson

Corson

LW

Savard

Muller
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nM

punch in the groin when the ref wasn’t looking) you’ve

won the fight. Well done, now get on with the game

Bourque

D

Chelios

]

Leetch

D

Housley

Ciccarelli

LH

Jagr

Ridley

1

Messier

Roenick

Lemieux

Yzerman

Miller

D

Using your fab fighting ability (and the occasional

1

Fedorov
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Just send £3.49 + £1 Post and Packaging with one of your
existing games to the address on the coupon and we will rush
your new game back to you within as little as 7 days.
Overseas orders must include a further £2.50 to cover postage and
payment by Eurocheque in £ sterling.

Your

д.

game must be in good working
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order accompaniedby it’

You can only trade your game for another in the same score zone and
which is compatible with the same system as your own.
We cannot accept responsibility for any damaged games we recieve.
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| enclose cheque/Postal Order made payable to GAMES WORLD EXCHANGEfor
£4.49 inc P&P and one of my existing games for my computer system.
Sega Mega Drive || Game Gear [ Master System ||

Super Nintendo

|_|Nintendo Game Boy

TOP 100
МЕСА5 TOP 100 is still spilling people's pints! You only
have to take a look at our letters’ pages each month to
see that readers are still protesting vehemently about
the absence of their favourite Mega Drive game from
our top ten. Still, we have no intention of changing
our tune now. So here, in full controversial order, are
the top 100 Mega Drive games of all-time, complete
with: new entries, readers' ads, mini reviews of
ESWAT and Two Crude Dudes, the top five in-game
explosions, and the top five ugliest game characters...
1. JOHN
MADDEN '93
INC. MADDEN
ND MADDEN
92)

programmers’ eyes water. Even if
you do finish it, you've stil got the
two-player races and all those time
challenges to have a go at. What is
the fastest time possible for the

With loads of courses for the $ firmly fixed to its predecessors roots,
so does this, and the new version is
one-player game, the two-player
just as much a classic as the original.
tournament game, and 12 different
The top-down scrolling
characters to choose from, this game
viewpoint still works beautifully, and
is going to be slotted into your Mega

Publisher: EASN

Emerald Hill Zone act one?

Drive for a very long time to come.

Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 3 of MEGA

MEGA says: You might find it too
easy to finish, but it does leave the
original sobbing in a damp corner.
TO SWAP: Sonic 2
031 657 3164
0803 520394

The third version of the best game on.
your Mega Drive and i's been
improved upon again. If you're fed up
with playing through the normal
teams, try your hand against the best

Sell/Swap –
Sell/Swap –
FOR SALE:
£20/Swap —

MEGA says: Frantic two-player
action and a tough one-player

challenge make for a fantastic game.

WANTED: Micro Machines
0723 374641
0768 899773

Very good price paid – 0778 393056

0823 664482
021 459 7576
Sonic 2
0772 684608

5. JUNGLE
STRIKE

3. FLASHBACK
Publisher: US Gold
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 9 of MEGA

Publisher: EA
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 9 of MEGA

teams of all time. There are eight

Superbowl-winning sides to play
against and you can even enter the
best of the best playoff to see who is
ultimately the best.
One word of caution though: i
you own either the original John
Madden American Football or John
Madden '92, don't buy this version
expecting a whole new game.
MEGA says: The best just got
better, but not by that much.

Stick some nice animation into a
game, and most people will tend to

get very excited about it, ignoring the
rest of the game completely. With

£18. 0732 351220

Flashback though you can sit down,
watch the animation and then get
completely involved in a great arcade
adventure.
MEGA says: This is in many ways a

£25 — 0768 66856

perfect game. It's amazing to look at,

FOR SALE: John Madden
£20 – 0768 66856
FOR SALE: John Madden '92
£17 — 0273 734089

TO SWAP: John Madden ‘92
0723 374641
FOR SALE: John Madden '93
£20 — 0322 278477
£25 – 0284 760179

2. SONIC 2
Publisher: Sega
Price: £39.99

Reviewed in Issue 2 of MEGA

it sounds brilliant, it's tough,

involving, easy to control and
addictive. What more could ask for?
Buy this now.

4. MICRO
MACHINES
Publisher: Codemasters
Price: £34.99
Reviewed in Issue 5 of MEGA
LJ

Е

This is the fabulous follow-up to the
brillant Desert Strike, and this sequel
has everything you could want and
more. There are more missions (50
in all), more campaigns (9 this time
around) and there's even the chance
to get behind the controls of some
different vehicles. The gameplay
though similar to the original, is

It may not be the best looking ог
sounding game in the world, but the
gameplay and playability are amazing
and the head-to-head fun rivals that
of even the John Madden series.
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could ever hope for it to be. Mind

you, just like in the real thing, the

best bit is when the gloves come off
and the punch-ups start. Not as
involved as John Madden Football
and the naive or short-sighted player
will tell you that scoring's more down
tingling tension that's absolutely
second-to-none you still won't find a

pulse-raiser much better (or tougher
to master) than this.
MEGA says: Even better than the
original (MEGA rated it 92% - it
would have got more if it hadn't been
a sequel). NHLPA Hockey is bigger,
better and bloodier than its older
brother, and it truly kicks. Itis a
fantastic game, which no Mega Drive
owner should be without.
FOR SALE: NHLPA Hockey

£30 – 0768 66856
WANTED: NHLPA Hockey
0274 670243
£25 – 0744 611492

7. HELLFIRE
Publisher: Sega
Price: £34.99

laurels. Theyvebrought us (yet
another) classic Mega Drive game.

6. NHLPA
HOCKEY (INC.
EA HOCKEY)

Just as John Madden '93 remained

Not entirely different to Road Rash,
but it improves on the original
enough to make it even more
enjoyable. The two-player mode
split-screen is a god-send and the
intense rivalry it produces is
unbeatable. The one-player mode is
also that bit tougher, and with more
bikes and better graphics and sound
this really is a great improvement.
MEGA says: Speed, violence and
bikes — what more could you ask for?
FOR SALE: Road Rash
£20 –081 200 7816
£32 – 0203 543912
Sell £20/Swap – 081 311 5739

$ actually. Perhaps you could have
done with a few more courses and
possibly some other bits and bobs to
improve the game generally. Well,
that's what PGA Tour Golf
2does.
There are three more courses, the
chance to put draw and fade on the
ball and а! sorts of other options,
There's even a bit of speech in there
as well. Now what more do you want?
MEGA says: The best multi-player
game has been improved and if you
and your mates like nothing better
than playing a round, this is for you.
Be careful though if you've got the
original, because this one isn't
drastically different from the
previous one.
FOR SALE: PGA Tour Golf
£25 — 0768 66856

TO SWAP: PGA Tour Golf
Swap for Blockout or Tetris–0245
474794

TO SWAP: PGA Tour Golf2
Swap for John Madden '93 or Micro
Machines — 0236 431897
10. SUPER
MONACO GP 2
INC. SUPER
ONACO GP)
Publisher: Sega
Price: £44.99

£20 - 0600 714582

£20 – 0600 714582
WANTED: Road Rash
£10 — 0934 863278
FOR SALE: Road Rash 2
£30 – 0925 266068
TO SWAP: Road Rash 2

different modes of transport) to
provide a real interest.
MEGA says: Tough, even better
looking than the original and just
good clean shoot-em-up fun. Desert
Strike was an incredibly popular
game, but EA haven't sat on their

8. ROAD RASH 2
(INC. ROAD RASH)
Publisher: Electronic
Arts
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 4 of MEGA

to luck than skill, but for nerve-

sufficiently varied (thanks to the

Publisher: EASN
Price: £39.99.
Reviewed in Issue 1 of MEGA

Hey, you want top grade video game
entertainment? Then you got it. This
game has fast, smooth colourful
graphics, top sound and playability
that would make most game

the gameplay is as perfect as you

MEGA says: Great stuff. If you find
Aero Blasters a bit too demanding,
though, this'll be right up your street.
FOR SALE: Hellfire
(Jap) £15 — 081 451 5424
(Jap) £10/Swap — 0772 684608

Hellfire is the only serious competition
to Aero Blasters in the space-blast
department. A clever and imaginative
shoot"em-up, Hellfire makes you think
before you zap with four switchable
weapon systems which, if you're
going to make any progress through
the game, have to be employed with
expert speed and accuracy. The end-

To swap for EA or NHLPA Hockey —

0484 861560

9. PGA TOUR
GOLF 2 (INC.
PGA TOUR GOLF)
Publisher: EA
Price: £44.99
Reviewed in Issue 5 of MEGA

of-level bosses have had a bit more

thought put into their design than the
usual “find the weak spot and sit and
pummel it for a couple of minutes"
routine, and the graphics change
enough from level to level to make it a
real joy to discover what's in store in
each new stage. You get a lot of
continues, which makes it a bit easy
to complete, but nothing's perfect,

etna
‘Super Monaco GP was the most
popular driving coin-op before Out
Run, and the staggering graphics
were thought by many to be
completely impossible to simulate on
a Mega Drive. And, indeed, they
were, but disappointment turned to
joy within seconds of loading this cart
into the slot — the graphics may only
be alright, but the gameplay is
astonishing, Superb, definable
control, high-speed adrenalinepumping driving, anda bit of
strategic depth to keep things
interesting after the first few days.
The sequel improves
significantly on the earlier game
especially in the area of car handling,
but with something that started off as

What was wrong with the original
PGA Tour Golf? Well, not a lot

fab as Super Monaco GP, that's still

just window-dressing.

TOP 100
MEGA says: The competition isn't
really up to much as far as Formula
One racing goes (yet), but even so,

you'd have to go a long, long way to
come up with a better driving game
than this one.
FOR SALE: Super Monaco GP.
£19 — 071 231 9534
FOR SALE: Super Monaco GP 2
£20 – 081 640 3675
£15 - 0732 352253

Swap for Lotus Turbo Challenge —
041 762 2139
WANTED: Ecco The Dolphin
0934 863278
£20-30 — 0772 684608

13. STREETS
OF RAGE 2
Publisher: Sega
Price: £44.99
Reviewed in Issue 4 of MEGA

£20 – 0244 815388
£20 – 081 200 7816
£40 –081 311 5739
WANTED: Super Monaco GP 2

i As game character ideas get more
and more obscure (come on, a spot
for goodness sakes) it's a strange

ESWAT

thing that the games just keep

getting better. This ultra-cool, cute
and loveable litle dude, sits brilliantly
inside this fabulous platform game.
MEGA says: Playable, cute, large,
difficult game with a great soundtrack.

This was one of the first Mega Drive platform shoot'em-ups to be made, and it's still pretty hot stuff
today. Read on, and we'll tell you why...

16. ROLO TO
THE RESCUE
Publisher: EA
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 5 of MEGA

0772 713085

11. LEMMINGS
Publisher: Sega
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 2 of MEGA

180 one-player levels, 20 two-player
levels and addictive puzzling
gameplay that's going to keep you
stumped for an incredibly long time.
Excellent use of a password system
and a stunningly easy control system
make this a must for all gamers.
MEGA says: It's addictive, brain
teasing and we can't get Neil away
from it. What more of a
recommendation do you need?
FOR SALE: Lemmings
£25 – 0274 567222
£20 – 081 200 7816

TO SWAP: Lemmings
Swap plus £4 — 0768 899773
Swap for Mercs or Ecco - 0384
891168
WANTED: Lemmings
0723 374641

12. ECCO

Well, after all the fuss and bother
over the first official English 16-Mbit
game, it finally arrived — the follow
up to Streets of Rage. We reviewed
it in issue four of MEGA, but we
didn't play it enough to give ita
mark. Now it's out and it's every bit
as good as we'd hoped. You won't
find a better beat-‘em-up on the
Mega Drive and it's even better than
some arcade ones too. Additional
features include two new characters
(Max and Skate), a head-to-head
mini game, amazing graphics, the
best ever sound on the Mega Drive,
and playability as well.
MEGA says: You won't find it tough
enough if you play on easy level with
loadsa continues. So if you're a
hotshot gamesplayer, do yourself a
favour and play the game on hard
level with only a couple of continues.
TO SWAP: Streets of Rage 2
Swap plus £4 — 0768 899773
FOR SALE: Streets of Rage 2
£25 - 071221 3656
£20 – 081200 7816

14. QUACKSHOT
Publisher: Sega
Price: £39.99

Platform games can be found in
abundance on the Mega Drive, but
with the exception of Sonic, you
won't find a cuter, more loveable
character than Rolo. Then, when you
find out his Mom has been
kidnapped, you're pulled in and
there's no way out unless you finish
the game.
MEGA says: Cute graphics and
lovely sound we've had before, but
there is more to this game than that.

There are loadsa secret rooms,
puzzles to work out using Rolo's
various friends, and bosses to defeat.
WANTED: Rolo to the Rescue
0768 899773
FOR SALE: Rolo to the Re:
Sell/Swap – 0274 670:
£30 — 0925 266068

17. TINY TOONS
Publisher: Konami
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 8 of MEGA

We came to get down, so get up, get down and jump around. Come on,
what else are we supposed to put in this caption box?

et's take a journey through time and space, back to the year 1990. A certain young (well, 19-yearold) man named Paul Mellerick walks into a shop and buys himself an official English Mega Drive.
Overjoyed at the prospect of playing some cracking games (he's bored of playing Golden Axe and
Rainbow Islands on his Amiga), he takes a walk over to the games counter and has a look at the few
(actually very few) official games. One catches his eye and he beckons the sales assistant over and
says to him:
“I'd like to have a look at that
one please... yes, that's right,
ESWAT."
The man plugs the cart into

the display Mega Drive and loads

MM

up the game. Paul sits back and
watches the futuristic sci-fi
opening, and then picks up the
joypad and has a go. Taken with the

THE DOLPHIN

Publisher: Sega
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 6 of MEGA

easy-to-use control method, he has

Cute, big and easy to play, this
Yes, it's another platformer; yes, it's
another Disney licence; yes, it's a bit
of a clone of Castle Of Ilusion; but
попе of that matters one little bit.
Once in a while a game comes
along that is just that little bit

different from the rest. It may be

cute, it may even look nice, but its
real pulling power is the gameplay.
Such a game is Ecco. You've got to
help out your fellow dolphins (and
help yourself) in this deep (pun
number 343) underwater adventure.
There are puzzles to solve, routes to
find, dangers to avoid and even
some shooty bits. This is a classic
all-round game which will appeal
right across the board.
MEGA says: It brings a whole new
realm of gameplay to the Mega
Drive. It's slow, hard, beautifully
presented, and a real joy to play.
FOR SALI

cco The Dolphin

Sell/Swap – 0823 664482

£30 — 0925 266068
TO SWAP: Ecco The Dolphin
0606 551698

platformer has got it all. With a

password for each level, seven

different “worlds” to get through, loads

MEGA says: We say get it!

of characters from the cartoons and
some nasty end-of-level bosses to
defeat, this scores highly in all areas.
MEGA says: Platform games come,
and platform games go and only a
few remain. Sonic, Rolo and now
Tiny Toons. Fast, colourful, cute,
playable... the list is endless.

FOR SALE: Quackshot

WANTED:

Why not? Because Quackshot is.

excellent fun. This is the game that
Fantasia should have been. It looks

lush, it sounds lovely, and it's actionquacked from start to finish.

Sell/Swap—0823 664482
£20 –081 200 7816
TO SWAP: Quackshot
(Jap) Swap plus £5 – 0962 864119

15. COOL SPOT

Publisher: Virgin
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 9 of MEGA

om
mi

Tiny Toons

£35 – 081 311 5739

18. MEGA-LOMANIA
Publisher: Virgin
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 6 of MEGA

Ever wanted to know why a "Godgame" is a called a "God-game"?

ten minutes of play and can't get
any further than the first boss. Not
one to take defeat lightly, Paul buys
the game and vows to return home
bosses for you to defeat too
and to not seethe light of dayagain
until he’s cracked this one.
Cracking it, however, is going to take some time. You see, there are eight very tough, arcade
action levels and some very tough bosses. Mellers is going to have to work out his strategy quickly
and learn how to use those weapons that you can pick up on the way. Yep, weapons. As an ESWAT
(Enhanced Special Weapons And Tactics) member, you have some pretty remarkable weaponry at your
disposal. Take out the right guy at the right time
in the right place and receive your lovely powerup. Now give them hell.
The game is tough. The difficulty curve is
well designed, meaning you get further each
time you play, and the urge to get just that little
bit further stays with you. The graphics and
sound provide a nice edge of atmosphere, and
the actual sprites are very futuristic. But it's the
gameplay that really counts, and this one's
good enough to be in the arcades. It's well
designed, easy to control, fun to play and a
challenge all in one. OK, so in 1993 it may start.
to look its age and there may well be some
better games than this around, but if you don't
Es iisTe into this.
take a look at this, you may well pass up one of
| sortofthing,
the best platform shooters the Mega Drive will
There's some very impressive weaponry
throughout the game and some impressive

ever see.
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Well just take a few minutes of the
murder, mayhem and madness on
offer in Mega-Lo-Mania and wonder
по more. Their lives are in your
hands (cue evil laugh) and you can
do whatever you want, There's more
to this, however, than killing a few
people. It's an intense strategy game

which, if you're not careful, will make
hours pass by like minutes.
MEGA says: Although heavy
strategy like this won't appeal to the.
more Sonic-minded among you, if
you're after a bit of brain-bending,
then this should suit you down to the
ground. Every little detail is great and
the gameplay is very smooth.
FOR SALE: Mega-Lo-Mania
SellSwap – 0274 670243
19. SONIC THE
HEDGEHOG
Publisher: Sega
Price: £34.99

It's quite possible that this is the most
famous video game ever—it's
certainly the one which, more than
any other, lifted console games out
of the spotty schoolboy ghetto and
into the real-world limelight where
they truly belong.
Yeah, i's a bit easy to finish,
but why be selfish? Isn't it nice that
‘everyone gets a chance to see the

end sequence for once? Anyway,
there's so much hidden away in
Sonic The Hedgehog and it's just so
much damn fun to play that you'll
never get bored with it, no matter
how many times you whip nasty ol
Dr Robotnik's ass. And, if you don't
still get a buzz when Sonic loops the
loop at maximum speed with his
super-fast boots on, get someone to

check your pulse — you may be dead.
MEGA says: Still the most
technically stunning game the Mega
Drive's ever seen, and the standardbearer of a whole new era of video
games. Completely amazing,
completely brilliant.
FOR SALE: Sonic
£8 – 0732 351220
£15 - 0473 622905
£10 — 0708 446610
£12 - 071231 9534
£20 — 081 200 7816

£20 — 0203 543012
£15 – 0428 683319
£15 — 0772 684608

i provide the biggest wide-eyed thrills
you'll ever get from your console.
MEGA says: This is one of the best
Mega Drive shoot-’em-ups ever
without the tiniest shadow of a doubt.
Your game collection shouldn't be
fiendishly hidden bonuses are as
without it.
devilish and fiendishly hidden as
WANTED: Aero Blasters
ever. And with Mega Drive's Rainbow
0768 899773
Islands you get a whole extra game
0213780135
on top! Well, it's more of a variation
FOR SALE: Aero Blasters
than a completely different game,
true, but the extra, harder version
(Jap) 031 657 3164
extends the life of a game which was
24. X-MEN
already practically immortal, and
Publisher: Sega
makes itjust about the best value-forPrice: £39.99
money investment you'll ever see in
Reviewed in Issue 9 of MEGA
an arcade platformer.
MEGA says: If you've got a UK
Mega Drive, this game alone makes
it worth buying a Jap adaptor.
Seriously beautiful, incomparably
playable and unbeatably addictive.
WANTED: Rainbow Islands
0768 899778

i and miraculously, has got even
better. The impossibly addictive
platform action is the same as ever,
the amazingly cute graphics are as
sweet as ever, and the devilish,

21. SWORD OF
VERMILLION
Publisher: Sega
Price: £49.99
Try not to be put off by the fearsome

price tag on this one, because if
you're into all that RPG hacking 'n'
slashing malarkey, this'll be money
well spent.
Sword Of Vermillion is probably
the best game of the type on the
Mega Drive and, in a market that's

becoming more crowded by the day,
that's no mean feat.This game is big,
slick and sexy.
MEGA says: Look, you're as well to
spend £50 on something excellent as
waste £35 on something average,
aren't you? Quality costs (and in this
case it certainly does), but it's usually
worth it

0778 393056

20. RAINBOW
ISLANDS
Publisher: Taito (IMPORT)
Price: (see importer)

name of Air Busters more likely than

not), you won't need telling what a
fantastic, all-action, exciting and

varied blastathon itis. If you aren't
one of those people, then be told
right now — Aero Blasters is the

computer game of all time, Rainbow
Islands has come to the Mega Drive.

grippingliest, sweatiest shoot’em-up
there's ever been.
Itis more impressive-looking
than most Mega Drive zappers, more
innovatively designed, better off in
the end-ot-level boss department,
and it has frighteningly fast and

$ dangerous tunnel sections, which
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0922 410127

29. MIG-29
Publisher: Domark
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 9 of MEGA
Yes, OK, so it's in extremely poor
taste, but you can't deny that Desert.

Strike is one of the most excellent
pieces of blasting fun that the Mega
Drive's ever played host to.
‘Sometimes it can feel like you're

fighting the entire war yourself, what

with missions to complete, hundreds
of enemies to blast and all manner
of stuff to rescue with your

The more they say you can't do
something, the more you try to do it.
At least that's they way it works with

helicopter's all-purpose winch. But

even if you're not the xenophobic
type, you'll be hard pushed not to
have a great time with this
atmospheric and action-packed
shoot-em-up.
MEGA says: Never mind the
plotline, go out and get yourself

flight sims on the Mega Drive. This
famous PC sim has been simplified
for the Mega Drive, but still provides
you with a great flying experience.
MEGA says: Although this is a great
achievement, as a game it does fall а
bit flat. Not your typical console
game, but definitely worth a look

enlisted today. Desert Strike is a

from the more cerebral among you.

great game, and that's what matters.

TO SWAP: Desert Strike
0376 572474

FOR SALE: Desert Strike

oldie. If you're one of those strange

people who likes nothing better than
to wander in straight lines through
the previously-happy inhabitants,
then you'll probably like Golden Axe
a great deal.
The sequel did nothing to alter
the linear gameplay (Ax, Gillius or
Tyris still start heading right and just

keep going) and the two games are
to all intents and purposes identical.
It's still а simple walk-along-and-hitfire-a-lot-whenever-you-meet-anyone
kind of affair, but the execution is
lovely with impressively muscular
sprites and some great attacking
moves. The five big levels will keep
you entertained for quite a while and,

while it’s all very repetitive, the
scenery is pretty enough to make
you want to keep at it until you see
the end.
MEGA says: The best game ina
very limited genre, but why are beat"em-ups always so easy to
complete? Who knows?
FOR SALE: Golden Axe
£15 — 0473 622905

£15 – 422625 (Preston)
TO SWAP: Golden Axe
1 0778 393056

27.
THUNDERFORCE
Publisher: Sega
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 1 of MEGA

30. STREETS
OF RAGE
Publisher: Sega

— there's too much going on onscreen at any one time.

MEGA says: Looks great, lots to
blast through, looks great, solid

shoot-em-up action, looks great and

er, nothing really that could be
described as particularly special. It
really is a great looking game though.
TO SWAP: Thunderforce 4
Swap plus £4 — 0768 899773
FOR SALE: Thunderforce 4
£22 — 0884 38964

Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 3 of MEGA

£25 – 0952 299475

32. TAZ-MANIA
Publisher: Sega
Price: £39.99
far, Taz-Mania stars that lovable
psychopath, the Tazmanian Devil, in
а Soniclike game of epic (in
everything but game size)
proportions. It's beautiful, it's
hilarious, but it's also а bit repetitive
and none too tough to get to the end

of. If you've got a Looney Tunesloving younger brother or sister,
though (or if you are a Looney
Tunes-loving younger brother or
sister), this is absolutely ideal.
MEGA says: Taz-Maniais brilliantly
entertaining, but not all that
demanding,
FOR SALE: Taz-Mania
#25 – 0902 758997
TO SWAP: Taz-Mania
0505 684246
0274 670243
Sell/Swap – 0977 797167

Swap for Fatal Fury or World of

33. JAMES POND
2 - ROBOCOD

4

conversion of the coin-op looks
prettier than ever before, but
gameplay wise it offers nothing
more than Thunderforce 3. If
anything, the groovy graphics (and
they really are rather groovy, er,
"dadio") get in the way of the action

OF ILLUSION
Publisher: Sega

FOR SALE: Chakan

Illusion — 0422 201637

The sequel to the sequel of the

28. WORLD

you newies should check it out.

‘The most cartoon-like Sega game so

£20
-081 200 7816

strange lands kicking lumps out of

23. AERO
BLASTERS
Publisher: Kemco (IMPORT)
Price: (see importer)
If you're one of the not-very-many
people who've played this brilliant
game in the arcades (under the

26. DESERT
STRIKE
Publisher: EA
Price: £34.99

: 31. CHAKAN
This game is way too easy in oneplayer mode, but for its brilliant twoPublisher: Sega
player game it earns this position. It's Price: £39.99
hard, interactive fun. Gorgeous
Reviewed in Issue 6 of MEGA
A spooky platform hack-em-up, that
graphics and amazing animation add
although initially confusing, quickly
to the game, and it makes Castle of
becomes very addictive. I's also a
Шиѕіоп look old hat.
MEGA says: Don't think about
large game that will take you some
time to complete.
buying this unless you've got a mate
MEGA says: Very nicely done and
to play it with.
FOR SALE: World of Illusion
engrossing too, but very similar to
lots of other stuff already on the
£20 - 081 200 7816
market. АП you old Mega Drive
£25/Swap — 0527 503023
WANTED: World of Illusion
hands will have seen it ай before, but

£20 — 0274 567222

using the battery back-up...

fastest, meanest, sexiest, joypad-

Already hailed as the best 16-bit

Publisher: Sega
Price: £19.99

What's that? You want some beat"em-ups? OK, here's a real golden

0256 56240

081 556 5707

25. GOLDEN AXE
Axe) GOLDEN

22. PHANTASY
STAR 3
Publisher: Sega
Price: £49.99
A completely huge RPG, with loads
of different worlds and a whole gang
of characters to control. Try to
complete thisone in a night without

£20/Swap – 081 311 5739

03552 31722

game, but thanks to the ingenious
use of the characters and the team
effort needed to play the game, it lifts
itself above the rest.
MEGA says: Paul loves this game
for two reasons; 1) He's a big X-Men
fan, and 2) the game is fab. So, if it's
good enough for him, its good
enough for everyone else.

£23 – 061 439 2204

Sell'Swap – 0332 510171
TO SWAP: Sonic
0763 387388
0249 651256
0986 873456

little platformers. This is a platform

FOR SALE: Sword of Vermillion

MEGA says: It's a lot of money, but in
terms of hours of fun per pound, you'll
be hard pushed to beat this one.
TO SWAP: Phantasy Star 3

£20 — 422625 (Preston)

Although superheroes are popular
sources of games, the games
themselves usually end up being dire

FOR SALE: Golden Axe 2
£17 – 031 657 3164
Sell £20/Swap –081 311 5739
£17/Swap – 0775 768440
TO SWAP: Golden Axe 2
Swap for World Cup Italia '92 — 0268
794649
0376 572474

If every third Mega Drive game that
gets released is a beat"'em-up, how
come hardly any of them are any
good? Thankfully, that's a question
that Streets Of Rage doesn't have to
answer, because it's great stuff i it
were only tougher to beat!
Lovely backdrops, loads of
athletic fighting moves, excellent twoplayer action and an imaginative
approach to special weapons (the

police car firing rockets from hall-adozen screens back and stil
managing to pick off the bad guys
with pinpoint accuracy is brilliant!) all
go together to make this one of the

most rewarding games the Mega
Drive has to offer in the genre (apart
from Streets of Rage2ofcourse).
MEGA says: If you want a beat-emup, this, or its sequel, is the only one
worth more than a passing look (well,

except Golden Axe 2 perhaps).
FOR SALE: Streets of Rage
£18 - 0732 352253
£25 — 0602 227247
£20 – 0462 684650

£19. 031 657 3164
£20 – 081 200 7816
£25 — 0428 683319
£15 – 0273 734089
TO SWAP: Streets of Rage
| 0532874473

Converted from, but significantly
improved upon, the 16-bit computer
classic, Robocod was the game that
took on Sonic at his own game and
didn't make а hall-bad stab at it.
Exceptionally pretty, this is one of the.
best hedgehog clones you can buy.
MEGA says: Great litle game, with
a different feel to most platlormers
(largely thanks to your extendible
character...). A good laugh.
SELL/SWAP: James Pond 2
0823 664482

34. TURTLES:
THE HYPERSTONE
HEIST
Publisher: Konami
Price: £35
Reviewed in Issue 7 of MEGA

TOP 100
Now that Konami are in the Sega
business we can look forward to

some cracking games. They've

started well with a conversion of the

coin-op game Turtles. Graphically
cool, it plays well and sounds good
100. The action may be slightly

repetitive, but the cartoon tie-in and
general ease of play make this a
great game.

MEGA says: OK, so it's no Streets
of Rage 2 beater, but the action is

thick and fast. A few good moves аз
well as some special ones make this

i FOR SALE: Revenge of Shinobi

£20 – 0462 684650
£20 - 071263 4907
£30/Swap – 03552 31722
£15 – 0273 734089
£18 - 021 378 0135
£17/Swap – 081 556 5707
TO SWAP: Revenge of Shinobi
0242 242852

38. THE HUMANS
Publisher: Imagitec
Price: £39.99

Reviewed in Issue 5 of MEGA

game very good fun to play.

е

35. SIDE POCKET
Publisher: Data East (IMPORT)
Price: £35 (see importer)
Reviewed in Issue 2 of MEGA

If you're going to bring out a puzzle
game, then you've got to make sure

А novel coin-op conversion. You can
try to beat the one-player game, play

a mate, or show off your skills in the
trick game. Smart graphics, great
sound and fun gameplay go to make
a welcome breath of fresh air.
MEGA says: We all luv a game of
pool, and this beats paying 30p a go
down the pub nearly every lime.
FOR SALE: Side Pocket
Offers – 0962 855645

WANTED: Side Pocket
0422 201637
36.
POWERMONGER

Publisher: EA
Price: £39.99

it’s a bit different from the rest of the
genre to guarantee success. The
Humans is much like Lemmings, but
it has enough differences to make it
worth a look. If you've tried
Lemmings and you've either finished
it or got bored with it, The Humans
should fill that missing puzzle gap in
your life.
MEGA says: Initially a bit complex,
but give it a few goes before you
condemn it. Try before you buy.
WANTED:

i graphics, superb sound and also
some really nice gameplay.
TO SWAP: Terminator 2
Swap plus £4 — 0768 899773
TO SWAP: Terminator 2
031 657 3164
WANTED: Terminator 2
0922 410127

41. CASTLE
OF
USION
Publisher: Sega
Price: £39.99
Mickey Mouse appears in this lovely
platform adventure, with all manner
of strange and beautiful Disney-style
fantasy creatures trying to off him as
he tries to rescue his sweet mouse
babe from the excellently-named
witch Mizrabel.
MEGA says: This is a lovely platform
epic. Gorgeous to look at and
gorgeous to play. The whole family
will ove this one.
FOR SALE: Castle Of Illusion
£20 – 0462 684650
£20 – 081 200 7816
£25 - 0768 66856
SellSwap – 0823 664482

42. LHX ATTACK
CHOPPER
Publisher: EA
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 1 of MEGA

0768 899773

Reviewed in Issue 5 of MEGA

The Mega Drive's first chopper-'emup and only the second genuine flight
sim: The graphics are supremely
detailed and suffer from only a slight
jerkiness, while the action remains

fast and furious.
MEGA says: Anyone who's ever
seen Apocalypse Now or Wings Of
The Apache wil relish this chance to

Strategy is the name of the game,

and if you're looking for some serious
head-scratching, then PowerMonger
could be for you. Also, if you like a bit
of domination, then this game could
well be the best game you ever buy.
MEGA says: Very, very in-depth and
very tough.

37. REVENGE
OF SHINOBI
Publisher: Sega
Price: £19.99

With great graphics, fab sound and a
two-player head-to-head game, this
one is definitely worth buying.
MEGA says: It beats games like Out
Run and Turbo Out Run hands
down. If racing is your thing, buy this.
FOR SALE: Lotus Turbo Challenge
£20 - 071 221 3656
£20 - 081 200 7816
£35 - 081 311 5739
TO SWAP: Lotus Turbo Challenge
0482 587153
40.
TERMINATOR

Publisher: Arena
Price: £39.99

2

Reviewed in Issue 4 of MEGA

spray heat-seeking death at anything

that moves. And anyone who fancies
"having a go" at developing their own

military tactics and completing a
whole Eastenders (long drawn-out
series) of missions will find plenty to
get their teeth stuck in to.
TO SWAP: LHX Attack Chopper
0256 56240

43. DECAP
ATTACK
Publisher: Sega
Price: £39.99
Decap Attack (originally released as
Magical Hat Turbo Adventure) may
at first glance make you go “yuck”.

But if you persist past the first 20

seconds, you'll suddenly discover
that you're having a brilliant time,
thanks to the rollicking platform

escapades that make up this
wonderfully tasteless game.
Controlling a character who
can chuck his proper head and who

Revenge Of Shinobi, the excellent

follow-up to the popular arcade beat'ет-ир, looks great and sounds
excellent, and although you've seen
the format a hundred times before,
this one's so well done that you can

forgive it any lack of originality.
MEGA says: Super stuff, with top
special effects and very special

gameplay.

has an extra, telescopic, head in his

ribcage is simply great fun, and the
The first Operation Wolf-type game

that's appeared on the Mega Drive,
and it's even better for the fact that
it's compatible with the Menacer light

gun. It also plays well with a joypad.
MEGA says: A decent shoot-em-up
and a tough one too. It’s got great

dull and

Arcade conversions ahoy! Yes, yet another

obscure coin-op is converted into a high-profile,
but dul , Mega Drive game

Right, one nicely beaten up thug for table six - over there to the left, and
put him down nice and easy this time, please

ake two very ugly twins, Let them work out for a while. Give them a nasty evil crime lord to fight

The Humans

39. LOTUS
TURBO
CHALLENGE
Publisher: Electronic Arts
: Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 3 of MEGA

TWO
CRUDE
DUDES
NUMBER 65

cheesy music complements the

gameplay perfectly.
MEGA says: Ropeyish graphics, but
don't let that put you off this

gorgeous and funny platformer.
FOR SALE: Decap Attack
£28 – 0203 543912

against. Mix them all together and you get Crude Buster. It's another one of those ten-pence
swallowing coin-ops that hides away in the corner of the local taxi cab company.
It’s OK for a while, and if you're drunk and waiting for a taxi to take you home, you will probably
think this is the best game you've ever played ('cos you're getting really far and it costs only ten
pence). In the cold light of day,
however, things are very different.
OK, that may be a bit harsh.
There's not a lot wrong with the
conversion of this game, but it's not
a great arcade game in the first
place and compared to some of the
other platform beat-'em-ups like
Revenge of Shinobi and Chuck

Rock, it really doesn’t come up to

the standard.
Everything's there (on the
surface anyway). There's a
simultaneous two-player game,
To add a comic feel to the game we have to put
up with that Batman-esque
“Krak” every time
strange but good graphics, and two
you hit a bad guy. Annoying or what?
Meaty characters who you'll really
get into. But once you start
playing you soon realise that there’s a lot of really essential stuff missing.
For a beat-'em-up to be really successful you need the right combination of certain ingredients.
You need moves (and a couple ofspecial ones too if you please), loads ofdifferent
bad guystotake
out, a challenge (let's face it, beat-'em-ups are, by definition, quite easy) and more importantly you need
to have some fun while you're playing.
Sadly though, Two Crude Dudes doesn't
have any of these ingredients. Your vast array
PUBLISHER: sega
of moves includes a punch, a kick, and the

ability to pick-up and throw (sarcasm eh,

don't you just love it?). The same sad little
bad guys appear on screen, you kick them in,
walk on a bit and then watch in amazement as
their spitting images appear on screen. The
game is also very easy, and walking through
it shouldn't take even the poorest
gamesplayer very long at all. Having said all
this though, and not wishing to finish this
past master review on too negative a note, if

you crave the opportunity to play this game,

rent it out for a couple of nights, finish it,
have some fun and it will have only cost you

about the same amount as a taxi home on a
Saturday night.

PRICE: 39.99
RELEASE: пу 9

CARTRIDGE:

:wi:

CONTACT: 0713733000
MEGA SAYS: Digging up old
coin-ops and then making them into console
games might seem like a good idea, but we

want games like Gorfand

43%

Defender, not Crude Buster.

Turn
over
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44. GHOULS
‘N’ GHOSTS
Publisher: Sega
Price: £44.99

: 47. SPEEDBALL 2 : though and fairly tough in places.
MEGA says: Although the comic
Publisher: Virgin Games
Price: £34.99
Reviewed in Issue 1 of MEGA

A frighteningly tough coin-op

conversion, but hey, it's not as if you
have to shovel money into the thing,
o who cares? You certainly won't
be seeing the end of this one during
the same day you buy it, and that's

even with infinite continues. The
graphics and sound are praclically
flawless, as brave Sir Arthur scuttles
his swathe through legions of
platform-placed zombies, monsters
and vultures.
MEGA says: Ghouls 'п' Ghosts is
the business — and, for once, the
tough difficulty tuning guarantees
decent value for money as well as

being great short-term arcade fun.
FOR SALE: Ghouls 'n' Ghosts
Sell'Swap 0792 208281
£23 – 0203 543912

45. POPULOUS
Publisher: EA

This game is Mega Drive violence at
its most extreme. Nominally afuture
sports sim, Speedball2is actually
football meets rollerball meets bareknuckle boxing in a frantic and
immensely brutal festival of blood
and guts. There's also plenty of room
for skill and strategy, which means
that for an all-round sporting
experience Speedball
2ishard to
beat — especially in two-player mode.
MEGA says: Very much an arcade
sports game (rather than the more
tactical approach favoured by, say,
John Madden Footbal), this is about
as good as arcade sports games get.

TO SWAP: Speedball 2
Swap plus £4 - 0768 899773
Swap for Euro Club Soccer -0484
865269
WANTED: Speedball 2
0242 242852
Immensely strange and original Godsimulator game in which you hold
sway over the very shape of the land
itself, as you try to create an army of
followers to defeat an opposing deity.
Slightly forbidding at first with a mass
of controls to get the hang of, but
once you're in, you'll probably never

48. SUPER
KICK OFF
Publisher: US Gold
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 6 of MEGA

want to come back out.

MEGA says: One of the most
compulsive games ever made. Egomaniacs everywhere, don't miss it.
FOR SALE: Populous
£20 - 071 263 4907

46. TOE JAM
AND EARL
Publisher: Sega
Price: £19.99

The greatest football game of all ime
(ask anybody to name afootball
game and they'll most likely say Kick
Off) turns out to be a rather good
console game after all. With
enhanced graphics and a dead
simple playing method, Super Kick
Off ends up relegating the likes of
Euro Club Soccer and World Cup
Italia '90 to the lower divisions.

Multi playeraction doesn't get a lot
more entertaining than this. ToeJam

and Earl are two of the grooviest
aliens you could ask to have a close
encounter with, which is part of the
reason why it’s such a pleasure to
help them out on their quest to

rebuild their crashed spaceship. The
rest of the reason, though, is the

MEGA says: It plays well and there.
are loads of options too. To get the
best out of the game you're definitely
going to have to play this with
another person, because then you
can both make mistakes and stop the

computer walking all over you.
WANTED: Super Kick Off
0895 832177

49. EX-MUTANTS
Publisher: Sega
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 6 of MEGA

superbly manic and zany action

which takes place as our two heroes
career around the screen, causing
havoc wherever they go. After a few
plays, the lower levels tend to drag а

when played with someone else.

FOR SALE: ToeJam & Earl
£13 – 061 439 2204

TO SWAP: ToeJam & Earl
0256 56240

game does succeed on its comic
book feel. It's not the most original
game, but itis surprisingly tough, and
thanks to some clever options, you
Won't finish this one in a night.
50. MUHAMMAD
ALI BOXING
Publisher: Virgin
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 6 of MEGA
Boxing is one of those sports that

has never really worked well on any
format. Just take a look at James
"Buster" Douglas or George
Foreman's KO Boxing if you want
proof. That was until Muhammad
Als Boxing appeared. Programmed
by the same people who came up
with John Madden and NHLPA
Hockey, this ace 3D boxing game if
fun, playable and fils a hole nicely.
MEGA says: With two different
player modes, a nice control system
and some really good graphics, this
is the ONLY boxing game worth
considering. If you're a boxing nut,
then get this now. Itll knock you out).

51. ROLLING
THUNDER 2
Publisher: Sega
Price: £39.99

A direct copy of the arcade version,
this basic shoot-em-up does what
every shoot-em-up should do —
makes you come back for more.
‘Addictive, hard and great fun to play.

MEGA says: Simple, and some may
say boring. But stick with it for a while.
and you'll find a highly playable,
spot-on arcade conversion.

52. SUPER
BATTLETANK
Publisher: Absolute

Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 6 of MEGA
This one is astrange little game; a
simulation, strategy and shoot"em-up
rolled into one, and with some nice
digitised sound and graphics, its very
nice to play too. Serious simulator
freaks will probably not find enough in
here, and shoot-em-up fans may
find all the realism a litle off-putting,
but it's all jolly good stuff.
MEGA says: A nicely polished game
that tries to mix various types of

gameplay. Some will love it, others
will say that it's trying to be too many
games at the same time, but that's
just a cop out. Give it a look.

53. PIT FIGHTER

Publisher: Tengen
Price: £37.99

bit (there’s no password option), but

this game is both original and insane,
MEGA says: Another OK game,
which becomes completely essential

book is not that well known, the

i biggest and baddest enemies you'll ; 60. COLUMNS
Publisher: Sega
Ah yes, but wait... this one's different. ever meet, are the ingredients of
Price: £34.99
Strider. Pretty simplistic platformHow come? Well, it's got digitised
leaping beat-'em-up is the order of
graphics, guv. That means the
the day here, but Strider does it
fighters you take on in this simulation
better than most, and it does it
of that ugliest of "sports" (pit fighting,
looking better than almost anything.
that is) look incredibly realistic, which
‘Oh yeah, and the “running down the
means you can imagine that it's а
side of a mountain" sequence is just
real human being you're knocking
about worth the cost of the cart all
the living daylights out of. Well if
by itself.
that's what you're into, great.
The game they give away with the
MEGA says: You'll finish it in two
MEGA says: Pretty dull and morally
Game Gear, and it's easy to see why
days, but if you want something
dubious beat-em-up fare. You won't
it's worth buying one of the (абру
which will show your friends the
find much prettier BEUs, but
little machines just to play this,
power of the Mega Drive, this is the
gameplay-wise you could do alot
except, of course, you don't have to.
game (second to only Sonic the
better than this.
This brilliant cross between Tetris
Hedgehog2)that'll make them go
WANTED: Pit Fighter
and Klaxis better on the Mega Drive
“gosh, wow’ the most.
0422 210637
than anywhere else, thanks mainly to
FOR SALE: Strider
the fact that the graphics are big
£15 – 0734 662562
54. SHINING IN
enough to let you actually see what's
£20 – 0473 622905
THE DARKNESS
going on. great stuff solo, but the
£35 – 0203 543912
Publisher: Sega
two-player head-to-head "flash"
TO SWAP: Strider
Price: £49.99
game is totally wonderful. The best
0827 56035
А mammoth, gorgeous RPG (as
Mega Drive puzzle game going.
SELLISWAP: Strider
opposed to a gorgeous mammoth
MEGA says: Buy another joypad,
0823 664482
RPG, which would be a completely
buy Columns, and then invite some
different proposition involving
of your friends round. Then see if you
attractive elephants, wouldn't it?) with 58. ESWAT
can get them to leave...
Publisher: Sega
lovely aesthetics and gameplay
WANTED: Columns
Price: £34.99
which will keep you entranced for
0422 201637
months. Shining In The Darkness is
probably the Mega Drive's most
61. KID
accessible RPG, so comes highly
CHAMELEON
recommended to anyone who
Publisher: Sega
fancies giving the genre a try.
Price: £34.99
MEGA says: A bit of a must for RPG
fans, but even if you're not into the
genre, give this a try. You might find
Bearing only the slightest
that you're pleasantly surprised,

i Ooh look, it's another beat-'em-up.

55. PHANTASY
STAR 2
Publisher: Sega
Price: £59.99
Not quite as big and sexy as
Phantasy Star 3, obviously, but pretty
impressive all the same.
MEGA says: Great stuff, but at this
price its strictly for absolute fanatics
of the genre.

56. F-22
INTERCEPTOR
Publisher: EA
Price: £39.99
There aren't many flight simulators

around on the Mega Drive, which, to
be honest, is most of the reason why

this is the best one. The graphics are
fabulous, but the gameplay gets
repetitive a bit too quickly.
MEGA says: If you want aflight sim,
this is about as good as they
currently get. Luckily Microprose
have some fantastic up, down, flying
around, looping-the-loop-type stuff in

resemblance to the coin-op of the

same name, ESWAT luckily

manages to be an even better game

than its arcade counterpart. I's got a
bit more to it than the coin-op's
limited beat-'em-up formula, and
although it's still no Sword Of
Vermilion, there's just about enough
thinking to keep you interested to the
very end.

MEGA says: There are literally
dozens of this type of game around,
but this is one of the relatively few
Which are actually worth having.
Pretty simplistic, but still involving
and addictive.

FOR SALE: ESWAT
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must have been more than a bit

disappointed with its lack-lustre
performance sales-wise. The game
isn't at all bad, and remember — you
don't have to be great to be good.
MEGA says: If large platform games
are your thing, then this might be one

£15 – 0473 622905

£15 — 0367 253194

of the best you ever buy.
FOR SALE: Kid Chameleon

TO SWAP: ESWAT

£25 – 03552 31722

0458 834077

59. SHADOW
DANCER
Publisher: Sega
Price: £34.99

62. JOE
MONTANA
Publisher: Sega
Price: £39.99

3

the pipeline. We'll keep you posted,

so keep an eye out.
FOR SALE: F-22 Interceptor
£18. 0732 352253
£20 — 0322 278477

Sell'Swap – 0977 797167

57. STRIDER
Publisher: Sega
Price: £19.99

ESWAT witha dog, basically.
MEGA says: More fab scrolling beat"em-up action, and you'll find yourself
getting really attached to your lile
ninja pooch, too. The baddies аге
truly bad and the ninja scum that

Another platformer with more than a
hint of shoot"em-up in there
somewhere. А nice-looking game
(due to the comic book tie-in), but
again it's nothing to set the originality
fires burning. It is very playable

Ultra-cute platform thang with lots of
really neat touches, but it's too easy
and not all that exciting. Sega hyped
this game almost as much as they
did Sonic The Hedgehog, so they

Joe's fighting against put up a decent
enough fight. There are plenty of
secret bonuses and hidden goodies
to keep the interest factor up. Well

Amazing graphics, superb sound,

lovely animation and some of the

worth a bang – check it out.
TO SWAP: Shadow Dancer
0778 393056

Reviewed in Issue 3 of MEGA

The only serious (ha) threat to the.
John Madden crown comes back for
a third time. It's got several things
John Madden '93 hasn't, notably а
league, three different viewpoints.

and
azoom in mode. However, it's
not as playable or friendly to use.
MEGA says: Sega try again, but
they fall just short. It's worth checking
out if American football is your thang.
FOR SALE: Joe Montana 3
£25 – 0768 66856
£25 – 0905 796367

TOP 100
i The arcade version of Afterburner(al ; 69. NEW
ZEALAND
style and no content) threw the

63. KRUSTY'S
SUPER FUN

Publisher: Taito (IMPORT)

player and his lunch all around a

HOUSE

Price: (see importer)

hydraulic cockpit while
simultaneously flinging huge

Publisher: Flying Edge
Price: £39.99

graphics at the screen so fast that all

Reviewed in Issue 1 of MEGA

The Simpsons always threatened to
invade the world of Mega Drive
games, but they arrived about six

months too late to cash in on the
height of the hype. Luckily for Krusty,
his game is good enough to make a
good impression in its own right.
There's lots of puzzles, lots of fun
and lots of cartoony graphics in here.
MEGA says: Krusty's Super Fun

House is one of a rare breed of

game: a licensed title that manages

to combine a big name with a decent
game. Good rat-splatting stuff.
FOR SALE: Krusty's Super Fun

you could do was wrench the joystick
around wildly, keep your finger
locked on the trigger and hope
desperately for the best.
Mega Drive Afterbumer
recreates the feel of the coin-op
perfectly, except that you'll have to
get someone to come round and
jiggle your chair for you while you
play. What else is there to say?
MEGA says: Afterburner2(ie
Atterbumer) is excellent short-term
blasting, but it's thinner than gold
plating on a window, and there аге

plenty of other shoot-'em-ups that'll
give you bigger thrills. Try Hellfire or
Aero Blasters first.

TO SWAP: Afterburner 2
0986 873456
67.
THUNDERFORCE
Publisher: Sega
Of course, with the arrival of

House
0986 873456

ludicrous to rush out and buy this
now. But if you don't, you'll be

64. TERMINATOR
Publisher: Virgin
Price: £39.99
You're really enjoying yourself, you're
marvelling at the lush graphics, you're
being blown away by the non-stop allaction platform shoot’em-up
gameplay, you're blasting through the
fourth level and... er, then you finish
MEGA says: Lovely game, but
there's not nearly enough of it.
TO SWAP: Terminator
Swap for Mercs or Ecco – 0384
891168

65. TWO
CRUDE DUDES
Publisher: Data East (IMPORT)
Price: (see importer)

Well, it's а beat-em-up and it's got
some crude dudes in it. Er.
MEGA says: A fairly accurate
version of the coin-op Crude Busters
and i's ОК. The game looks and
plays well but it’s too easy to finish.

missing out on some of the best
blasting mayhem this side of, er,
anywhere. But not only that. You'll
also be missing out on the chance to
make your mates go "Woo!" at some
of the best visual effects yet seen on
the Mega Drive. It's not all cosmetics
though – Thunderforce 3is also a
damn fine shoot" em-up in its own
right with great weapons, loadsa
power-ups and loadsa baddies. If
you're a zapping fan, this is another
one of those “must-haves”, basically.
MEGA says: An incredibly slick and
gorgeous blaster which is perhaps.
slightly better to look at than play, but
that’s probably because it's so
bloody wonderful to look at. You
shoot-em-up fanatics will love some
more of the same, but those new to
the genre had better check out
Hellfire ог Aero Blasters first.
TO SWAP: Thunderforce 3
Swap plus £4 – 0768 899773
68. BUCK
ROGERS
“COUNTDOWN

TO DOOMSDAY”
Publisher: EA
Price: £49.99

FOR SALE: Two Crude Dudes

£20 - 081 200 7816
TO SWAP: Two Crude Dudes
0256 56240
0227 767804

Price: £34.99

Not one of the most spectacular
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at the same time. It is not only satisfying, but it's also very entertaining
and very nice to look at.
Another classic coin-op that’s seen

incarnations on just about every
format imaginable, but the Mega
Drive version takes an unexpected
twist by being less of a conversion

than a rearrangement of the original.

All the same features found in the
arcade game are present and correct,

games you'll ever see, but i's got
tons of depth. Searching around this

are almost completely different. While
this is a bit of a bummer for arcade

MEGA says: New Zealand Story on
the Mega Drive is as cute, clever and
addictive as it ever was.

70. TEAM USA

BASKETBALL

Publisher: EASN
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 1 of MEGA
'

This is the best Mega Drive
basketball game so far. Excellent
two-player action and wacky
signature moves make this the
essential purchase for all
basketball fans.
MEGA says: Shame its: a) just a tad
too easy; and b) not quite up to the
usual EASN standard. But apart from

these two quibbles, i's lovely.
WANTED:

Team USA Basketball

0922 410127

71. TRUXTON
Publisher: Sega
Price: £34.99

Shoot-'em-up, huh? Vertical scrolling,g
huh? Bit easy to beat, isn't it?
MEGA says: Well yes, but on the
whole, Truxton is a decent enough
effort. I's good fun to pick up and
play every now and again, but ill
never change your life, or even give
you one especially wonderful
evening. Mmm, sorry.

72. DRAGON'S
FURY
Publisher: Tengen
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 1 of MEGA

thing will keep you interested for a
while, but MEGA wants to know why
they left out the old Twiki the robot?
MEGA says: Very nice, but wouldn't
for a good old-fashioned shoot-’emup? MEGA thinks so.
FOR SALE: Buck Rogers
£25 – 081 451 5424

OK, so the explosions on the best shoot-’em-up money can buy
aren't exactly earth-shattering, but the way some of them fall off the
screen is just sooo convincing, you could almost be there. Who said
computer games weren't realistic?

AFTERBURNER
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You know the story, you pull the fighter into а 360-degree loop,
missing the bullets by centimetres, only to come out of it and see a
Sidewinder missile hit you right in your cockpit. Whaam! An explosion
you can see a mile away.

SEWER SHARK
Thanks to the Full Motion Video used in this game you can see
some pretty exciting stuff, So don't bother to take any turns, run into а
closed door and then sit back to watch the camera angle change as your
backside gets pushed through your head at 300 mph.

ROAD BLASTER FX

futuristic strategic role playing game

it have been better to use the licence

HELLFIRE

but the level layouts and structures

new game to play.

Thunderforce 4, it might seem a bit

TO SWAP: Krusty's Super Fun

BOOM! KA-POW! What are the best explosions?
Although the idea of the game is to save these little critters,
some sort of sadistic desire makes you get all 100 lemmings to blow up

Zealand Story fans now have a whole
3

TOP FIVE EXPLOSIONS
LEMMINGS

perfectionists, it means that New

Price: £35.99

House
£20 – 061 439 2204

66.
AFTERBURNER
Publisher: Sega

STORY

її a pinball game.
MEGA says: And it's lovely.
FOR SALE: Dragon's Fury
£25 - 0768 66856

This isn't exactly an explosion (although there are plenty of them
in the game), but drive into the hotel and you see yourself thrown
through the windscreen, into the pigeon holes behind the reception
desk. This is scary stuff.

TOP FIVE UGLIEST BAD GUYS
The Чино; of the Каре: gaming world
| OoPETE FRO:
WORLD

OF ILLUSION

After working your way through this game you really don't want to see a
disgusting blob like this, but it does give you an added incentive to
defeat the forces of evil.

FREDDIE FROM
CORPORATION
Poor old Freddie can't help being a genetically engineered mutant.
Unintentionally ugly he may be, but he's also a very scary looking
character indeed.

MIZRABEL FROM
CASTLE OF ILLUSION
This crotchety, old, apple-poisoning witch is the last boss in this game
and so she's supposedtobe evil and all that. They did go a bit over the
top on the facial features though don't you think?

TWO CRUDE DUDES
We know these guys are supposed to be heroes, but with their
dodgy five o'clock shadows and terrible taste in clothes (we won't
mention the dancing) we can't see these twins pulling down the disco
оп а Saturday can you?

99H AND, OF COURSE,
MARIO
Where did he get that moustache? And those very tasteful boiler suits

e

аге so chic aren't they? We don't want to be bitchy about this, but Sonic — Turn
is just so much better looking isn't he?
over
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73. OLYMPIC
GOLD

Reviewed in Issue 1of MEGA
James Pond is back. This time,

Publisher: US Gold
Price: £39.99

however, he's taking part (with his

friends) in the Aquatic Games. Work
out the best tactic for each event and

The graphics may be lush, but at the
root of it ай, it's just a creative way to
pummel the living daylights out of
your joypad.
MEGA says: Pretty dull by yourself,
but excellent fun when you've got a
few mates round.

FOR SALE: Olympic Gold
£15 - 081 5540050

get those gold medals. Lovely
graphics and some taxing events
make this a fun game, especially for
those younger Mega Drive owners.
MEGA says: It's button bashing
alright, but not as we know it.
FOR SALE: Aquatic Games
£25 – 0732 351220
£20/Swap – 0772 684608

78. BIO-HAZARD
BATTLE
Publisher: Sega
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 3 of MEGA

TO SWAP: Olympic Gold
0242 242852

0803 855016
Swap for Super Monaco GP 2 or
Road Rash 2 — 0249 651256

Publisher: US Gold
Price: £37.99
Well, it's pretty good, but it's not
really PGA Tour, now is it?
MEGA says: No it isn't. Unless
you're absolutely golf loopy nuts and
just have to have every available
sim, get PGA and settle for that.

Sexy graphics and spooky sound
don't make a game, but they do go a
long way. Thankfully Bio-Hazard
Battle has some exciting shooting
action to go with it.

MEGA says: There's nothing new in
here, but it's very playable.

79. BLOCKOUT
Publisher: EA
Price: £19.99

75. BATTLE
SQUADRON
Publisher: EA
Price:

£39.99

It's Amiga conversion time again, but
this vertically-scrolling blaster looked
pretty dated even when it originally
appeared about two years ago, and it
hasn't really improved with age.

MEGA says: Bog-standard vertical
zaperama with litle or nothing to
make it stand out from the crowd,
FOR SALE: Battle Squadron
£15- 021 378 0135

76. CYBORG
JUSTICE
Publisher: Sega

Price: £34.99

Reviewed in Issue 9 of MEGA

Walking along level after level of
other Cyborgs, beating seven shades
of shimmering metal out of them and
then repeating the process may not

sound like the best game idea in the
world, but thanks to some fab
gameplay and graphics, it turs into
a real romp.
MEGA says: A fab off-the-wall beat"em-up with the nice addition of being

able to take the bits from the Cyborg
you've just beaten up and putting
them on your own armour.

77. AQUATIC
GAMES
Publisher: Electronic Arts
Price: £39.99

82. SUPER
HANG-ON
Publisher: Sega
Price: £19.99
Road Rash, without all the violence.
Yes, we know it sounds like a bit of a
bad idea, but if what you're after is
pure high-speed racing thrills, then
this is still your best bet, A nearperfect rendition of the coin-op, too —
just try to stop yourself from leaning
into those bends...

£20- 071 352 7117

74. WORLD
CLASS
LEADERBOARD

boasts by far the smoothest, fastest
action, and some of the nicest effects
we've seen too. If basketbal’s your
bag (ahem), this is your kind of
shopping trolley.
MEGA says: Bouncy bouncy,
bouncy bouncy, fun, fun, fun, fun,
fun. (What? – Neil) Tiggers. And
basketballs. (Ah — Neil)

Your brain will never forgive you.
Imagine Tetris, played looking down
a well, with three-dimensional vectorgraphic wire-frame blocks which can
be moved, turned and rotated in
each of the three axes. Having
problems imagining it? Just you try
playing it, mate.
MEGA says: Complete mind torture,
but if you're more laid back than a
particularly relaxed sloth, you'll get
some serious fun out of this one.

80. F1 CIRCUS
Publisher: Nichibutsu (IMPORT)
Price: (see importer)
This game is second only to the
Super Monaco GP twins, F1 Circus
looks ropey but plays well. The
Formula One tie-in is well
implemented and playing the game
makes afairly realistic
representation of putting you in the
cockpit of the real thing, ie you'll
crash a lot.
MEGA says: If realism gets your
motor running (even if it's at the
expense of lush graphics), then
check this out

MEGA says: It looks lovely, it plays
beautifully, itl last for ever. In
addition to Super Monaco and Road
Rash, this is the only genuinely
essential racing game for your
Mega Drive.
FOR SALE - Super Hang On
£12/Swap - 081 311 5739
£17 – 0473 250400

83. SPORTS
TALK BASEBALL
Publisher: Sega USA (IMPORT)
Price: (see importer)
Reviewed in Issue 1 of MEGA
A decent baseball game, that tells
MEGA says: As with Joe
Montana Football 2, great for people
with no friends.
84. DODGEBALL
Publisher: Sega Japan (IMPORT)
Price: (see importer)
Reviewed in Issue 1 of MEGA

Price: £39.99
The best of a whole clutch of

basketball games recently released

by various people. Though still not up
to Team USA Basketball, this one
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i think-'em-up with bags of strategy. It
Drive and, as you might expect, i's а could have been aclassic, but didn't
quite manage to hang together.
bit of a lush looker. What you might
MEGA says: Almost excellent for
not expect is a fabby prehistoric
two-player head-to-head.
platform game which plays like an
episode of The Flintstones (except
97. SPIDER-MAN
it's funnier) and in which you

i been brushed up a bit for the Mega

| ODYSSEY

Publisher: Renovation (IMPORT)
Price: (see importer)
A lovely looking 3D game, which
scores points for offering some of the
best simultaneous two-player action
that's going.

MEGA says: This is OK by us.

87. INDIANA
JONES AND THE
LAST CRUSADE
Publisher: US Gold
Price: £39.99

Reviewed in Issue 4 of MEGA
One of the greatest adventurers of all
time (and he's fictional too) appears
on the Mega Drive. The graphics are
nice and the film tie-in is handled
very effectively. However, owing to
some litle gameplay glitches the
game ends up being very tough and
furthermore very frustrating.
MEGA says: Take a careful look at
this before you buy it.
88. WWF SUPER
WRESTLE MANIA
Publisher: Flying Edge (IMPORT)
Price: £35
Reviewed in Issue 4 of MEGA

dispose of your enemies by bouncing

them off your gigantic beer belly.
MEGA says: This is a really
enjoyable platformer, packed to the
brim with variety, lovely little touches
and more imagination than a dozen
lesser efforts in this genre.
FOR SALE: Chuck Rock
£20 – 0462 684650
TO SWAP: Chuck Rock

081 675 2120

92. TETRIS
Publisher: (IMPORT)
Price: (see importer)
OK, hands up everyone who doesn't
know about Tetris. Three of you, eh?
Well, where have you been for the
last couple of years? On Mars?
MEGA says: The biggest and sexiest
puzzle game of all eternity on the
Mega Drive. If, by some incredibly
fluke, you don't already have a Tetris
game, then get this one now.

WANTED: Tetris
0922 410127

you what's going on as it happens.

Big, beefy, and as tough as nails. If
you fancy getting your hands on a
few American wrestlers and giving
them the suplex treatment, then this

might be the game for you.
MEGA says: The two-player head-tohead mode is quite good fun, but the
one-player game lacks excitement.
FOR SALE: WWF Super
Wrestlemania

93. 688
ATTACK SUB
Publisher: Sega
Price: £34.99
Nice, atmospheric submarine
simulator with a bit of zapping and
some pleasant aesthetics.
MEGA says: Not the kind of thing you.
ever imagine anybody buying a Mega
Drive for, but good at what it does.

94. STAR
CONTROL
Publisher: Ballistic
Price: £39.99

Volleyball meets Speedballin this
strange, but entertaining Japanese
game. The idea is to knock your
opponent's team members out of the

court with a high-speed chuck of a

medicine ball. Decidedly strange,
inevitably violent and great fun.
MEGA says: Not sure about this
vulture/anorak business, but
Dodgeball remains a good two-(or
more) player game.

85. SUNSET
RIDERS
Publisher: Konami
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 8 of MEGA

This fast-paced shooting action, set
in the Wild West, is great fun. It's a

shame they left out the other two
characters from the coin-op though.
MEGA says: Um, the game is a bit

on the easy side.

89. JOE
MONTANA
Publisher: Sega

Even this sequel to the original "not

Massive, but not actually all that

too bad but let's face it, it's not as.

complicated, space strategy trading

good as John Madden’ American
football game fails to lace the boots
or plump the padding of the boy from
Electronic Arts.
MEGA says: This game is not as
good as John Madden Football, but i
does talks to you, which has got to

be something.

90. FIGHTING
MASTERS
Publisher: Treco (IMPORT)
Price: (see importer)
Solid two-player beat-'em-up action
is the пате of this lovely looking
game. If only the beast was a bit
more substantial in one-player mode.
MEGA says: Two-player pommelling
can be a great laugh, but don't bother
with this if you're a solo scrapper.
WANTED: Fighting Masters
0768 899773
91. CHUCK ROCK
Publisher: Virgin Games
Price: £39.99
This is an old Amiga game which has

Price: £39.99
“Spider-man, Spider-man, does
whatever a spider can.” So how
come you never see him getting
trapped in a bath then, eh?
MEGA says: Pretty run-of-the-mill
platform game, lifted out of the
ordinary by some pretty spiffy
graphics and a nice line in enemies.
98.
CORPORATION
Publisher: Virgin Games
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 3 of MEGA

Gigantic and tough 3D, RPG-ish
Amiga conversion with some top 3D
blasting bits in it. The idea is that
you're a secret agent briefed with the
unenviable job of trying to establish
whether rumours of a company
creating Killer genetic mutants is true
or not. It’s involving and absorbing
but it can get a bit repetitive i
creeping around mutant-infested

buildings inches from death, isn't
your idea of a good night out.
MEGA says: For role-playing fun with
a bit more blasting anda bit more
brain-stretching than usual, this game
is a pretty damn good purchase.
TO SWAP: Corporation
Swap for LHX Attack Chopper or

99. TEST DRIVE 2
Publisher: Ballistic
Price: £34.99
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Price: £34.99

Publisher: Sega

NHLPA Hockey –0249 651256

Sell/Swap – 021 459 7576
£30 – 0925 266068

81. DAVID
ROBINSON
BASKETBAL
Publisher: Sega

86. ARCUS

thing with гару and tactical bits
thrown in as alfe-preserver.
MEGA says: It may be a bit of a lark
with a chum, but i's kinda dull on
your own.
95. BATTLETOADS
Publisher: Tradewest
Price: £39.99
Reviewed in Issue 8 of MEGA
This fab SNES, NES and Gameboy
game makes a litle bit of a stumble
onto the Mega Drive. But as far as
scrolling beat-‘em-ups go, it's quite а
lively affair with plenty of comic
touches. It's also tough.
MEGA says: We were really looking
forward to this, and we have to say
we're disappointed with the end result.

96. HERZOG
ZWEI
Publisher: Sega
Price: £34.99
Eight-way scrolling, view-fromabove, simultaneous two-player,

head-to-head, split-screen shoot- and

A two-player, head-to-head driving
game that sounds as if it should be
great fun. It's a shame it isn't that hot

then really.

MEGA says: Enjoyable serious-ish,
two-player driving/crashing дате,
which you may never be able to buy.
FOR SALE: Test Drive 2: The Duel
£25 – 0203 543912

£20 – 0724 854351

100. RAMPART
Publisher: Tengen (IMPORT)
Price: £35

Reviewed in Issue 4 of MEGA
The two-player mode in most games
is a very welcome additional option. In

Rampart, itis the only part of the
game worth mentioning. Take on a
thinking human opponent, however,
and the blood begins to boil.
MEGA says: If you're a popular sort.
of bloke, then give this a try with
some of your friends.

TOP 100

$0, YOU'VE JUST
CHECKED OUT THE TOP
100 MEGA DRIVE
GAMES OF ALL TIME...
But if you're really serious about your Mega Drive,
you'll want more. You'll want a full MEGA review of
EVERY Mega Drive game which has ever been
released - and there are over 350 of them. Some you
can buy in the High Street, some you can buy from an
importer - ALL can be picked up second-hand at a
fraction of their original price.
What you need is MEGA Gold: The Complete

Mega Drive Games Guide 1993 as a full directory of
Mega Drive gaming, complete with full colour
pictures, tips and MEGA ratings.
So, if you're serious about Mega Drive gaming,
then at just £2.95 this is the gaming
^N
encyclopedia you've been waiting for.
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Sonic
EGA will advertise your cart swaps or sales for absolutely no charge. Simply
fill in the form оп the right with the name of the cart, whether you want to
swap or sell it, and your telephone number (no addresses please) and send
itin to: Cart to Cart, MEGA, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon, BA1 2BW.
Although you can charge whatever price you like, MEGA recommend that carts in
excellent condition with full instructions and packaging should be sold for half the RRP.

Swap

е

JU"

0225

442244
|
E

CONDITIONS
We don't want any trade ads. We can't take responsibility for the quality of the products which
appear in these ads. We reserve the right to amend or refuse ads.
Please sign the following declaration (but get your parent or guardian to sign if you're under
16) to say that your ad is legal.
Signed — Date ............... ose
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AKI M |=1e) 0243

86931

[v]Day or night

JUNGLE STRIKE

Coming soon £39.99
T

Cool Spot

;

UEM

ERA
Reserve
your copy now!
Cyborg

Justice

M. Turtles £39.99

Supe nm

>

SEE

WHEROW

£31.99

TRADE-IN

YOUR

ЈЕ!

>

ss

Call

TOP Used Games (May)

Olympic Gold
Spiderman
Worldof Illusion

GAMES

UKMegaCD

£259.00

E =al Mega CD Software (UK)

Bulls vs Lakers
FLASHBACK
£39.99 Chuck
Rock
Shining Force (June) Call. Euro Club Soccer

Reserve your copy now!
£35.99
Road Rash 2
SUPER KICK OFF £39.99

(UK.)

МУ

Reserve your copy now!
Megadrive

GAMEPLAY

Q

Discount Games

NIGHT TRAP (June)

Reserve your copy now!
Dracula

Call

£25.00

Final Fight

Call

£25.00
0.00
£25.00

Sewer Shark (US)
Сай
£53.99
Wonderdog(US)
CD Converter £47.99
US/UK

Sherlock Holmes —£39.99
00
Batman Retur
(US)
ns £49.99

FOR LATEST TITLES

P&P Software £1.00 (Europe £2.50) * Consoles £6.50

(a) "Akimbo", Richmond Road, Bognor, West Sussex PO21 10Р VER
Tel: 0243 869316

Fax 0243 829364
Tala: 0622 C1008

14 Sandy Mount, Bearsted, Maidstone,|

Kent

ME14 4PJ

Callers Welcome by Appointment
SOME EXAMPLE

PRICES CALL

FOR ANY
OTHER TITLE:

5

Ecco the Dolphin .
PGA Golf Il

Road Rash Il
Rolo to the Rescue..

ы T
U

Streets of Rage 2 .
d
Partridge

Tailspin .
:30.95
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME

LARGE SELECTION OF USED GAMES|
QAMES BOUGHT FOR CASH

On

Please make cheques/POs payable to Bearsted Game Zone.
P&P £0.95 per Game, Consoles £5.95

All accessorles avallable at below RAP

Also SNES, GAMEGEAR, MASTER SYSTEM & GAMEBOY

(дели

ЕВЕ J

© Urban Angste

Aliens 3.
Aquatic Games.

«34.00

iel -The Little Mermaid

Back to the Future lll

Bart vs Space Mutants.

Chakan.

© Тор Jap Products@

© UFO's@ Ultra-Fashions@
e Music Ф Free Skate Supplementé

Hot Stuff For Hoodlums
On

Sale

Next

Month

с

ration
yborg Justice.

£34.00
£34.00
£33.00

Speedball 1

£29.00

Streets of Rage
| Ш

£38.00

‘Splatter House ||

EccoThe Dolphin
..
European Club Soccer
Flashback
..

Green
jen
LHX Attack Chopper .
Lemmings.
Hen

Super Kick

s

Eua

£38.00

£33.00
£34.00

£34.00
„£34.00
£28.00

BEST PRICI

есы
Ep
(ror

£99.50.
£97.50

їс Gold.
Populous.
Prince of Persia.

‘Smash TV.

1.;

ares

өзөн

£97.50
£29.50
£27.50

£95.50

£25.50
£26.00
£99.50

d

Predator I

4

£27.50

Bart vs Space
^ Chuck Rock

Sonic
Sonic Il
Super Kick Off.

Mega Games 1

zy

£25.00
£25.00
£25.00

Asterix.

QU Ru
mE

Team USA Basketball ......
Tiny Toons.
Warriors of Internal Sun...

ALL TITLES

‘Super Kick Off.
Super Monaco GP Il
Iderboy.

£29.00

Super Monaco GP Ii
Super Smash TV

en
Galahad

Shadow of the Beast |
Side Pockets
Sonic

x
Streets
ofRage

AT BEST PRICES

.......................Ё91.00

ALL GAMES INCLUDE UK POST AND PACKING MEMBERS
NO
HIP CONSOLES £5.00 "VER

MEGA DRIVE
Alien Storm £21.75. Double Dragon £2027, Ferrari Grand Prix £2732, Galaxy Force 2 £2521. Golden Axe

EXCHANGED

| £1927, Golden Axe 2 £1750, Immortal £2580, James Pond £2580, John Madden 92 £2580, Kid Chamelion

£2185 Phelios £2227. Populous £2697. Rolo to the Rescue £2732 Spiderman £1752 Toe Jam and Earl
£1750, Universal Soldier £2527. Captain Planet £3196, Ecco £3549. Megalomania £3352, Tazmania £3199.

CD GAMES

Black Hole Assault £31.99 Wolfchild £3199, Road Avenger £3199. Sherlock Holmes £35.73.

WANTED
YOUR

OLD

AND

FOR
BORING

CASH
UK

AND

USA

MEGADRIVE
GAMES
PLEASE SEND LIST AND PRICES TO ADDRESS BELOW!
3 SANDERSON STREET
CORNFORTH LANE
COXHOE CO DURHAM DH6 4DG
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 12.00 NOON UNTIL 8.00PM

Master System all £1499.

Re Type. Vigilante. Wanted, Basketball Nightmare. Bonanza Brothers. Choplifter. Fantasy Zone 2. Fire ond
Forget 2 Gauntlet, Heroes of the Lance Clax, Mercs, Moonwalker. Populous. Rampage. RC Grand Prix.
Speedball, Strider. Wimbledon, Wonderboy

GAMEGEAR

in Monsterland. Xenon 2. YS.

Wonderboy £1740. Psychic World £1740. Solitaire Poker £1740, Batman £21.75 Vampire Hunter Call
MEGA CD £24500

MEGA DR £11098

Pro ActionReplay Carts: Mega Dr £3755 Master £3055 Game Gear £3055 Mega CD £3755

Life time membership fee £499 Buy two games or more and membership is free. Huge selection of
games available. We have over 600 listed in our free magazine. All games are new. not second hand.

‘Add £150 for games and £600 for consoles - all post is send recorded.

Please make cheques/P.O's payable to C + L Supplies, Esham, Paynes Lane, Nazeing,
Essex EN9 ФЕЏ. Telephone (0992) 448660 Office Hours 10am-6pm

S.A.E for magazine and details on membership or join as you buy.

A MEGADRI
*
*
*
*
*

MEGADRIVE CARRY CAS!
MEGADRIVE WITH SONIC.
POWER SUPPLY UNITS...
SEGA ORIGINAL JOY РА!
TURBO & SLOW MOTIO!

PRICE

LIST

LH.X. ATTACK CHOPPER
LEADERBOARD GOLF
LEMMINGS ..........
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE
MICKEY MOUSE CASTLE 01
MICRO MACHINE:
MONOPOLY ....

= SUPERSWAP=

36.99

Send your Game & Instructions with your 1st/2nd/3rd/4th
choice swap & a cheque or postal order for £3.45 per
game with your name and address to:
SUPERSWAP, P.O.BOX 148, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE
SK2 6EJ. TEL: 061-419 9808 (Office Hours 10.30am - 5.30pm)

MUHAMMED
NHLPA HOCKEY '93

AMERICAN GLADIATOR..
AQUATIC GAMES.
ARIEL: THE LITTLE MI
BATMAN: REVENGE OF JOKER
BATTLETOADS
BUCK ROGER:
CADASH...
CAL RIPKEN JR BASEBALL
CAPTAIN AMERICA.
CHAKAN THE FOREVER
CHAMPIONSHIP PRO АМ...
CHESTER CHEETAH...
CHIKI CHIKI BOYS.
CHUCK ROCK

Monday - Friday

UK & US CARTS ONLY

DESERT STRIKE .
DUNGEONS & DRAGON:
ECCO THE DOLPHIN
FATAL FURY .
FLINTSTONES.

JAMES BOND 007 . .
JENNIFER CAPRIATI
JOHN MADDEN '92..
JOHN MADDEN '93..
JORDAN V BIRD.
KING OF THE М!
KING SALMO}
KING'S BOUNTY
KRUSTY'S FUNHOUS!
ALLISTON VILLA.

WE

BORED WITH YOUR OLD GAMES?
CAN'T AFFORD TO BUY NEW ONES?
NO NEED TO SPEND £30 - £40
JUST SPEND £3.45 PER GAME (Nc. 15т CLASS POSTAGE)

AUSTIN

POWERMONGER....
QUACKSHOT
RAMBO II
RBIL BASKETBALL...
REVENGE OF
RISKY WOOD:
ROAD RASH
ROGER CLEMENS MVP
ROLO TO THE RESCUE
SAINT SWORD...
SHADOW DANCER . .
SIDE POCKET ...
SIMPSON'S ВАВ!
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG.
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 (UK)
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 (US;
SPEEDBALL 2
SPIDERMAN ..
STREETS
STRIDER...
SUPER KICK ОР
SUPER MONACO GP II
SUPER WWF WRESTLE
TAILSPIN..
TAIMANIA
TECMO CUP SOCCEI
TERMINATOR 2 ARI
TINY TOONS
TOE JAM & EARI
TURTELS THE НҮ!
TWISTED FLIPPER (CRUE BALL)..
TWO CRUDE DUDES
UNIVERSAL SOLDIER
USA TEAM BASKETB!
WORD OF ILLUSION.
WORLD TROPHY SOCCER..
WRESTLE WAR.
PE36
ST. HUNSTANTON. NORFOLK

TEL/FAX

0736 331131

CONSOLE CONNECTIONS

UNIT 2, OLD BAKE HOUSE LANE, CHAPEL STREET,

TEL/FAX

0736 331131

—

PENZANCE, CORNWALL TR18 4AE

SHOP AND MAIL ORDER ADDRESS
MEGA CD ROM
JUNGLE STRIK

(IMPORT PAL)

SUPER KICK О

Ф|

£229.99

rug
SHADO
THUNDER FORCE 4
WORLD OF
X-MUTAN
+ MANY, MANY MORE

^

inc 4 Games

X UN
Shoe

PRO CDX
£39.99

NEO GEO (UK)
£274.99

ASSIVE SELECTION >

GAME EXCHANGE SERVICES
GAL

SAME DAY DESPATCH

•

|

JOIN ME!!

WIN! WIN!

MIND BENDING
JAPANESE ANIMATED
FILMS from MANGA
ENTERTAINMENT LTD.

Suet А зүнөн
Kick Off (6. Gear).

50

ES WINS PSYCHO PRIZES:
MEGA DRIVE OR
SUPER NES SYSTEM
HOTTEST GAMES
P from A2Z VIDEO GAMES

> FASTEST POSSIBLE SERVICE =
ТТУ
ES

WE CAN SWAP YOUR USED GAMES
FOR A VERY REASONABLE CHARGE
+ AVERAGE SWAP FEE £5 >

ШШ 2 (М0)...

IT'S

ONLY

T 0924 378265 - 1st Swap FREE! |
Could YOU be the 1000th Customer?|
- Then you've won 250 shiny £1 coins! |

A
1Name....

i1

iI Signature

i1

1

1
!
1

П
|Address.
1
!

Parent/Guardian if under 18.

SWAP'A'ROUND,

L

П
ORDERS PAYABLE TO:'SWAP'AROUND' __ 4

17 IRWIN AVE, EASTMOOR, WAKEFIELD

PLEASE МАКЕ CHEQUES/POSTAL

WF1

402

À SECRET TIPS BOOKS
from PRIMA
SNES ° MEGADRIVE
© NEO-GEO • HANDHELDS • 8 BIT MACHINES
We are the largest stockist ofsecond hand games inBritain. Atpresent, wehave the

following amount ofgames in
stocksover300Megadrive, over125SNES,over50NEO-GEO.

36P CHEAP RATE, 48P ALL OTHER TIMES. GET PERMISSION
FROM THE MUTANT WHO PAYS THE PHONE BILL. AVERAGE
LENGTH OF CALL 6 MIN. FOR LIST OF PRIZE WINNERS OR
FURTHER INFO WRITE: BIG BANG INVISIBLE CITIES
PRODUCTIONS 31 A CHALSEY ROAD LONDON SE4

To find out what tities we have instock, please phone. Once you have chosen your game - well
reserve itfor you - then ай you have to do, issend us your umvanted.
and we'lldispatch
your reserved game immediately by1stclass recorded delivery - itcoukin't
beeasier !

9AM

Please feel free to phone & ask about any game
of any system. We Play Them АП 11

To
6PM

NEW MEGADRIVE RELEASES: FATAL FURY, FLASHBACK,
PRO-STRIKER, CHESTER CHEETAH, KING OF THE MONSTERS, TINY TOONS
PRICES ARE CONSTANTLY CHANGING & NEW TITLES ARRIVE DAILY - PLEASE PHONE

Andy Dyer's been skulking around the country in a black
outfit and balaclava. Why? Because everyone hates him
and the only way he can get any decent games to
preview is to steal them. Tragic, but unavoidable

THUNDERHAWK

This month we visited Core Design Limited for three
good reasons: the follow-up to Chuck Rock, a platformer
starring a boy and a stick (?), and a new CD game which
uses the Mega CD to the full, and which could well set
the standard for a new wave of excellent CD games
want to know is can we expect exciting CD
software on the Mega Drive? The answer
is, um, er, let's hope so. But let's just say

Core * September
ands up all those who've had runLI ins with tedious little Super NES-

that, having seen Thunderhawk, things

owning gits who say things like,
rf“Look, that's Mode 7 sprite scaling
and rotation that is. Can't do that on a Mega
Drive, Oh no!”.

This game's all about big choppers,

Well, now anyone with a Mega Drive

and a Mega CD can grin smugly and say,
“Oh yes we can, and what's more, we've
got over 500 MBytes of CD memory to do it
in too”.
Yes indeed, after much speculation
about whether the Mega CD has any fancy
hardware inside it or
not (and who could
blame us for being
doubtful after the
initially disappointing
software) we can
reveal, courtesy of the

programmers at Core,

that the Mega CD does
have sprite scaling and
rotation capabilities

and this one is most certainly large

built in, and, in their words, these features
are “very powerful”. So basically, it’s just
that no-one's used them yet. Granted it's
still not as fast as the SNES's Mode 7, but
with this machine you can create textured
surfaces and lay sprites

The Sega
Mega CD's
fea lures
are “very
powerful”

over the top, unlike

Mode 7 which can

only create flat
surfaces. Ha!

But all that Sega
vs Nintendo stuff is a
bit childish really. We
don't give a hoot about
the SNES's extra
capabilities, what we

have suddenly started looking much rosier.
Gameplay-wise, think of Thunderhawk
as a sort of Jungle Strike seen from firstperson perspective. There are ten missions,
but within these there are over fifty
individual objectives. The simplest of these
involve whizzing around shooting groundbased targets such as communications
bases, runways and so on. As you

progress, new challenges are set and as
well as the enemy firepower becoming
more unavoidable and more powerful, the
missions get slightly trickier too. Later you'll
have to destroy attacking forces while
avoiding hits on, say, a base which has
friendly troops in it. Erm, but | think we'll
leave the missions there because as I've
said, there are over fifty different tasks to

perform and this could take all day.
The enemies in the game are

numerous, to say the least. As you can see
from the screenshots the sprite scaling and
rotation facilities in the Mega CD have been

"Hu епеп [Тэпапа!

A large floating explosive thing

TO THE CORE

UP 'N'
COMING...

Core are a busy lot. You may know their
previous games, you may not. One of their
most famous achievements was Chuck Rock
but they're also the guys responsible for
Wolfchild and Jaguar XJ-220.
And they're also the very first people to
actually show us what the Mega CD is really
capable of. Previously, details have been alittle
hazy, but now we can safely say that the Mega
CD isn't the turkey that was feared. Yes, you can
store huge amounts of data on a CD, but the
Mega CD also has a co-processor built in. This
means that while the Mega Drive's processor is
already fairly speedy, making it good at handling
3D polygons, the co-processor makes it faster
again. This not only means that it'll make Mega
CD games that much more interesting, it'll also
make the up "п' coming Virtual Reality system
for the Mega Drive that much more feasible.
But the one thing that there's been lots of
speculation about is whether the Mega CD
contains any sprite-scaling and rotation
hardware like the SNES’s Mode 7, Thankfully it
does and if you want to see it fully in action for
the first time, take a look at this...

By this time next month we'll have been to the
CES show in America (it's a big showcase for

the hottest new gaming developments) so
expect some great things from that. In the
meantime, take a look at our diary to see when
your favourite games are coming out.

ANY MINUTE

In an uncertain world, no-one really knows
what is going to happen, and when it’s going to
happen. In fact, you probably didn’t realise that
Iwas going to write the word “bum” just then.

The following things, however, are rather more
certain. Here's what's just around the corner.
Strider 2 - US Gold

US Gold gives us the long-awaited follow-up to
а classic. Not a patch on the original though.

Cool Spot - Virgin
Could Spot be one of the platform heroes of
1993? Fab animation and a big, big game.
Final Fight (CD) – Sega
One of the best beat-’em-up coin-ops ever gets
the Mega CD treatment. All the levels and more.
Mazin Wars - Sega
Another beat-'em-up mixing aspects of Streets
Of Rage and Street Fighter. See page 48.
Fatal Fury – Sega
This is a beat-'em-up which may well give.

used to full effect. The enemy choppers
sweep into view then quickly turn around
before zooming realistically back into the
distance. The jet fighters too are very
unnerving as they expand towards you at a
cracking rate. The ground-based enemies

Street Fighter
2something to worry about, then

such as SAM launchers, tanks, trucks and

so on are harder to pick out because of the
textured surface of the surrounding
countryside, but when you get up close
they're equally impressive.
This is the first CD game we've seen
that uses the Mega CD's impressive scaling
and rotating features, and if visually this is
just a taste of things to come, then we're in

for a treat.

VEREFITE
This is an inbetweeny screen, which
shows your rotors starting up. Fab!

The “you screwed up big style” screen.

Basically, I just screwed up

—

—
7200.

паептэ!

This is a plane. Don't mess with it!

The crosshair: it automatically locks
onto enemy targets

meter: pretty obvious really

The radar: tells you exactly where
targets and enemy vehicles are

And before you whinge about the blocky nature of the graphics, let me

A map of the surrounding area which
rotates, scrolls and zooms in and out

again, maybe not.
Captain America – Sega
Yet another comic book-based game. It’s a beat"em-up rather than a regular platformer though.
Muhammad Ali Boxing – Virgin
Boxing games are notoriously crap. It's
refreshing then that this is actually quite good.
King Of The Monsters
Bizarre B-movie style beat-'em-up action. Play
а giant beast and battle other monsters. See
page 61 to find out more.
Afterburner Ill (CD) – Sega
As a showpiece
for the Mega CDit's useless.
This game is really rather poor.
Night Trap (CD) - Sega
Full Motion Video game which undeservedly
caused a “porn and violence” outrage in the
press recently.
Robo Aleste (CD) - Sega
Better known as Nobunaga And His Ninja
Force. Not a bad blaster but not brilliant.
Superman - Sega

It’s a shame the computer hero didn't die along
with his comic book counterpart.
Outrun 2019 – Sega
Atrocious racing game which is even worse
than the original Outrun game.

X-Men- Sega
Fabulous mutant heroes in a rather spiffing
platform carve-'em-up.
Ball Jacks- Sega
Crap. There's no other word for it. Read the
review on page 57 and laugh at how

The compass: a red line appears on it
to tell you where the next target is

Ammo

NOW!

assure you that once it’s all zooming in and out of the screen at you

you'll be gobsmacked.

No really, you will. Would we lie to you?

monstrously dire it is.
Jungle Strike - EA
The follow-up to Desert Strike is coming. Still
striking, but more jungly than deserted. An
excellent game all round.
Mutant League Football - EA
EA's Madden with mutants is great fun, but not
а patch on Madden itself, unfortunately. Sport
fans'll like it though.
Shining Force – Sega
The stunning follow-up to the really rather good
Shining In The Darkness. Bally good fun for all
role-playing freaks.
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PREVIEWS
BUBBA
"№ STIX
Core • January '94

7)
-————--

nother game
on Core's busy
Mega Drive
agenda (and

any projects beyond this
аге deadly secret) is

Bubba 'n' Stix. It's a platform
puzzle game that is due to appear on the
Amiga and, more importantly, on Mega
Drive and Mega CD - the CD version being
significantly larger, maybe double the size.
As is usually the case, the plot is
somewhat contrived. And this is because it
has been solely created to fit around the
"interesting" concept that it would perhaps
be a good idea for a game to have a main
hero who can do lots of things with a stick(!)
From this germ of an idea, the creative
boffins at Core came up with the story of a
zoo keeper with a van full of animals, who
gets kidnapped by an alien “zoo keeper"
who wants earth specimens. The
spaceship then crashes on an alien planet.
When Bubba (the human zoo keeper)
regains consciousness after the crash, he
meets up with an alien stick creature who
can do all sorts of wonderful things. And
there you have it. Slightly bizarre, but
better than an every day story of a bloke
with a twig that's only useful for training his
dog how to fetch.
The screenshots may look a little
empty, but that’s because the game's in the
very early stages of development at the
moment. The graphics will probably change
quite a bit between now and completion,
but you get the general idea. The main
sprite, as you can see, is pretty big, and the
designer has already created over 200
frames of animation for Bubba alone.
All this will be on the Mega Drive
version of Bubba 'n' Stix, so the huge CD
version should be mighty impressive.
Blimey! That's good!

This

CHUCK ROCK Il
- SON OF CHUCK Min

is Bubba, throwing his friend

Stix to somewhat unknown effect

Bubba can also give Stix a blow.
Why? Er, dunno. Bit dodgy really
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There’s great fun to be had setting
people’s cottages on fire. Tee-hee!

eus, the greek God, was always a
bit of a roister. When he wasn't
quaffing nectar and stuffing
Ambrosia down his throat, he was
downing bottles of Ouzo and "socialising"
with half the female population of Athens
(actually it was slightly more than half, but
that's neither here nor there).
As а result, there were loads of

scamps running around with half their blood
swimming in, er, strange blue, um, God-like

corpuscles. (That all went a bit wrong didn't
it Andy? — Neil)
Anyway, the point is, that you are one of
Zeus's children, the most powerful in fact,
and you're a bit knobbed off that your God
status hasn't yet been recognised. You want
a place on Mount Olympus, but first you
have to prove yourself worthy of it. Zeus has
lined up a load of opponents and landscapes
on which to test your skills, and you must

take a small tribe under your control and
build them and their land into a force to be
reckoned with. But, of course, your

opponents will be doing the same so it's a
sort of race to see who can get there first
and kill off the other person's population.
As you progress and get more and
more powerful you'll be able to create a
large number of "natural" disasters in order
to wipe out the opposition. You can send
showers of flames down from the sky, set
off tornadoes, cause earthquakes, create
enormous volcanoes and send tidal waves
to flood the land.
“No problem!” you may think, but the
thing is, you have to do this over a
staggering 1,000 levels.So it looks like this
is going to keep you all going for more than
a few weeks. Oh, and another interesting
fact is that it'll be one of the first Mega Drive
games to use the new Sega Track Ball, a
device that makes moving on-screen
pointers a whole lot quicker and easier.

lea that lightening never strikes
twice

is proved wrong

in this game
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Double Clutch -Sega
A fairly average overhead-view driving game.
You'd be better off buying Micro Machines.
Flintstones - Sega
Cacky platform game. It’s an insult to the
Classic cartoon and a waste of a licence.
Tecmo Cup Soccer - Tecmo
Bizarre strategy soccer game featuring
Japanese-style cartoon sequences of the game.
Check out the reviewvon page 59.
Time Gal (CD)
Graphically Sing but very uninteractive
Caron game in the style of Dragon's Lair.
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Our hero bumps into East 17 and
kindly offers to walk their dog

PG games are always a bit of a let
down really. But before all the
RPG fans explode with rage, I'm
not talking in gameplay terms, no.
What | mean is that you can pretty much
always expect an overhead scrolling map,
then an overhead scrolling village up close.
Ask questions of the villagers, then travel
off to the next town.
Land Stalker's a bit different because,

1

О

1

Techno Clash

Sort of vaguely RPG-ish Gauntlet-type affair.

puzzle-solving elements to be overcome
but real physical obstacles too, like pits and
jumps and so on. The graphics look

C

I'm looking forward to getting to play this

FE

versatile little robot who has lost his girlfriend.

Arcade soccer game. Not finished yet, but it's

I'm not a massive RPG fan, but even

IFE

A new platformer from EA in which you play a

oriented experience with not only deductive,

and challenges are very varied and
ingenious. On top of that, the game is huge
(the cart itself is a huge 16 Mbits).

EE

AUGUST

This gives rise to a much more arcade-

incredible and, what's more, the puzzles

тз

Anothermake-your-own-video game. For Marky
Mark fans only methinks.
NXS (CD)- Sega
Ah that’s better. INXS. But it's still more of the
same. How many videos would anyone want
to make?

Looks fairly promising.
Sega
Ultimate
Soccer

for a start, the display is in isometric 3D.

ЖRUE)

JULY

one. More news soon.

goad. Footy fans keep an eye on it.

Surprisingly entertaining. Nothing new, but it’s
all very well implemented.
Jurassic

Park-Sega

Game based on the up ’n’ coming Spielberg
film Шош;M do-it-yourself dinosaurs.

Golde

Sege

No CES needed, let's hope it's even
ES than thelast two.
Ranger X- Sega
Fabulousshoot-'em-up action from Sega with a
bitoftacticalthinking needed too. Great stuff.
tsa flight sim. A good one, but at the end of
the day, you get in a plane, fly around and

bi

Psygnosis • TBA

Populous 2in other words. Fabulous God-sim
antics for fans of the стала:
Batman Returns (CD) -Sec
Haven't seen this yet. Hopsit's better than the
cart version (couldn't really be any worse,
could it?)
cco The Dolphin (С0)- Sega
Um, probably much the same as the cartridge
version but with more levels and nicer music.

ог 2 (по
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Lemmings 2. TI
blighters can do all sorts of stuff

ne of the most successful games
of all time has now got a sequel.
It's already gone down a storm on
the PC, and before long,

Psygnosis will be starting work on the
Mega Drive version. It's more of the same
in essence, but with the Lemmings being
able to do many different things like fire
each other from cannons, roller skate, swim
and even fire harpoons. It looks like it's
going to be a right old laugh so keep your
eyes peeled.

ighter
Ohdear. It's my aback again. Never mind.
It's looking like a right old corker. Go back to
page 14.

This game is a terrible SNES beat-'em-up and
it'll probablyfocrap on the Mega Drive too.
wihtthe four,
-player adaptor being worked on,
this maze/arcade game should be a real cracker.
CalRipkin

a

Il

МЕ

саре

Baseball is popular on the Mega Drive at the
mo. Let's hope this has something new to offer.

hessmaster - Mindsc:
It's chess and it's on the Mega Drive.
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PREVIEWS
TECHNO
CLASH

0600200
SN

Electronic Arts • August

SS

ASTERIX
Roman bashing is only half the fun of the game...

-.. Sniffing horses’ bottoms is the other half. (Yuk!)

On hearing that Sega are working on a game starring
everyone’s favourite Gaul, Andy “Ray Reardonix” Dyer
grabbed his menhir and scooted off to see them

Sega * September
f you've never read an Asterix The Gaul
book, | suggest you run out and buy one
now. Asterix books are hilarity itself, with
the heroes being a small band of French
people fighting against the whole of the Roman

Empire - a lost cause you may think, but they
have a magical strength potion on their side.
Much of the comedy in the book relies on the
strength of the characters, their names (like the
druid Getafix, and the crap musician Cacofonix),
and the author's quirky, modern view of a Roman
occupied France. So the game, one would expect,
will lose all of this and end up as another
platformer with a few neat animations, as is sadly
the case with most comic book conversions.
However, having seen the early stages of the
game, this one may be a little different. Obviously
the game elements will take priority, but there do
appear to be very amusing touches added
wherever possible.
Forastart, when you punch a Roman
soldier, the scene will sometimes switch to an

overhead view of France with the poor victim
flying up out of the screen. And this is on top of
the very detailed scenery and wonderfully drawn
characters in the game. There are also plans for

REA
AEn,
When

you've completed a section,

use the portal to get back home

ancy a bit of RPGing? Well, in July
Electronic Arts are going to foist
some on us in the form of Techno
Clash. EA describe the game as
"Explosive combat in a futuristic battle
between magic and menacing technology",
and that is pretty much what it is. As the
hero and wizard, Prince Ronan, you have to
travel across seven different realms in order
to uncover the mystery behind an invasion
of mechanical monsters that is currently
ravaging your homeland. Of course you're
not alone, and your bodyguards Chazz and
Farrg are there to help you. At any one time
you can have Chazz or Farrg following you
around. Once you've chosen which, you
can either have him attacking or defending.
In attacking mode, your bodyguard runs off
all over the place killing enemies. In
defending mode, he sticks right by your
side, which can be especially useful in
particularly busy sections.
The game's nowhere near finished yet,
but at the moment, what's there is looking
rather good. It may be just the thing for
RPGers who lust for a bit of action or, on
the other hand, sad old Gauntlet fans who
are still pining for some overhead baddie
blasting action.
We'll be fully previewing it very soon,
so don't go away, all right?

The beautifully fishy interior of Unhygienix The Fishmonger's house

sub games to break up the scroll-and-punch
monotony along with some very ingenious Boss
scenes, Look at the shots below and you'll see an
example of a Boss scene. At the end of the village
is Cacofonix's tree hut. He plays his harp very
badly indeed and all the duff notes fall down
towards Asterix ,so it's up to the hero to dodge
these dodgy notes and somehow leap upwards

and hit the crap musician.
I'm not usually that keen on cartoon
platformers (!was well-disappointed with the
Disney series of games) but if you're a fan of
Asterix like |am, then you'd be wise to keep close
tabs on this one. If you're not a fan, then |
suggest you become one soon - you really don't
know what you're missing.
Рт in the middle somewhere, but

po

that's my mate Farrg at the bottom

RIS

This is the designer’s original

-.. And here it is in the game. The

sketch for the end-of-level Boss.
IPs Cacofonix’s tree hut...

boss isn't actually in place yet, but
you can see what the idea is

Roll out the barrel, we'll have a
barrel of fun. Why didn't Asterix buy
a boat? 1 guess we'll never know

This place is a right old tip. Some of
the junk piles contain secret rooms
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COMING
SOON(ISH)...

JURASSIC
PARK
Sega • TBA
Prepare yourself
for a T-Rex
simulator...

Bob Hope, Bob
Monkhouse, and
now this...

Use your clever extendo-fist for
eliminating big bogey-type things

Electronic Arts August
OB is a robot, and he’s a bit of a

Don’t fancy this bloke’s chances

very much. Run for it...

nd no, it's not a Road Rash variant in

which you play Marc Bolan. You know
zoos and safari parks 'n’ stuff? Well,

you know how the really scarey
animals like lions are always asleep and
monkeys always jump towards you at high
speed scaring the crap out of you? Well,
imagine being able to wander around a huge
park, rounding a bend, then coming face to face
with a bloody great Tyrannosaurus. It'd be a bit
of a spooksome incident wouldn't it?
Steven Spielberg's just finished making a
film about that very subject and it's based on a
rather fabby novel by Michael Crichton. In it, a
scientist discovers how to create dinosaurs by
manipulating the DNA found in the blood of
prehistoric mosquitoes. In turn, he teams up
with some entrepreneurial types and they build
a big theme park containing real dinosaurs. A
small group of people visit the park before it
opens (as a sort of sneak preview), but,
unfortunately, some of the monsters turn out to
be rather intelligent and all hell breaks loose.
Obviously the game licence was snapped
up in no time so, courtesy of Sony Imagesoft,
the game of the film is shortly to appear on the
Mega Drive. For a fuller picture, check out the
preview next month,

high-school jock type robot at that.
Why do | say this? Well, because
he borrows his Dad's car in order
to burn off and see his girlie, but typically,
he does one handbrake turn too many and
the stupid blighter crashes on an alien
planet. Tch!
The planet in question is called Goth
and it is, quite frankly, a bit of a dump. Not
only is it a mess, but it's also entirely
unfriendly. In fact, you'd probably stand
more chance of survival
wandering around
Glasgow wearing a T-shirt
that says "Scottish People

Smell Of Wee!”
Still, BOB (which,
incidentally, doesn’t stand
for Bit Of a Berk, but it

might) is stuck with his
predicament and has to
battle his way through level after level
(there are 45 in all) of platforms, ladders,
puzzles, traps, tricks and enemies.
Hopefully, by the end of the game he'll be

able to find some mode of transport to
get him back home.
There's no real aim or task to
carry out on each of the
levels, you simply have to
wander around until you find
the exit. However, the
challenge comes in trying to

avoid getting done in by
the enemies and

overcoming awkward
obstacles and tricky

rm

HISTORY!

ed

Chester Cheetah – Kaneko
This game is looking very weird. Guide Chester
in search of his fave brand of crisps.
Romance Of The Three Kingdoms 2 — Koei
Take control of China in this RPG adventure.
Dracula – Psygnosis
Another British Mega CD title. It's based on the
film that is in turn based on the classic novel.
Breach - Treco
Another strategy game, this time set in the
future of ultra-modern warships.
Microcosm ~ Psygnosis
We previewed this in the January issue, so
we'll hopefully be able to review it soon.
Sorcerer's Kingdom – Treco
More strategy action from these guys, this time
it's all cute and fluffy - just what we need.
Puggsy - Psygnosis
Fabulous platform puzzling from the masters of
puzzley-type games... Hurrah! And the control
of the main character is, erm, different.

As he so rightly says, BOB is indeed
history. Tough-titty old boy!

jumps. BOB does this in a variety of ways
by using special objects that he can pick up
along the way. For a start
he can find a range of
weapons other than his
standard gun. There are
triple shots, flame
throwers and rockets and
he can also pick up some
sort of shield.
As for obstacle
evasion and puzzle
solving, BOB has the cunning ability to
open up his flip-top head and produce, not
a reach toothbrush, but a variety of useful
items. The odd one out is a trampoline
because that comes out of his feet, but
the other items are a floating
bomb, a helicopter hat to

help him fly, an umbrella
so he can float safely down
through large drops, and a
flash for, erm, flashing.

Electronic Arts have a
solid reputation for quality stuff, so
we'll see just how this one fares
when we review it next month. Be
here, or we'll, erm, laugh at you.

J League Pro Striker - Sega of Japan
Read the review on page 44.
Wizzy And Lizzy - Psygnosis
Simultaneous two-player platform action, all at
a blistering pace.
Metal Fang - JVC
A decent overhead racing game that gives you
wicked power-ups. Er, that's it!
Keeper Of the Gates – Razorsoft
Gory platform action and it is, in fact, the

sequel to Stormlord. Exciting stuff huh?
Uncharted Waters – Koei
It's marine simulation time. Keep your business
above water (ha) and honour your family name.
Ninja Gaiden - Sega
This ninja game has been on loads of formats
and now makes its way over to the Mega Drive.
Land Stalker – Sega

You can buy this now on Jap import, but we
advise you to wait for the official or US release.

Dark Wizard (CD)

Another CD RPG, with some astounding music

and a very long intro sequence with real actors.
American Gladiators = GameTek
More joypad-bashing and finger-swelling action
tied into the cult American TV show.
King's Quest 5 (CD) - Sierra
Help King Graham fight the forces of evil. Nice
looking and very atmospheric.
The Third World War (CD) – Bignet
Fancy trying to stop WWIII? Well check out this
very intense strategy game then.
Boogy Woogy Bowling — Viscon
Ten-pin bowling on your Mega Drive, What
sport are they going to convert next - curling?
Dungeon Master: Skull Keep (CD) - JVC
The classic interactive, atmospheric RPG, that

“Come back Chuck” and “It’s a
long shot...” etc, etc, etc...

=

==

BOB gets beamed into а new level іп a big blue shimmering flash. Nothing
more to say reall; -.. had a bit of back trouble recently if you’
terested

should be a stunner on the CD.
Police Quest 3 (CD) - Sierra
Truth, justice and the American way. Save them
all in your quest for evidence.
Space Quest 4 (CD) - Sierra
Search through the realms of time and space to
rid the universe of evil beings.
Stellar 7 (CD) - Sierra
More space-romping role-playing interaction.
with astounding graphics and sound.
Amazing Tennis - Absolute
This game has got a strange viewpoint Standing behind your character - but it could
be quite good fun. See the review on page 42.
Roger Clemens - Flying Edge
More baseball action. This is getting really silly.
Try a different sport for God's sake.
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There was a young fellow called West, who thought
that his pages were best, he was asked a hard
question, which taught him a lesson, and ended up
fired 'cos he was crap. (Get off my page Dyer - Neil)
FILLING UP

Dear Lloyd,

Dear MEGA Dudes (and Dudettes),
So, Harold S is a stiff, that must leave at
least one page of your fab mag that needs
filling. Being an equality mag, how about
throwing a couple of carts to us aging
kiddies (over 25s) for an elderly reader's
review? Contrary to popular belief, over 25
doesn't mean RPG, strategy, intellectual
etc. We all enjoy a good kick-butt, bloodspillin’ game as well (00-er time for one of
me pills). So give us a cart and let us do the
work for you.
Steve Sims, Bristol

Dear Steve,
Sorry old boy, but although Harold's been
put out to pasture, his very able, and doubly
mad, niece has stepped into his still-warm
shoes, so in fact your potential Чодеу5
page" plan has been scuppered before it
even began. However, it is encouraging to
learn that the more mature readers out there
don't simply scan the mag's pages for news
of the latest horticultural simulator. Neil

MONTANA

It is looking rather spiffy isn't it? The trouble
is it won't be released officially in this
country until December, but heck, by that
time you'll all be bored of Madden and will
hastily be compiling your Christmas present
lists, so this, no doubt, will be rightatthe
top of it. Neil

CD COMPATIBILITY
Dear MEGA,
1 ат soon going to receive a Jap Mega CD
for my Jap Mega Drive. But | recently read
in a magazine that the Japanese CD would
only run on a SCART or PAL TV. Could you
please tell me: a) if this is true, b) what it
means, and c) if |need to, what do | do to
change my TV?
Gregory Fitzgerald

live Joe Montana 3 on the Mega CD

Thomas Dudley,
Wimborne

Dear Thomas,
Although the light
gun actually works
Do you know the
mystery madman?

end of the day, is indeed... crap!
Terminator 2 was alright we thought, but

The Mega CD. And still there's

confusion about compatibility

Dear Gregory,

It sounds like you already have a
Japanese Mega Drive. If it runs on a
normal TV, then it's PAL and you'll have to
get a Jap Mega CD that's been converted
to PAL. If your Mega Drive is unconverted,
then go ahead and buy a Jap CD and it'll
work. If you're entirely unsure, ask the
company who you intend to buy the Mega
CD from, because it's at their end that the
conversions are done. Neil

Dear MEGA,
3 (above) is dead. Long

sure someone does.

software for it, at the

WHAT A MENACE
Joe Montana

Does anyone
recognise him? I'm

agree that the

just come back from the USA, where | saw

the demo version on CD. It looks like it will
beat John Madden by miles.
Lloyd De Gruchy, St Helier, Jersey

a passport machine.

very well, we must

MAD

Dear MEGA,
I've recently seen а write-up about Joe
Montana З on CD in your mag. Please сап
you tell me if it will be the official English
version and when it will be released? I’ve

along with Terminator, and after a few days
of brief enjoyment | realised it was crap. Is
there any news from Sega about a couple
of games for the Menacer, or have they
just forgotten about it?
Are there any art packages in the
pipeline, and please could you tell me if the
Amiga classic Putty is coming out?
Please could you print this picture,
which | found outside

I'm not normally one to complain, but I
received a Menacer light gun for Christmas

even then, you're going to get bored
eventually. There don’t seem to be a whole
lot of Menacer games in the pipeline, but
one to definitely watch out for is Mad Dog
McCree on the Mega CD. It looks like it's
going to be a pretty accurate conversion of
the arcade game, and it features Full
Motion Video of cowboys 'п'stuff for you to
shoot at. The arcade game was pretty
damn good, so keep your eyes peeled for
this one. It'll have you grabbing for your
Menacer in no time I’m sure. Neil

MR ANGRY
Dear MEGA,
A question. Where does Sega cross the line
between protecting its business and taking
the mickey out of the people that made it
what it is today? Consider their recent
tantrums on cart rentals, security chips,
review copies and now Micro Machines. On
each point, Sega's viewpoint is most dubious.
Have video rental shops killed the film
industry? Perhaps they saved it. Why if

STRAIGHT TO
THE POINT!
Why does Dungeons & Dragons (Warriors Of
The Eternal Sun) fail to qualify for the Top 100?
Itis a far better RPG than Phantasy Star Il,
which you rate at number 47. | sometimes
wonder whether you lot take RPGs seriously.
Well, personal opinion is the name of the
game here, and if you think D&D is fab, fine,
enjoy it. We, however, think Phantasy Star Il is
better. Um, so there. Neil

When is Landstalker due for UK release?
It was to be June, but it's now been put

~

Dear MEGA,

G

lam very p'd offwith your magazine. Before |start, |must say that |have never won
ЛЕ
anything before in my life (apart from winning a free packet of crisps from a blue bag
MORO
| © ina packet of Walkers).
I7 DN"
DN
1һауе entered many, many, in fact millions of competitions in your magazine
and have never even had my name mentioned. You are always saying that your
magazine is the best, but couldn't you at least let me win a competition (as far as |know my answers have
always been correct). So that is why Iam very angry with you.
So when you receive this letter, |hope that you can print it and send me a cart (preferably Fatal Fury). If
not, |might be forced to go out and buy one of those other inferior mags. This does not seem to be too
much to ask considering your income must be very high at £2.25 a mag.
Marcus Chapman, Spalding
Dear Marcus,

Listen chump, let's talk figures. Sales of MEGA, and any other mag, go up and down from month
to month, but, on average, our mag sells well over 60,000 issues. That means that for most compos, your
chances are one in 60,000. Even ifwe gave away 50 carts, you still only have a one in 1,200 chance of
winning. Do you think good breaks are handed to people on a plate? No way. But then, there are other ways
to win, like writing decent, informative, witty or just plain interesting letters. Try that instead of a"Aw |never
win anything, it's not fair, oh dear, |think I'm about to have a childish tantrum, WAAAAAH!" type of thing.
Oh yes, and having just flipped through issue eight of MEGA there are no less than seven
opportunities to win a prize, that's three more than our nearest rival. Buy another mag ifyou like, that's your
choice. It's not that we don't care, but when we offer as much as we can already, it's a bit rich expecting a
cart for nowt. Oh yes, and by the way, ifwe gave all our readers a free cart with our "high income" (after all
there are loads more out there who haven't won anything), we'd run up debts of approximately £2,250,000
(and to be honest, we can't afford that, it's a whole week's beer money after all). Neil

someone has bought a Jap Mega Drive,
which is still from Sega, should they now be
told they can only play Jap games?
Obviously it's just coincidence that UK

games are the most expensive.
Although the review fiasco is now over,

due, no doubt, to your commendable stand,
it smacked of Sega playing the spoilt brats
again. Bad games get bad reviews. Good
games get good reviews. Not too difficult.
Finally, the ridiculous Micro Machines
saga. Do you suppose that record
companies have to have Philips/Sony's
permission to play records on their
machines? I'm a gamesplayer. | don't give
a toss about profit/loss etc. | just want to
play good video games. If Sega continue in
their efforts to restrict me, then there is

certainly another system | could mention
who just might not.
Nick Boak, Northampton

Dear Nick,
You're an angry young fellow aren't you?
But your letter has rather conveniently
placed most of the recent controversies
together, so let me tell you what our
position is on these issues.
We have to agree with you on the
rental business. Indeed, in our experience,
the option to play Sega games for a short
lime at low cost can serve only to achieve
several positive goals. Firstly, if a game is
back to September. By all accounts it's gonna be a
Zelda beater and well worth the wait. Neil

Are there any flight sims being developed for the.

Mega CD?

Um, er, no-one really knows at the moment.
There's Thunder Hawk (see the preview on page 86,
but that's not atrue flight sim. However, since MiG29 and F-15 are coming out on Mega Drive it would
be pretty safe to assume that Microprose and
Domark will look into the possibility of producing

flight sims for the Mega CD. Neil
In Super Monaco GP2, while pressing down firm on
my control pad to turn left or right, it often changes
gear, which is quite annoying. Is there a fault in the

superb, the player is going to want it in their
collection and will, in many cases, buy the

cart. Less interesting titles that the player
wouldn't even dream of buying will be
played and maybe someone who hates
sports sims will suddenly discover that he
loves Madden '93? But also, many people
out there can't afford regular cart purchases
and may consign their Mega Drive to the
cupboard until they can. Occasionally being
able to rent out a cart will undoubtedly
maintain interest and public awareness of
new Sega products. But now, to be fair to
Sega, they are renting carts (albeit in a
strictly controlled way) and they've realised
it's a service people want. They tried to stop
it, but they were then able to look up and
say, “Yup, fair enough, we'll do it." Let me
remind you that the manufacturers of the
"other system" you mention still strictly
forbid rental. Nuff said.
Security chips. Hmm... tricky. Sega
(again along with other companies) like to
strictly control the flow of hardware and
software in their various territories. Sega
Japan, Sega USA and Sega Europe are
very much treated as separate entities and
50, in order for Sega Europe to maintain
profits and function individually, they
have to ensure that Brits buy Brit
e
machines and play Brit games. If a
fab new Jap game gets bought by
Turn
thousands on import, when it's
Over
game or what?
1rather fear the fault is either the joypad’s or
your own. With Mega Drive pads it's very easy to
accidentally select the diagonals thus changing gear.
Now, you could try to be more careful, but you'll
need all your concentration for the game. Instead,
change the joypad configuration through the options
menu and change gear using the buttons instead.
That way, acceleration will be on the D button.
Hurrah, Neil

ls Streets Of Rage 3 in development? How many
Mbits will it be?
Nothing is official yet, but there are rumours
that Streets Of Rage 3 will be the biggest Mega Drive

cart yet, at an astonishing 24 Mbits. Neil

ls there going to be a 32-bit Giga Drive coming out?
Sega have been developing a 32-bit machine,
but the name is not yet confirmed, and release of the
machine is still entirely a mystery. However, the
Consumer Electronics Show in the US takes place
Soon and there may be a big announcement there.
We'll get our roving reporters out there and bring you
news as soon as possible. Neil

Theard that the Mega Drive and SNES will be
combined together to make the ultimate console,
ls this true?
Rubbish! Forastart, simply combining the
two machines won't create the ultimate console,
because technology has moved on since the
Mega Drive and SNES were designed. There was

a rumour of a UK firm designing a machine that
would run both types of cart, but we've heard
nothing more about this. Neil

Can you tell me if and when Street Fighter 2:
Championship Edition and Mortal Kombat will be
coming out on the Mega CD?
Street Fighter 2: Championship Edition?
Read our 24-page special on the making of the
game; it starts on page 14 old boy. As for Mortal
Kombat, Acclaim are definitely thinking about a
CD version, but as yet, they haven't made a firm
decision. Neil
Why does Neil West smell strangely of wee?
Sod off Dyer! Neil
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Dear MEGA,

Recently, you've been
giving a right old
slagging to the Mega CD
released in Britain, few will be sold and
software that’s currently
Sega Europe will be out of pocket. Yes, it
available. You've been
all goes to Sega ultimately, but it's in our
saying that it’s all graphics and no gameplay and
interests for Sega Europe to perform well. It
that we don’t simply want impressive animations
took an awfully long time to convince the
and intros at the expense of gameplay. In
Japanese giants that there was a market
essence, |agree, but |think you've been unfair to
over here at all. Now they take us seriously,
a large degree.
we can't afford to lose 'em. And additionally
Shadow Of The Beast on the Amiga first
there's the licensing issue. It could be
showed what the machine was capable of, and
argued that Sega can more easily snap up
everybody enjoyed it. However, the reviewers
licences in individual areas. The prospect of
didn't think there was enough gameplay.
obtaining the worldwide licence for a
Prince Of Persia? Fabulous animation,
product is pretty daunting.
very little game, but it was great fun and the
realism gave it atmosphere. Still, the reviewers
were the only ones to complain. There are few
games out there that have complex or intricate
gameplay - it's the buzz you get when you play
the thing and not the complexity of the
gameplay that matters.
=E
Road Avenger may just involve pushing
~
buttons, but it's such exhilarating stuff | don't
give a toss, Ditto with Cobra Command. Sherlock
UH
Holmes? Slightly dodgy visuals, but come off it,
these are real people on screen, real voices
Micro Machines is now coming out
making the situations depicted seem all the more
officially and at a cheaper price
real and engaging.
As far as |see it, for some time now we've
And finally Micro Machines, yep it did
look like Codemasters had Sega over a
barrel, but instead of forcing a court case
you know! So me tink wot 'appened, put
they decided to accept Sega's offer of
Sonic in, turn it on, it work! Boyee! Me start
“Official Publisher” status. This has worked
to tink, maybe it got chip. Read destruction
out better for them, and it also means that
book, no. Me puzzled let me tell u. So me
Micro Machines made it to the shops – so |
tink hard boy, turn it on, press all buttons
guess all's well that ends well.
then press reset, work good stylee! So | say
Oh, and for the rest of you out there, if
to cart makers everywhere, make sure da
there are any issues that really get your
games work. Boyee, me tell u stress!
goat, do write in, because often it's more
Matt Allott, Tavistock
constructive to talk about your gripes rather
than yet another "When's Thingummy
Dear Matt,
coming out on the Mega Drive?". If you're
Erm, you. Um, gosh, what abangin' bloke
mad, tell us about it. Neil
you are. Er, dread (or something). Neil

been force-fed platformer after tedious
platformer, beat-'em-ups or, for pete's sake,
complex God sims and sport sims by the ton.
What the Mega CD has given us is adifferent
style of game, a whole new way of gaming which
atthe moment gives us that technical thrill that
made the early days of computing so exciting
(even though the games, looking back, were a bit

crap). |don't care if the gameplay is simple at
the moment, the buzz of cartoon quality
animation and Full Motion Video is enough and,
almost certainly, by the time we're bored of this
new generation of game styles the programmers
will be working on more ambitious projects for
the Mega CD. It goes against everything you've
been saying in the magazine, but |think it’s been
a stunning start.
Gary Jordan, Gloucester

| || /

YOU WHAT?
Dear MEGA,

U gonna 'ear my story boy, what a day, me
tell u! Only could 'appen to me u know, me
got new game 4 me Mega Drive yes, the
nice Revenge Of Shinobi, me like stoked,
yes, me put it in, turn it on, boy, it not work

MEGA GETS []
CRABS
.». or one crab at least. His name's

Bernhard and he was created by a
regular reader of MEGA called Jo Burt.
We think he’s fab, but it’s really up to
you lot as to whether he remains a
permanent part of the mag or simply

ends up as a new jar of sandwich paste.
Do write in and give us your verdict.
Also, why not send us cartoon strips of
your own. But please, no hastily
scribbled biro jobs or cacky pictures of
Sonic shoving a stick of dynamite up
Mario's back passage. We want quality

stuff, and if it's any good, we may even
print it and put a prize into the bargain.
There are no guarantees, but see what
artworky bits to Bernhard's Bit,

MEGA, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath,
Avon, BA12BW.
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Tasso =
Road Avenger. Great graphics,
shame about the gameplay?

release the games realise it’s a bummer?
Secondly, why do programmers settle
with using only a portion of the Mega
Drive's capabilities by continuously
producing 4- and 8-Mbit games? Just think
about a 16-Mbit Micro Machines!
Marc Ames, Wellingborough

BIGGER IS BETTER?
Dear MEGA,

Do games get playtested before they are
released? If so, why do crap games such
as the infamous Altered Beast get onto our
consoles? Don't these companies which

АТ
Altered Beast. Playtested no doubt,
but still a very large pile of dung

Dear Marc,

Yes, games are playtested before they
are released, but for one reason or

Ewin!

ағыу ре, ни
At

ANC Маорѕ

ен

another you still get real stinkers
appearing on the market. It's really just
carelessness, but there isn't a lot we can
do about it. The least we can do is
continue to slate poor products and hope
that gamers take note of our reviews and
only buy the best.
As for not using the full power of the
Mega Drive, well, it's not, in all honesty,

always necessary. Let's take your
example of Micro Machines. This game
relies purely on the excellence of the
gameplay. The game uses as many
colours as is necessary and no amount of
extra chips will improve that. Make the
graphics bigger? Nah, this may slow the
gameplay down, so that would ruin it. Put
more chips in and double the amount of
tracks? Possible, but the game is very
challenging already and the difficulty
curve is excellent. And let's face it, even
games that have more memory allocated
are often still too easy regardless of

LETTERS

Dear Gary,

We wondered when someone would actually
admit that they like what they've seen on CD.
To be fair, we haven't slated everything
that's appeared on the Mega CD. It's just that it
offered so many different things and didn't
deliver. It promised better looking games,
animations you wouldn't believe and Full Motion
Video. It delivered. But it also promised bigger,
more complex games, which it failed to deliver.
What's more, it offered the ability to do things
you wouldn't believe with sprites. Nope, sorry.
The thing is, although our ratings of the games
have been low, that's only to reflect their usage
of the potential of the Mega CD. If we'd thought,
"Wow, this is new, we'll give it 90%” that means
that as programmers start getting to grips with
the machine and producing better and better
games, we'd be stuffed. That's not to say that
the games are being purposely downgraded, but
the ratings we gave reflect the gameplay, and we
made it perfectly clear if the graphics were
stunning or not.
Things will undoubtedly improve, but as we
said, we were just disappointed that the Mega
CD didn't fulfil its promises. However, it's good
that we've finally got some positive feedback, so
what we'd like you Mega CD-owning peeps to do
is write to us and let us know exactly what you
think, Do you love it? Hate it? Is it the best £270
you ever spent, or not? Talk to us. Neil

OF RUT5 H

As promised, Harold's lunatic niece has stepped neatly

Welcome to the first of yet another new bit of
the letters’ pages. Each month we'll make clear
the issues that people repeatedly ask about,
Read it carefully, then stop bothering us. Ha!

STREET FIGHTER 2
Our 24-page feature (starting on page 14) tells
you absolutely everything about this game, so
STOP ASKING!

PGA TOUR GOLF 2
Yes, yes we know there's no speech in the final
version. This is because the PGA were
concerned that it would encourage people to
shout things like "You're the man!" on real-life
golf courses, which is strictly taboo.

FOOTY GAMES
OK folks, we know you're all gagging for footy
games, but no matter how much you ask,
there's only so much we can tell you. Super
Kick Offis already out and that's pretty good,
but not brilliant. EA's soccer game isn't due out
for ages, so they're keeping quiet. Virgin's
game is also miles off, as is Sensible Soccer
from Sony Imagesoft. We've briefly seen
Ultimate Soccer and that’s looking pretty hot.
Sadly though, nothing else is due for release
quite yet and until we've reviewed the bloody
things, we can't tell you anything. We know it’s
frustrating, but the only advice we can give 15
keep scanning the mag for news ’cos we'll
bring it to you as soon as it’s available.

Ce:et Oa

SNI3 0AZ

into his ranting shoes with a somewhat religious angle.
We said Virgin Games would be her first victim, but
she's a temperamental woman at the best о times so
instead she chose to target Accolade. Take it away
Ruth (you batty old cow)...

Accolade е с,
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graphical content or levels. It’s all to do
with the quality of play and if that can be
done in 4 Mbits, then why not? Also, the
less chips there are in a cart, the more
likely the price is to stay down. If Streets
Of Rage 3 does indeed come in at a hefty
24 Mbits, you are pretty much guaranteed
that it will cost a bit more than the usual
£40. Fine for a one-off spectacular,
but most games can be done in
®
less space. Neil
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the Prince Of Darkness never borrow
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So long, farewell, auf Wiedersehen, sod off. We've had
enough and we're going home. But don't worry, we'll be
back next ish. Hopefully with some of the things below
ere we go again then. The
following information is not, we
repeat not, to be taken too literally,
or disappointment may ensue.

Я

!
Д
i

NEWS

THE As ON THE BACK PAGE
Now then, have you answered the Qs In Тһе
News yet? If you haven't, don't read any
further. Go and answer the questions on page

1 then come back here and add up your score.

Neil West takes a backward glance at the
>
furore that blew up over Sega's Night Trap
2
and asks, "What exactly was all the fuss
2
TE
about?" Well, you can find out next month.
2
T
And, as always, we'll also be bringing you
Rugby: a game
E"
all of the latest developments both at home : for men with, er, sturdy legs
and abroad.

Who knows, you may be a MEGA genius
without even knowing it.
1, President Gorbachev
2, Gary Oldman
3. Mad Dog McCree
4. Vega (He's а boss character)

PREVIEWS
It's hard to say precisely what

6. US Gold
7. Asterix The Gaul

LINGERIE

5, Ball Jacks at 9%

You can guarantee there'll be
no pants, bras, knickers,

we'll get to see, but there are
boxers, bodices, basques,
50 many games in production,
teddys, suspenders and
even Andy Dyer's bound to
not even a faint whiff of
stumble across one
ISSUE
1 1
a sturdy gusset in the
eventually. But then again,
ом SALE
next issue of MEGA.
it's just possible that a blind
That's a promise
man with no nose would be
Thursday
(although we might throw
able to locate a cowpat on the
1 5 Ju y
in a couple of whale-bone
moon more easily than Dyer could
corsets just for a laugh).
pick up a scoop on the previews front.
HOT AND COLD

RUNNING

WATER

Sorry about this, but we were told at the last
moment that we'd not quite attained our
comedy quota for the issue...

8, Four
9, Jurassic Park
10. Ashley Young, Sue Huntley
11. Nine
12, King Of The Monsters
13. Accolade
14. Lemmings-Two Tribes
15. Thunder Hawk
16. Double Clutch.
17. Splatterhouse 3
18. Mazin Wars

49. Willy Beamish

20. Amazing Tennis
1-8 points: You're rather dim aren't you?

Blimey, and we thought we were dense. You're
so lacking in gaming knowledge that you
probably picked up this copy of MEGA in the
doctor's surgery while waiting to be seen about
that embarrassing rash you have.
9-14 points: Slightly better, but we still bet
this isn't your mag. We reckon you nicked it
out of Stinky Blenkinthorpe's satchel during
the lunch hour.
Dave Shinobi
storms back onto the Mega Drive

PAUL MELLERICK

18 - 20 points: Hrmph!

FULLY CLOTHED
REVIEWS
The big news is that we'll be exclusively
reviewing Ultimate Soccer, the new footy
game which, when used in conjunction with
Sega's new adaptors, becomes a massive
eight-player game. Plus Bubsy The Bobcat,
Mortal Kombat, International Rugby, Super
Shinobi 2, André Agassi Tennis, Annette
Again (CD), and Populous 2, er, maybe.

So this is another flailing attempt at comedy.
However, you'll probably be glad to know
that we have now reached our target of two
mildly amusing captions, one chucklesome
jape, three borderline gags and twelve,
frankly dismal, puns.
And on that rather disappointing note,
we'll bid you farewell. It's been fun, we talked
alittle, we had a few laughs, and we hope
when you look back at the affair that was
issue ten, you'll remember the good times.
And who knows, maybe in years to come
we'll bump into each other and per... (Snip)

SHUT
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special six-page
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miss it
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15 - 17 points: All right, that's not so bad. Read
the mag more thoroughly next time though.

Next month we'll all be playing
at God (and, no doubt, failing)

feature on the
world of

pi
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:!reserve/deliver* ту MEGA each month**
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* delete as appropriate ** A reader savs "MEGA's words, not mine. Sorry”

SEGA MEGADRIVE

SEGA MEGADRIVE + SONIC PACK
WITH SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
TWO SEGA JOYPADS

AND £20 OFF A GAME OFFER

DEDUCT £20 OFF OUR PRICE OF ANY MEGADRIVE GAME
PURCHASED AT THE SAME TIME AS THIS SONIC

PACK

SEGA MEGADRIVE + THREE GAME PACK
WITH SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
TWO SEGA JOYPADS

| SpecialReserwememberscanhaveallthi.canYOU? ||

AND EA ICE HOCKEY
AND JOHN MADDEN'S '93
MODEL KVM1400

REMOTE CONTROL

FREESCA
RTLEAD
(STATE SNES, SEGA, AMIGA or ST)

ДЕ)

вше

(ALL OVER PRINT)

PURCHASED AT THE SAME TIME AS THIS SONY TV/MONITOR

SIZE XL

24.99

16.99

MEGADR
IVE
GAMES

esan ЗАМЕ
" ioo).9
ALEX KODIN oe тозо
9
АЦЕМЗ
2999
ALIEN STORM 777771699
ANOTHER
ARIEL - THEWORLD
LITTLE 2899
jur
E eurH
:9
2799
2296

16.99

coLuMNs
©
CORPORATION

16.99

CHUCK воск...

2939

|

19.99

2499 FIRE SHARK
77777248
Ronee
29.99 FLINTSTONES

SYBERBALL
1689
CYBORG
JUSTICE
DS ROBINSON
BASKETBALL
2999
DARK CASTLE
22499
DECAPATTACK
2849
DESERT
STRIKE
....2939
DICK TRACY,
1699
DONALD DUCK QUACKSHOT
2899
DOUBLE CLUTCH
......27.99
DRAGONTFURY..
20:99
ECCO(DOLPH
IN)....209
BATMAN RETURNS....29.99 EUROPEAN CLUB
BONANZA BROTHERS 1639 FOOTBALL
2999
2999
EVANDER
HOLLYFIELO
BULLS VS BLAZERS ..2899 BOXING
...................2999

CAPTAIN AMERICA......29.99
CHAKAN.......
29.99

STRIDER

F22 INTERCEPTOR
......29.99
FATAL FURY...............35.99

FATAL LABYRINTH.....16.99

голе
à

QUICKJOY FOOT
PEDAL FOR
MEGADRIVE (TRANSFERS
JOYSTICK FUNCTIONSTOFOOT
PEDALS. IDEAL FOR DAMING
AND FLYINGGAMES)
22.99
QUICKJOY MEGASTAR JOYSTICK FOR
eo
"т MEGADRIVE
(WITH AUTOFIRE AND
SLOW MOTION, INDUSTRIAL
STRENGTH MICROSWITCHES AND
SHOCK ABSORBED BODY)
2499
QUICKJOY 86
PROPAD FOR
|
MEGADRIVE (WITH SLOW MOTION
AND TWO SPEED AUTOFIRE)
13.99

TOEJANĀEARL
29.99

[

(ESSENTIAL)
SAVE
£14.00

29.99

MERCS
...
MICKEY AND DONALD

MICKEY MOUSE

6.99
2999

SHADOW OF
THE BEAST 2...

2939 SHINING FORCE

29.99

29.99

ЈОННМАрОЕНУ NHPLASOMOCKEY
29.99

29.99

As a member of Special Reserve you'll receive regular issues of
NRG magazine. NRG is our 48 page colour club magazine sent bimonthly only to Special Reserve members. NRG contains:
1. The best selection of games, peripherals and hardware for all
popular formats. We are official Sega, Nintendo and Sony stockists.
2. Reviews in colour and latest information on new products
8. Charts and Release Schedule, to help you choose and plan
4. The bestprices. Just one purchase will save you your joining fee
5. Hundreds of Special Offers. Top games at prices you won't believe
6. XS Super Savers. Money-off coupons worth over £180 a year
7. £60,000 worth of prizes per year
in our FREE-to-en
ter BIG
5
^
TARGET
COMPETITI
ONS. That's £10,000 worth in every issue of
NRG, exclusive to members.
à
id
f
n why ores 159,000 peoplehave leiedу al
eserve, the biggest games club in the Worl П

ROAD RASH2
29.99

2139 TERMINATOR .........2999
2899
TERMIN
2
(МЕНАСЕЋ
ATOR
LIGHT
GUN GAME)
.....29.99
SPIDERMAN
Testoalve
2.
STEEL TALONS
'UNDERFOI
TOONS s»
TINY
OF RAG _
STREETS
STREETS OF .RAGI
JAM AND
STRIDER.....
TOKI.
STRIDER
2
TRAN
SUMMER CHALLENGE
2999
TURBO OUTRUN
SUNSET RIDERS
.
.
.
.
2
9
.
9
TWO CRUDE DUDES
SEES HG ON
16.99 ПАО SOLDIER
SUPER KICK OFF......3499 WARPSPEED.
SUPER OFF
WINTER GAMES
ROAD
RACER
2299
WONDERBO
YIN ~.
SUPERMAN
.
3599
MONSTER
WORLD
SWORD OF VERMILLION 31.99 WORLD CLASS
TALESPIN .
2849 LEADERBOARD
29.99
ТА2МАМА
2989
WORLD
CUP
ITALIA
30
16.99
TECHNO CLASH ......3549 WRESTLE WAR ........16.99
TECMO CUP SOCCER
TEENAGE MUTANT

30.99

138.99 HERO TURTLES .........34.99

STRIKER ЈОУРАО РОВ.
MEGADRIVE (WITH RAPID
РВЕ AND STEREO HEADPHONE
SOCKET)
16.99
TURBO 2 RAPID FIRE JOYPAD FOR
MEGADRIVE (WITH AUTOFIRE AND SLOW
MOTION)
12.99

We only supply members but you can order as you join
irs
There' 5 no obligation to buy and you can be any age.
Just send in the form below or phone Sales оп 0279 600204.

16.99

26.99

GHOULSNGH
OBISRS -2499 MUTANT LEAGUE
^. .
GLOBAL
GLADIATO
IBALL...
9.99
дева NME ICE HOCKEY -72999
HE КВ)
GOLDEN
AXE TENNIS..279
16999 NHL
IGE GOLD
HOCKEY .....2999
93.2939
GRANDSLAM
OLYMPIC
GYNOUG..
11699
PGAGOLF2
........299
99
HARDBALL3.
2999
POPULOUS
/.......199
JACKMICKLAUSPOWER ' —POWERMONGER.....2999
CHALLENGE GOLF
29.99 poU á
16.99
JOHN MADDEN 93....2899
REVENGE
OF
SHINOBI
16.99
JUNGLE STRIKE
.3599 ROAD RASH
..
.29.99
KING
OF
THE
MONSTERS
2999
ROAD
RASH
228.89
LEMMINGS..........2999 ROBOCOD
LHX ATTACK CHOPPER 29.99 (JAMES POND 2) .........29.99
LOTUS TURBO CHALL. 2939 ROLO TO THE RESCUE 2999
MAZIN
WARS.
3099 SENNA SUPER
MEGA-LO-MANIA........35.99 MONACO...

WWF WRESTLEMANIA
[з
R
[7

MEGA CD GAMES

BLACK HOLE ASSAULT ......
JAGUAR XJ220 .
PRINCE OF Persi
ROAD AVENGER . .
SHERLOCK HOLMES
WOLF CHILD .

||
SEGA GEAR TO GEAR CABLE
(LINKS TWO GAME GEARS) ....6.99
SEGA BATTERY PACK FOR GAME
GEAR (RECHARGEABLE FROM
MAINS ADAPTOR) ..............27.99
LOGIC 3 RECHARGABLE BATTERY
PACK FOR GAME GEAR
(FITS INTO BATTERY
COMPARTMENTS, GIVES UP TO 2.5
HOURS PLAY - MAINS
ADAPTOR REQUIRED) . 24.99

.3199
123599
35.99
31.99
35.99
3199

f
|

We pride ourselves on our after-sales service. (18 customer service lines)

29.99

Inevitably some games listed may not yet be available. Please phone sales on
0279 600204 to check availability before ordering. In the event of delay we issue.

refunds on request at any time prior to despatch. We reserve the right to change

Prices without prior notification. E .& O.E.
Registered Office & Club Shop: Inter-Mediates Ltd, 2 South Block, The Mallings,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. CM21 9PG.
All prices include VAT and carriage to UK mainland. See base of order form for
‘overseas surcharges. We supply hardware only to UK mainland addresses.

MEMBERSHIP FEES

6 MONTHS — ONEYEAR
ТМО YEARS
TRIAL
ANNUAL
WITH FREE
MEMBERSHIP MEMBERSHIP HARD BINDER
UK MEMBERS
4.99
7.99
14.99
OVERSEAS EC MEMBERS
6.00
1000
2000
OVERSEAS WORLD MEMBERS 7.00
1200
2400

4
‘WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN,
| THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50р PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS. |
|(PLEASE PRINT

ACTION REPLAY PRO CARTRIDGE FOR MEGADRIVE
(ALLOWS CHEAT CODES TO BE ENTERED TO
GAME FOR INFINITE LIVES, CREDITS ETC.)
GAME GENIE FOR MEGADRIVE (GAMES ENHANCER,
ALLOWS CHEAT CODES TO BE ENTERED FOR INFINITE
LIVES, CREDITS, ETC. BOOK OF CODES INCLUDED) 38.99

JOE MONTANA (U.S.) FOOTBALL 19.99 SONIC THE HEDGEHOG.
LEADER BOARD .
SPIDERMAN.
LEMMINGS . .
STREETS OF НАСЕ.
MASTER OF DARKNE:
STREETS
OF RAGE
MICKEY MOUSE
STRIDER
2
MICKEY MOUSE
SUPER KICK
NINJA GAIDEN
SUPER MONACO GP `.
OLYMPIC GOLD.
SUPER OFF ROAD RACER.
OUTRUN EUROPA
SUPER SPACE INVADERS
PRINCE OF PERSIA...
SUPERMAN .
PSYCHIC WORLD.
TALESPIN .
ROBOCOD
TAZMANIA `.
SHINOBI
TENGEN WORLD CUP SOCCER .
SHINOBI 2
TERMINATOR...
‘SIMPSONS.
TOM
AND JERRY SLIDER.
WIMBLEDON TENNIS -........
SOLITAIR POKER.
WONDERBOY - DRAGONS ТВАР
SONIC2 ....
ON GAME GEAR) .
GAME GEAR MAINS ADAPTOR
(UK MADE)
SEGA TV ADAPTOR
FOR GAME GEAR.
SEGA CAR ADAPTOR FOR GAME
(TURNS GAME GEAR
GEAR (PLUGS INTO CIGAR
LIGHTER FOR POWER) . . 13.99 INTO HANDHELD TV) .
BEESHU MAGNIFI IER FOR GAME
GEAR (WILL WORI KIN
1
CONJUNCTION WITH
BEESHU GEAR MASTER) . 111.99
|
BEESHU GEAR MASTER
CONVERTER
(ENABLES USE OF MASTER
SYSTEM CARTRIDGES
|

У

pee

в

|

SURCHARGE OF ROS
PERBAMEON
OWED ORDEHSS
You can also Fax your
order to us TELEE
on: 0279
726842

MONITOR LEAD FOR MEGADRIVE TO
PHILLIPS CM8833 MK 2 MONITOR
SCART LEAD FOR MEGADRIVE - CONNECTS TO
TELEVISION WITH SCART INPUT
(GIVES MONITOR QUALITY PICTURE)

We only supply official UK products. Olficial suppliers of all leading brands.
We sell games and peripherals all at amazing prices for Megadrive, Master System, Game Gear,
Super NES, Gameboy, NES,
Lynx, Amiga, Atari ST, PC, CD ROM and Apple Mac. And we sell T-shirts and cuddly toys!
Special Reserve Club Shop at The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Open to 7pm Weekdays and to Spm Saturdays.

|

9am to Spm Saturday, 10am to Spm Sunday
10amSamREto to5pm8pmBankWeekdays,
Holidays.
Order/Confirm
ation/Receipt sent for every order.
IS
A
SURCH
50р
PER
.PHON
Vae

SEGA POWER BASE CONVERTER
WITH
5
CD
GAMES
SOLFACE,
MEGADRIVE
COBRA COMMAND, SEGA CLASSICS (GOLDEN AXE, SUPER FOR
(ALLOWS
USE OF MASTER
MONACO GRAND PRIX, COLUMNS)
SYSTEM GAMES)...
AVA
ILA
BIL
ITY
)
( ASE PHONE FOR

ALIENS cssc
2299
ALIEN SYNDROME
1999
BATMAN RETURNS ..
2299
BATTLETOADS
2099
CHAKAN ......
2499
CHESS MASTER
1399
CHUCK ROCK
11999
COLUMNS .
1399
CRYSTAL WARRIORS.............1699
DEVELISH .
1399
DONALD DUCK -.
2499
DOUBLE DRAGON .
on
GALAGA2 . . .
S
GLOBAL GLADIATORS (MIC & MÁC)..2499
INDIANA JONES 3 .
2299

FREE MAINS ADAPTOR

ЅРЕЕОВАЦ2

JOIN now from just £4.99

(аси ТАЦ)

1699 MICRO MACHINES ....3099 SIDE POCKET
268
мейкин
оз SPEEDBALL 2
3099 MUHAMMADALIBOXING 29.99 BORED

J

SEGA GAME GEAR
WITH COLUMNS GAME

ЅОМС2

Б,

TAZMANIAN DEVIL
CUDDLY TOY IN
LEATHER JACKET

OTHER TV/MONITORS AVAILABLE - PLEASE PHONE

MERCS

SAVE more with our XS Coupons

12.99

SONY TV/MONITOR ENABLES MONITOR QUALITY PICTURE FROM
AMIGA, SUPER NES, ST OR MEGADRIVE VIA SCART CONNECTION.
ALSO SUITS ALL CONSOLES VIA NORMAL RF INPUT. INCLUDES REAR
SCART/EURO (FROM SUPER NES STEREO LEAD OR VIDEO CAMERA)
TO АЈУ CHANNEL.
60 CHANNEL
TUNING.SUEEHS
BLACKcunt
TRINITON SCREEN.
INCLUDES
LOOP AERIAL

=

SAVE with our Special Deals

> WIN £60,000 worth of prizes FREE}

зомс 2 T-SHIRT | &

(OR THE TOTAL OF SEVERAL GAMES)

ILSNGHOSTS GOLDEN AXE

-P

IN
AVAILABLE
(ALSO
WHITE)

AND
£20 OFF A GAME OFFER
DEDUCT £20 OFF OUR PRICE OF АМҮ САМЕ

=

==" CHOOSE from our Huge Selection |
~~ BUY at Best Possible Prices

|MERCHANDISE
|
shin РПО етт

)

Ё

C READ "МЕС" Regular Club Magazine]

n

IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

мт
!

DESK

|

[

HAddress.

|

!
!
!
|
Д

[
[
ij
|

Postcode

|Phone

Machine.

[|

!|| Enter membership
number (if applicable) or
I NEW MEMBERSHIP FEE (ANNUAL UK 7.99)
!
1;
плет
L
litem

!

[[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[|
[

1

[|

f

каш
litem

і
|

TALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & МАТ |£
1
|Cheque/P../AccessiMastercard/Switch/Visa (Switch Issue Мо ____

|!I Card

ВАН

|

|expirydate.

ees

ЕПА

Signature.

Е
|

|[[ |
[

||

[|
|Cheques payable o: SPECIAL RESERVE
[
[
! P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, СМ21 9PH [
| Overseas Orders Surcharge (EC or World): Software orders

| please add £2.00 per item. Non-software items please add
|
25%. Hardware items supplied to UK mainland only.

!

A

Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

e

ны

а

ritst ааа

[|

[
[
[

"So real I bought а
Mega Drive."

Play the best ever fighter simulation
available. Mig-29 on Sega Mega Drive is the
ultimate military aviation experience which
will test and stretch your skills
like nothing before.

Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines

they are not lost permanently.
People interested in helping out in any «
please visit us at www.retromags
ms

available from the publishers themselves. |
If you come across anyone selling releases from
this site, please do not support them and do let us know.

Thank you!

